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Charity and Culture
B
ELLEN JOYCE, S.C.

Introduction

The culture we live in influences us whether we are aware of that
influence or not. The first time my curiosity was aroused by the notion
of culture was in reading Pope Paul VI's Evangelii Nuntiandi (1975)
wherein he says:
• what matters is to evangelize man's culture and cultures. . always
taking the person as one's starting point and always coming back to
the relationships of people among themselves and with God.
The Gospel, and therefore evangelization, are certainly not identical with culture, and they are independent in regard to all cultures. Nevertheless, the Kingdom which the Gospel proclaims is
lived by men who are profoundly linked to a culture, and the
building up of the Kingdom cannot avoid borrowing the elements
of human culture or cultures. (#20)
The idea of evangelizing a culture was utterly foreign to me at the time.
The evangelization of a culture involves, as a first step, developing an
appreciative understanding of that culture prior to developing a critique.
My second encounter with culture came when I was assigned to
teach a course in ethics that combined a theoretical foundation that
was personal with applications that were primarily social. I discovered that one of the ways to move a problem from the personal to the
social level was to consider the ethical challenge against the background of the culture. For example, when considering the question of
whether or not to televise trials, many reasons can be offered in favor
of doing so: it can teach people more about the court system; it can

help to develop a sense of civic responsibility, and so on. Yet, reasons
can be offered against televising trials. If we approach the question
with the eyes of those who think that we live in an entertainment
culture, there is a high risk that televised trials can turn into one more
form of entertainment. Looking at challenges in the context of the
culture can provide a different perspective.
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What is Culture?
The idea of culture is an elusive one. A frequently cited definition
is that of anthropologist Clifford Geertz, here quoted and commented
on by George Marsden in Religion and American Culture. Culture is:
'an historically transmitted pattern of meaning embodied in symbols....' The symbols that define a culture are not only words, but
all sorts of artifacts and structures that reflect shared meaning and
values. The historically transmitted meanings of a culture also
include the underlying assumptions, taken-for-granted wisdom,
and ways of looking at things that almost everyone at a particular
time and place share.'
Another helpful definition is that of Nathan Mitchell in a wonderfully informative issue of Liturgy Digest devoted to an exploration of
liturgy and culture:
All those forces personal and collective, public and private - that
shape who we are, what we value, and how we interpret people,
places and things (ourselves included).2
Persistent exploration and rumination on the idea of culture have
brought me to think of it as the human landscape, the human creation,
the human milieu in which we live. The latter idea is intended to
parallel Pierre Teilhard de Chardin's notion of the divine milieu, an
idea captured in the English Benedictine John Chapman's saying that
we live in God as fish in water.
Many commentators on American culture use words and phrases
such as the following to describe it: it is a culture of individualism,
consumerism, fads, entertainment, disbelief; it is a death-denying cul-

ture and a one dominated by technology. In Re-visioning Mission, Richard Cote cautions against this kind of approach to analyzing a culture:
•. not only must we clearly distinguish between the really inherent
values of a culture on the one hand and ideologies on the other, but
that failure to do so is one of the major reasons why inculturating
faith is stymied in North America...
George Marsden, Rcligioii and American Cu/tort' (San Diego: Harcourt, Brace, Jovanovich,
1990), 4.
2
Nathan Mitchell, Liturgy Digest: 3.
Richard Cote, Re—visioning Mission (New York: Paulist Press, 1996), 97.
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Cote illustrates his point by reminding us how, in the past, we
confused Russian culture with Soviet communism. Communism was
an ideology imposed on the Russian people.
Ideologies always masquerade under the guise of authentic cultural
values; that is why they operate so effectively, if deceptively. When
unmasked, however, they are seen for what they really are: surrep
titious, 'intruders' in a culture, wolves in sheep's clothing as it were.
In short, ideologies do not belong to a culture by birthright, but by
insidious subterfuge. In the same way that it was erroneous (and
short-sighted) to equate Russian culture with its former ideological
overlay of Soviet communism, so too is it wrong to equate American
culture with capitalism, or, for that matter, with any other "ism.114
Ibid., 100.
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A major task at hand then is to distinguish authentic cultural
values of the United States from the distortions, exaggerations, and
ideologies of those values. The task is complicated by the sheer pace
of change since the 1960s and the leveling power of the mass media.
In a speech at the Divinity School of the University of Chicago in
September, 1996, Daniel Yankelovich suggested a framework in which
to consider what has happened in the last several decades.
In his book, Life Chances, sociologist Ralf Dahrendorf describes cycles
in Western culture as efforts to strike the proper balance between
choices and bonds. Choices enhance individualism and personal
freedom; bonds strengthen social cohesiveness and stability.'
In a period of expansive choices bonds decline and vice versa. A
viable society is constituted by a balance between choices and bonds.
A similar point is made by Lisa Sowle Cahill through the work of
Mary Douglass. We have moved away from social systems in which
role expectations are strong, to private systems in which career and
success of the individual are strong. Among the consequences of the
latter are the alienation, rather than integration, of the individual in
the social whole, the decline of ritual, and blindness to, or denial of,
the social consequences of individual choices.
Signs are beginning to appear of a yearning for a new balance of
choices and bonds, of private and social systems. Questions of culture
are important not only for the broader issue of inculturation of the
faith (which some seem to think of as only a Third World challenge),
but also because of the disturbing findings of the Nygren-Ukeritis
study on the Future of Religious Orders in the United States.
The research.. indicates that at the present time religious are

often unaware of the degree of their assimilation into the main
stream culture.
Granted the validity of the research, and the current state of the
culture, perhaps a good formulation of the current challenge to religious congregations is to avoid assimilation on the one hand, and
independence from the culture on the other. Perhaps the challenge can

Criterion (Autumn 1996): 2.
Origins (September 1992): 272.
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be put positively in a vein similar to what Cahill proposes for marriage; namely, to resocialize marriage in the direction of equality of
partners. For religious, the challenge would be to resocialize their
communities to honor anew the real relationships that exist within
religious communities.
Toward an Ethics of Attention

In studies of experience several authors point out that our experience
is not, and cannot be, normative. We should take it seriously but not make
it normative because, among other things, we are selective in what encounters we respond to, that is, in what becomes part of our experience.
Our personal histories, the times (postmodern) and culture in which we
live conspire to make our individual experiences unique. If we select the
encounters to which we respond, there is some choice in it and therefore
the possibility of ethical consideration. Both the influence of the culture
we live in (and other cultures), and the ways in which those cultures
change (within themselves and in relation to each other), need to capture
our attention. One modest way to get started on that project is to attend
to what cartoonists have to teach us. The cartoonists of The New Yorker
magazine are the masters of the genre. In the "Crime and Punishment"
issue (24 February and 3 March 1997) Tom Cheney depicts a man about
to lose his head in a guillotine being asked "Paper or plastic?" Commonweal

Main Altar, Basilica of the National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton.
Emmitsburg, Maryland
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is another good source of insightful cartoons. The issue of 17 January 1997
has a sketch of one character saying to another, "Persistence? Who has
time for persistence?"
Columns that depend on reader contributions can also be revealing. The "Metropolitan Diary" of The New York Times (5 February
1997) included this contribution from Cheryl Chalmers: "Bulletin from
Living Life in the Fast Lane: a course offered at the 92d Street Y
entitled, 'Intimacy: How to Build It, How to Sustain It. One session: 810 P.M." Who is it we see in these mirrors?
If we attend to cultural change, what about our ideas of charity?
While the truths of faith may transcend any given time and culture, they
need to be reformulated and inculturated in every age and every culture.
The Meaning of Charity
There has been a resurgence of scholarly interest in the meaning
of charity in the last several years. Focus on New Testament ethics,
renewed interest in the work of Thomas Aquinas, a critical return to
Anders Nygren's classic Agape and Eros, and an emerging convergence
of spirituality and ethics account for much of this literature. What
follows simply illustrates several lines of inquiry.
Some recent studies have challenged an older identification of
charity or love with impartiality. Are there not people with whom we
have "special relations" such as family, friends, members of our own
congregation, those with whom we live, who ought to be treated with
some favor? Does not the preferential option for the poor highlight the
inadequacy of a norm of impartiality?
While the meanings attached to agape, eros, and philia tend to be
nuanced from one author to another, agape is usually identified most
closely with Christian love, which, in turn is identified primarily with

sacrifice. In his book Love: Human and Divine, and in several articles, Edward Vacek makes a persuasive argument that philia, understood as beingwith or communal love, is closest in meaning to Christian love. Though
agape, eros, and philia are all necessary, phi/ia is the most inclusive love.
Within this framework charity is defined as "both God's act and our act."'
In recent writings in spirituality there is closer attention to the
language used for Christian ideals. For example, the vocabulary of
unselfishness is preferred to that of selflessness because there is a selflove or self-regard that is not only legitimate but required.
Edward Vacek, Love: Human and Divine (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown University Press,
1994), 113, n.117.
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In a lucid article entitled "The Catholic Model of Caritas: Selftranscendence and Transformation" David Tracy, for whom good
theory and good practice are always mutually reinforcing, uses correlation method to redefine charity as the transformation of our human
loves by God's love.' In Elizabeth Seton we are blessed with a model
of transformation.
Charity in North America and Beyond
Elizabeth Seton was a strong woman. It is doubtful that any among
us would claim to be finished with "mining" (attending to) the heroism
of her life and the depth of her wisdom. A lively, if not heated, conversation was once prompted among us over the possibility that her saying
"Sweet is the Providence that overrules us" was a misprint for what
should have been "Sweet is the Providence that rules over us." Ultimately there is a prophetic task embedded here if the only way to be
sure which prophets speak for God is to know God, then the only way
to be sure of what Elizabeth meant is to get to know Elizabeth. In a most
profound way, the same task is involved in grasping the ways in which
the charism of charity has been planted in North America and beyond.
The thousands of women who have followed in the footsteps of Elizabeth Seton are embodiments of the charism. It is in searching their lives,
and what they have done and are doing today, that the power and
vitality of charity will be revealed. It seems that we have only begun to
give attention to what it means to live a life of charity.
In considering whether the charism of charity is relevant beyond all
cultures and centuries, charity has a place on a short list. The Word of God
is always there, encouraging and challenging us. The human capacity to
learn and the experience of suffering seem universal. In a magnificent
poem entitled "The Century's Decline," Wislawa Szymborska details
how the twentieth century was supposed to improve on prior centuries,
doing away with what needed to be done away with, accomplishing
what needed to be accomplished. People were to be respected, truth
honored, and war banished. By century's end
Again, and as ever,
as may be seen above,
the most pressing questions
are naïve ones.'
As long as people exist, charity will be required.
David Tracy, "The Catholic Model of Caritas: Self-transcendence and Transformation,"
Concilium (1979):121.
Wislawa Szymborska, View With a Grain of Sand: Selected Poems (New York: Harcourt, Brace
and Company, 1995), 148.
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Toward the Future

Several tasks have already been suggested in the course of the presentation. One of the most demanding challenges we face is to discern the
ways in which we need to resocialize our communities. There are no
blueprints, but those who welcome the truth come to the light.
However, there are a few practices we can begin immediately. Expand
the conversation. John Staudenmaier centers attention on the significance
of conversation both as an antidote to the potential domination of technology, and as a measure of our relationships with one another and with God.
Who is part of the conversation? Who is not? Why? Absent conversation,
on what basis do we make the judgements we are responsible to make?
Secondly, keep holy the Sabbath. Celebrate the creation. Break
the pace. Give Mother Earth a break!
Perhaps from reflection on the intersection of charity and culture
we can come to the point that Paul Ricoeur calls second naiveté, "the
place where our critical stance toward our inherited faith tradition
yields again to the life-giving good news of the Gospel."T°

The Altar of the Relics of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton.
Emmitsburg, Maryland

1

Joseph D. Driskill, 'Silence and Hope," Contemporary Spirituality Bulletin (Fall 1996): 36.
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The Charism of Charity
Transcending Centuries and Cultures
B
DOROTHY MACDOUGALL, S.C.

Introduction

I want to begin this talk with a brief story I read a number of years
ago in The Christian Century because I believe that it succinctly reminds us why the charism of charity has been able to transcend
centuries and cultures
In 1923 in southern Poland a Quaker nurse died. In that region the
only cemetery was a Catholic one. Because the nurse was a Quaker,
she could not be buried there. Finally, after much discussion, the
Church officials decided to bury the nurse just outside the cemetery fence. During the night, some of the simple village people,
who loved the nurse, met together in the cemetery - and moved
the fence! The Quaker nurse was in the cemetery!
This story illustrates the characteristics of inclusivity, imagination, and willingness to risk. But the underlying virtue that calls forth
all else is charity. The Catholic villagers loved that Quaker nurse!
My belief is that the charism of charity has transcended centuries
and cultures to the extent that our foundresses and Community members and lay associates have been willing to break through the biases
of culture to reveal God's love to the world. I hope to give supporting
evidence to this belief in these reflections.
Joan Chittister notes in The Fire in These Ashes that the relationship
between culture and religious life is tightly woven and that religious
life comes out of a culture to challenge it.' Religious figures who make
the defining questions of humanity the centerpiece of their lives have

been recognized by people of every culture to be guiding spiritual
lights. Vincent de Paul was certainly such a person for both church
and society in the France of his day.

Joan Chittister, OSB,

Tue Fir,' in TIit's,' As/i's (Kansas City: Sheed and Ward, 1995), 5-7.
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The charism of charity which Vincent learned from Jesus, the Evangelizer of the Poor, and which inspired the priests of the Congregation
of the Mission, the Daughters of Charity and many lay missionaries,
had already crossed an ocean and bridged a culture when it reached the
communities represented here. Bishop Joseph Benedict Flaget, at the
request of Rev. John David, brought the rule of Saint Vincent to the
urban United States. The Sisters of Charity of Nazareth received the rule
from Emmitsburg to be adapted to the Kentucky frontier.
The members and associates of all of our communities have been
guided by the spirit of Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac as they
met the needs of their times and geography. The most direct way for
me to reflect on how this happened is to tell you what I see from where
I stand; that is, I will tell stories from the SCN tradition. Then through
the panel members' conversation and our reflection and sharing time
as a total group, we can get a much fuller and clearer picture of how
our desire to share this common gift, this charism of charity, has
shaped our varied ministries, challenged aspects of our culture, and
changed our own lives. The stories told may also give us a glimpse of
some of the fences which have been moved in our traditions; and help
us note fences that need yet to be moved!
On the Kentucky Frontier
The SCN story really began in 1808 when the Church created four
new dioceses: New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Bardstown. Bishop
Flaget's vast diocese included the states of Kentucky and Tennessee and
the Indiana and Michigan territories. Father John Baptist David was in
charge of the diocesan seminary. The two churchmen decided that they
needed some women to help with the spiritual needs of the people, and
they began to make that call in their itinerant preaching in Kentucky.
On 1 December 1812, two women responded to the call. Betsy
Wells did not stay beyond the early days, but Teresa Carrico became
known as the community's "foundation stone." We are told that it was
the humble and simple Teresa who encouraged Father David to begin
the community, even though resources were slim to non—existent. Not
young when she entered, Teresa lived one month beyond Catherine
Spalding, the nineteen year old who joined the others in January, 1813
and was elected their leader when there were six Sisters.
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The Sisters very soon began a school for girls, and as their numbers grew, their works of charity multiplied. When the cholera epidemic struck Bardstown and Louisville in 1832, they closed schools in
both places so that the teachers could nurse cholera victims. So many
children were left homeless as the cholera epidemic raged that
Catherine and her Sisters soon opened an orphanage. Then seeing the
ongoing need for healthcare, they decided to set aside some rooms in
the orphanage for the sick. Thus by 1836 the SCNs had the beginnings
of their first hospital.

WN

Elizabeth Teaches Young Children.
Painting by Elizabeth Prongas.
The National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, Emmitsburg
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As we think back on those days, we see our Sisters as hardy
pioneer women, always trying to meet the most pressing needs of
their times. They had their trials; for example, three Sisters from
Nazareth Academy died nursing persons with cholera. We know, too,
that it must have been difficult for the small community to continue
to expand into new ministries as more and more needs appeared.
SCNs throughout history learned from those women, and continued to have desires beyond their energy and resources. Even in 1980,
when Sister Marie Augusta Neal was conducting a follow-up to her
1967 study of American women religious, she commented on the fact
that the SCNs in the study checked off a longer list than most other
religious of services in which they thought the community ought to be
involved. "Some may believe that this wide choice may be spreading
yourselves too thin," she said in analysis; "others may say that the
Sisters of Charity of Nazareth cannot say no to a human need." Or
maybe it is just our pioneer roots grown deep!
The charism of charity was alive in those foundation days. The
Sisters founded institutions that would continue service into the fu
ture, but they stopped what they were doing and met other needs
when crises occurred. A major cultural crisis in this country, the Civil
War, found the Sisters going to the battlefields of this "border state"
to nurse soldiers from both sides of the conflict.
Mission and Dissent
The ministry of leadership called for gifts of intellect, imagination
and physical endurance, but perhaps the most taxing times for Catherine
Spalding came when there was need to question civil authorities or to
dissent from the wishes of church leaders. There are records of both in
Catherine's leadership. Father Gerald Arbuckle in Refounding the Church
believes that "loyal dissent is essential for mission."' His definition
takes away any pejorative connotation of the term and shows that
dissent can be "the prophetic move by people who genuinely love the
Gospel and the Church to offer responsibly alternative ways of preaching the Good News to the world of our time.113

2

Gerald A. Arbuckle, Refounding the Church (New York: Orbis Books, 1993), 2.
Ibid., 9.
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We SCNs try in our ministries to keep the pioneer spirit alive and to
respond to the needs of our times. But in our striving, we might at times
seem less than fully cooperative to people who have a long-term plan in
mind. (We have never been good at long-range planning. It is much easier
for us to see a need and want to meet it.) I remember the early days of what
we called "Search and Share," our first attempt at small group sessions and
learning a communal discernment process. We met often, and the first item
on the agenda for us often seemed to be to try to change the agenda!
Just a year ago last June we had a General Assembly at Nazareth. The
facilitator for the week had already worked with our community over
many months in preparation for the writing of a new Mission Statement,
so she knew us pretty well, and I believe that she really did appreciate our
unique spirit. At one point, however, she called us "feisty women." There
are some definitions of "feisty" which I do not like, but the "frisky and
exuberant" definition might just fit our pioneer spirit. It might signify also
the desire of the Community to be faithful to the charism of charity even
if we have at times strong opinions - or what we consider "responsible
alternatives" - for living out that faithfulness.
Into a Multi-Cultural America

Earlier I alluded to Kentucky's being a border state during the
Civil War. That is not the only time we have juxtaposed "north" and
"south" in the SCN community. The charism of charity has helped us
to span those regional differences among ourselves as well as in
ministry. Those who came from the north to a southern community
had to get used to new foods and new ways of cooking and seasoning
foods. All of us had the opportunity to learn new colloquialisms and
even new ways of talking! Only a few times did superiors feel they
had to say: "Sisters, the Civil War is over!"
African-American Culture

A predominantly white community ministering to people of African-American heritage has posed a more difficult move from one
sub-culture to another. Perhaps this is an area where we wish we had
much earlier come to an understanding of the need for dissent. It also
shows the effect of the southern culture on our religious community.
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The benefactor of a hospital we opened in 1874 in Kentucky
expressly limited our service to "white people." Another hospital we
took over in 1877 in the same state was open to all races, although
there were separate buildings for white and black patients. The hospital with the limitation in the deed in time became a serious concern
to the Community, and in 1945 our leaders sought out a descendant
of the benefactor and had the restriction removed.
When SCNs took over a hospital from two doctors in 1946, they
deleted a restriction to serve only whites before the contract would
be signed.
In 1940 the SCNs agreed to build a hospital in Ensley, Alabama
(near Birmingham) specifically for African-Americans, since these citizens did not feel welcomed in other hospitals in that deeply southern
state. Our Superior General at that time explained the Council's decision to go to Ensley as one based as surely on faith and confidence in
Providence and the sense of being impelled by love as any decision
made by Catherine Spalding in her day.
The financial investment of the SCN community in the Ensley
hospital was augmented by fund-raising that crossed racial, religious,
and state boundaries. The hospital served a need not only for AfricanAmerican patients; it also provided a place where African-American
physicians and surgeons could practice their medical specialties.
SCNs also staffed a number of African-American elementary and
high schools during the pre-Civil Rights days and beyond. When the last
Sister of Charity of Nazareth left the high school in Ensley, it was said:
"The Sisters changed a Mission School into a school with a mission!"
Breaking through barriers of culture to share the charism of charity
in interracial situations presents us with an ongoing challenge. We had
Sisters marching in Selma; our community sponsored sensitivity training workshops for us and those ministering with us when we knew we
needed training in race relations; we studied the writings of AfricanAmerican theologians; we have African-American members. But most
of us would probably admit that, because of the ongoing racism of our
culture, it is an ongoing struggle to be a challenge to the status quo.
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Daughters of Charity tending to the wounded and dying during
the Civil War. Saint Francis Xavier Church. Gettysburg, Pennsylvania.
The National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, Emmitsburg

A Personal Experience

Those of us who have had experience ministering in an African-Amencan community have been blessed with some specific insights. In the early
70s I was in the public school system in Louisville as a curriculum consultant
in a drop-out prevention program in three schools with a total of 3,300
students. 95% of the population was black. At the end of one long snowy
school day, I approached my car in the Junior High school parking lot. As
I wiped away a blanket of snow, I saw that the car's windshield was
shattered.
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I do not know how the glass became broken, but that shattered
windshield became a powerful symbol for that time in my life. My experiences with the African-American community wiped off the whiteness of
my whole life's perspective, and I found a "real world" which was literally
in pieces. In those minority schools, I moved in a world of inequality and
injustice which had become the spawning ground of low self-esteem: little
respect for education, ongoing violence and almost continual despair. This
was after the civil rights movement, but before "forced bussing" in Louisville. I understood the pain of "de facto" segregation.
I found a new kind of God in that experience. My God was fully
engaged in the struggle of the people. This was not a God who was
going to quickly right the wrongs and "fix it" all, not a God in heaven
apart from daily life, but a God who has compassion for those who
suffer, and a God who expects us to care for one another and work
together to bring about a more just and human world.
We SCNs worked hard to bring justice to our educational ministry
by implementing what we had named in 1971 as Apostolic Priorities:
Alleviating Poverty, Working against Racism, Effecting Peace and
Humanizing Values. I believe that our charism of charity was at work
in our culture, and this time charity bore the face of justice!
Dissent in the Inner City
It was at this same time that an inner-city housing ministry cried out for
an act of dissent and our Sisters answered. Five SCNs in a group of twelve
concluded that they had to gain the attention of those in power. They did this,
as a last resort, by beginning to tear down an abandoned building and throw
bricks and other building material into the street to obstruct traffic. They were
willing to be arrested to achieve the goal of a new housing ordinance which
would impel the city to quickly demolish abandoned buildings which were
safety and health hazards in the neighborhoods of the poor.
Our Superior General went to court to testify on behalf of the
members of our Community. One of the "offenders" was later invited
to apply for a position in the Housing Office. When she received a
diocesan Peace and Justice award several years later for her work in
the housing ministry, the mayor of the city was there to laud the
woman he wanted working with him, not against him! In this situa
tion, authentic mission surely had called for dissent, and dissent
carried forth the charism of charity.
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An Example from Hispanic America
One final example of work with another culture in the United
States reminds me of the Gospel story of the bent-over woman. One
of our Sisters worked with Mexican-American farm workers in south
Texas. Workers were forced to use a short-handled hoe, and thus to
bend over in the fields all day as they worked.
Those in charge of the workers knew that long-handled hoes
would make the work less back-breaking, but they feared that, at a
distance, it would be difficult to tell who was working and who was
resting if the workers were able to stand erect at their jobs. After
months and years of bending over, the workers, like the woman in the
Gospel, could hardly walk straight again. Our Sister, along with others in ministry with her, struggled to get legislation passed in Texas
which would ban the short-handled hoe.
The legislation passed at the time of the death of our Carol Ann
Messina. At her burial liturgy a short-handled hoe was carried in the
offertory procession by a woman who had earlier been forced to use
it in the fields. That hoe was a powerful symbol of oppression overcome by the charism of charity.
Charity as Hospitality
A face of charity which has always been important to SCNs is
"hospitality." When a General Assembly discussed the need for a
long-term care facility for our Sisters, the delegates emphasized that
they did not want the facility to be only for our Sisters. And so in the
licensing, it was stated that the home would be for SCNs and their
"associates." We knew that we would have the right to say who the
associates would be and so there was room for the Spirit to move!
When the building was ready, but no SCNs had yet moved in, the
Louisville Ursulines' Motherhouse burned. Their Community needed
space for some Sisters until repair work could be done, so Ursuline
Sisters needing long-term care moved into Nazareth Home before any
SCN became a resident there! We know their presence blessed the place,
and the whole experience said to some of us that God indeed has a sense
of humor! We SCNs had better not be saying things we did not mean.
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That was in 1976. Ten years later another question of hospitality
arose at Nazareth Home, and this decision was not as easy or as
universally received as the one recounted above. There were persons
with AIDS in the area needing nursing home care. The state of Kentucky had a statute against taking people with communicable diseases
into long-term care facilities, but we thought it would not be too
difficult to get the law changed. The greater difficulty would be in
helping people involved to change their attitudes. Some psychological
fences had to be moved - among staff, other residents and their
families, and the SCN community members themselves.
The decision was made that meeting this need was something a
Community claiming to have a pioneer spirit and a charism of charity
would do, and a broad educational effort was begun. There were
strong cultural biases to overcome, but there were so many who
reached out to help.
We have been blessed in this ministry through the years. Getting
to know the families and friends of persons with AIDS, as well as the
patients themselves, has greatly enriched our lives. There is a quiet
smile on the face of the statue of Catherine Spalding outside of Nazareth
Home. She seems pleased that her Sisters accepted that opportunity
to, in deed, widen our circle of friends!
Across the World
Even at the time of our greatest numbers, there never seemed
to be enough SCNs to meet the most pressing needs of the times.
When, in 1946, some Jesuits arrived at Nazareth to request Sisters
for a dispensary and catechetical work in Mokama, India, in the
very poor state of Bihar, Mother and her Council said that they just
did not have the Sisters to send. Legend has it that after the leaders
said "no" they went to the refectory for their meal and the Jesuits
went to the rectory for theirs. By the time the leaders had finished
their noon meal, they knew that they had to change their decision.
Around that table, the decision was made that SCNs would take a
giant leap into a totally new culture! And they would take their
charism of charity with them.
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Anyone visiting Mokama or any of the other sites of our SCN
mission in India today would have ample evidence that the charism
of charity can transcend cultures. This whole reflection could have
focused on the way SCNs helped move the charism across the
world. At first some of the missionaries' efforts may have seemed
to be an imposition of American culture, but as these women learned
the ways of the indigenous culture, they opened themselves and
the province to Indian ways of living and serving. As with the first
SCN pioneers, they built and staffed institutions - a hospital, a
nursing school, elementary and high schools - but the Sisters are
always alert to the pressing needs appearing around them. They
have made a firm commitment to the 80% of India's population
which is poor. Village ministry has become a priority and some of
our Sisters work among those who dwell in city slums.
Our Sisters went to India in 1947; in 1977 a question was placed
before the Indian Province about going in mission to Nepal. Even
though the needs in India are overwhelming in their magnitude, the
Sisters looked at their pioneer heritage and made the decision to
share their ministry among the Nepali people. From the beginning,
the Sisters attempted to meet the needs of two groups: mentally
disabled children and women in need of literacy training and selfdevelopment. They opened a school and a women's center.
Now I must ask what vision pulls SCNs to the future? I mentioned the 1995 General Assembly. We made a new commitment to
work for justice for the poor and for women and to care for the earth.
We want to do this while deepening our own spirituality and utilizing the strengths of our international identity.
We are women of Belize, Central America, India, Nepal and the
United States, with women and men associates in those areas. We
share a powerful vision. We believe it will launch us into a future
filled with inclusivity, imagination, and risk. Joan Chittister says that
Risk is the virtue that builds the bridge between religious life now
and religious life to come.,"" I believe that we are trying to build that
bridge. We could probably do it best if all communities represented
here built that bridge together.

The Fire in These Ashes, 176.
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It is paradoxical that we have the courage to walk into the future
only because we are "Communities of memory." But I believe it is
true, and so I will end this time of remembering with one last story.
It is the story of an SCN who was a fence-mover all of her life. She
was a college history teacher who volunteered to go and teach in
poor minority colleges in the summer time when she was eighty
years old! Ecumenism was her passion, and she had many friends
among the Protestant clergy. When Sister Laurita Gibson was dying,
Reverend McPherson from Bardstown had come to pray with her.
The Sister present in the room asked Laurita: "Shall we ask Reverend
McPherson to pray that God will take you to heaven tonight?" "No,"
said our Sister in a clear voice. "Ask him to pray that we may all be
one." Those were Sister Laurita's last words.
The charism of charity puts focus on the whole Church, the
whole world, across centuries and across cultures. We need to tell
our new stories of this love and caring. We need to find the ways to
take the charism of charity into our future. The sturdiest of fences
can be moved by communities which go forth to meet the challenges
of the Gospel with inclusivity, imagination, and willingness to risk.
We can be those communities, for the love of Christ urges us on!
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The Charism of Charity in East Asian Culture:
Reinterpretation of the Spirit Of Simplicity,
Humility, and Charity
By
SUNG-HAE KIM, S.C.

Introduction
When I joined the Sisters of Charity in 1965, one week after my
college graduation, the community was tiny with six American Sisters, all who worked in a countryside school located at the southwestorn tip of the Korean peninsula. The initial team of four came to South
Korea from Greensburg in 1960 by the request of the late Archbishop
Harold Henry, a Columban heading the archdiocese of Kwangju.
Now after thirty—seven years the Korean Sisters of Charity of Seton
Hill have grown into a province with 199 members which include:
eighty—two finally professed (among whom three Sisters are Americans), fifty—nine temporary professed, and fifty—eight in novitiate training. The apostolate extends to forty—one houses, encompassing twenty—
nine parishes, two schools for the handicapped, two high schools, four
daycare centers for children, two welfare centers, three retreat centers,
and outreach programs in Chicago and Changchun, China.
This outward growth is surely the fruit of God's blessing, for
which we are very grateful. However, today I am obliged to examine
the inner life of the Korean community: how we are inheriting the
charism of charity from Mother Seton and Saints Vincent and Louise.
In order to secure an objective vantage point I carried out a simple
questionnaire on "The Practice of Mother Seton's Charism" during the
provincial assembly in 21 August 1996. One hundred six Sisters having first vows and above answered the questionnaire, which has been
analyzed and interpreted by a social anthropologist, Professor Okla
Cho of Sogang University. She analyzed not only the hard data, but
the thirteen pages of comments written by the Sisters. I carried out
several interviews to confirm the analysis and interpretation.
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To the question "How do you feel about living the charism of
Mother Seton as a Korean residing in East Asia?" 72.6% answered that
"Since Mother Seton's spirituality is universal, it fits well with our
culture." 4.7% answered that "Sometimes I feel the gap coming from
the different cultural background." 12.3% answered that "It has been
and has to be continually reinterpreted to overcome the cultural difference." 10.3% either did not think about it or did not answer. According to cross tabulation of this question and the age of respondents, 25.1% of those in their twenties felt a cultural gap and the need
of reinterpretation. As the age grows older this need decreases to
16.2% (thirties) and 12.6% (forties).
To another question, "Among the three virtues, charity, humility,
simplicity, and the presence of God, which item is closest to your
heart?" The hard data is fairly distributed. But the analytic interpretation of soft data (comments) reveals a lot more complexity. Professor
Cho sent me a written report that the strong point by which the Sisters
find strength in their daily life is the presence of God. Through prayers
and holy communion the Sisters confirm the divine presence, and
there is concrete recognition of that presence. She continued that the
Sisters' understanding of charity is rather abstract, and they perceive
simplicity mainly in the line of living poorly materially. Consequently,
the perception that simplicity is living what is most essential is generally lacking, and so the recognition that humility is accepting one's
own limitation and weakness is not so apparent. Professor Cho's
conclusion is that charism is understood in a somewhat abstract manner, and it might be the reason why the Sisters themselves expressed
a need for re-education.
I was consoled to know that there is a lively awareness of the
presence of God in the daily life of the Sisters. Probably there has been
a happy convergence between Korean traditional faith in Heaven's
encompassing presence and Mother Seton's fervent devotion to God's
presence among us especially expressed in the Eucharist. Then, why
do not the Korean Sisters of Charity feel that they have fully embodied
the spirit of charity, humility, and simplicity in spite of their lively
apostolates and rapid growth of membership? Perhaps it is a healthy
sign that the Sisters feel they need to deepen their charism because the
charism is a living thing, always growing, changing, developing. It is
interesting that many lay people and religious with whom they minister feel that they have embodied the charism of charity very well.
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Various reasons for this discrepancy between how they feel and
how others feel about them can be given, such as the short period of
experience in religious life (average ten years), contemporary tendency weighing on the side of works, the scarcity of written material
and educational seminars in Korean, etc. But I feel that perhaps the
critical factor is a cultural one: we have been very open and eager in
respecting and incorporating the expressions of Korean culture such
as house arrangement, customs, courtesy, and hospitality. But we
might not put enough effort into exploring the deeper level of spirituality. Actually this tendency is shared by every facet of the Korean
Church, and I would not be surprised if similar findings emerged if
other religious communities or lay spirituality were analyzed. Recently, Koreans in general have been so busy chasing after development, that our humanity, ethical integrity, and spiritual depth were
set aside. Before I go into the possible ways of bridging the cultural
gap between the Vincentian and Setonian charism and the East Asian
spirituality, I would like to mention three interviews which I carried
out in other parts of East Asia. Taking advantage of inter-religious
conferences which I was attending, I met three Daughters of Charity
in Thailand, Taiwan, and Japan. During one-to-two hours' interviews
I posed the following four questions:
1.What does Mother Seton mean to you?
2. How does her charism affect your apostolate?
3. How does her charism affect your community in Asia?
4. Is her charism still effective in our contemporary society?
Sister Myrna Porto, a Filipino Daughter of Charity working in the
Asian Bishops' Office of Ecumenical and Interreligious Affairs in
Thailand, told me that Mother Seton's word, "Be the daughters of the
Church" has always been the guiding light for her.' With this light she
could reach far beyond her congregation and the Catholic Church. The
Daughters of Charity in Thailand (thirty-two Sisters, including nine
Thais, with twenty-five years of history) are positively exploring ways
to live and work in a predominantly Buddhist culture. Sister Myrna
told me that the Asian notion of charity is 'interconnectedness' which
forms a strong sense of community. According to her, the Seton legacy
complements well with that of Saint Vincent and Saint Louise who
gave us the core insight of our service, "Seeing Christ in the poor."
1

Sister Myrna Porto, D.C., interview by author, Pattaya, 25 April 1994.
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I met Sister Emma Lee, a Chinese daughter of Charity in Taipei.'
She has been working networking personnel between different dioceses of Taiwan as well as some parts of mainland China. She frankly
told me that Mother Seton does not mean as much as Saint Vincent
and Saint Louise to her, for her community (forty Sisters including
one-third Chinese since 1958) originated from Spain and only later
some Filipino and American Sisters joined them. Even though she
agreed that we should bring together the good values of both the East
and West, it is clearly the option for the poor as a prophetic voice
today that attracted her. It seemed to me that she was trying to
overcome the stagnant image of the Catholic Church, generally held
by the Taiwanese today, by activating Christian commitment to the
poor which has been challenged by Buddhist activities.
The third person whom I interviewed was Sister Mary Moran, a
Daughter of Charity from Saint Louis, living in Japan since 1954.
Twenty years earlier in 1933, however, six daughters of Charity were
sent to Japan from Paris, and the two groups were united in 1963. Now
Japan is a province with eighty-seven Sisters (eighty-two Japanese
and five missionaries). Sister Mary emphasized the burning zeal of
Japanese Daughters of Charity for the poor, whether they are socially
alienated Burakumin, or street people in the largest Japanese slum in
Osaka. Except for a small number of Sisters who had the chance to visit
Emmitsburg, most Japanese Sisters go to Paris for retreats and seminars
and accept Saint Vincent and Saint Louise as the founders of their
charism. She does not seem to have noticed any cultural gap. She said
that it is the service of the poor that unites all peoples and cultures. I had
a lingering thought after the interview, however, that one of the major
reasons why Christianity has not gained more than 1 % of the Japanese
population is that it is still perceived as a foreign religion.
After the above three interviews, I came to realize that it is only

through human contact that charism is transmitted and that for the
Daughters of Charity in East Asia, Mother Seton is only one of the
examples who embodied Vincentian spirituality, while for Korean Sisters of Charity Mother Seton is the fountainhead through which Vincentian spirituality flows in and out. At the end, however, both Saint Vincent and Mother Seton wanted us to focus our vision on Jesus instead of
on them, who are inspiring companions on our journey to God.

2

Sister Emma Lee, D.C., interview by author, 20 April 1996.
Sister Mary Moran, D.C., interview by author, Kyoto, 13 January 1997.
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I. The Spirit of Charity, Humility, and
Simplicity in Saint Vincent's Conferences
Saint Vincent started his conferences to the Daughters of Charity
in 1634 in order to explain the meaning of the regulations by which
they should live. But it was in 1653 when he (at the age of seventy-two)
clearly defined the spirit of the company as the soul which animates
the body. It took almost twenty years for Saint Vincent to point to the
core, the life force, the particular gift of God which energizes this
community of women. It has been pointed out that it was even later
in 1658 just two years before his death, that he stressed the significance
of the network of the five virtues: simplicity, humility, gentleness,
mortification, and zeal for souls for the male Congregation of the
Mission.4
In February 1653 he gave three conferences which dealt with the
spirit of the Company (2.2., 2.9., 2.24.).
You should know then, my dear Sisters, that the Spirit of your
Company consists of three things: to love Our Lord and serve Him
in a spirit of humility and simplicity. As long as charity, humility
and simplicity exist amongst you, one may say: 'The Company of
Charity is still alive,' but when these virtues are no longer to be
seen, then one may say: 'The poor Company of Charity is dead.'
•. Just as the soul is the life of the body, the day on which charity,
humility and simplicity are no longer to be seen in the Company,
the poor Company of charity will be dead; yes, it will be dead.'
In this famous talk Saint Vincent interchangeably used the terms
'spirit' and 'virtues.' The spirit is the soul that gives life to the body,
which animates, nourishes, and guides all of our decisions and actions. Virtues are moral qualities acquired by a person through constant habits. Charism, on the other hand, has a strong connotation of
a gift freely bestowed from high above for the benefit of others. In
other words, simplicity, humility and charity are originally charisms,
for they are gifts from God; but once given to a human being they form
the animating spirit or soul that vivifies our life; when this charism is
preserved as a living spirit of a person for a certain period of time,

W. Barry Moriarty, "Virtues of the Congregation of the Mission," Vincentinu Heritage 15
(1994): 2.
Joseph Leonard, C.M., trans., The Conferences of St. Vincent Dc Patti to the Sisters of Charity, vol.
2 (Westminster, MD: The Newman Press, 1952), 206.
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virtues are formed in our personality and so they become visible
symbols that identify us both personally and communally. These
three notions are interlinked closely, for charism, though a free gift of
God, cannot be transmitted unless it is embodied in concrete human
beings as their spirit and virtues.
Therefore, at the end of this conference Saint Vincent prayed to
God in the manner of Jesus' farewell prayer for his disciples: "Make
them Thy instruments, 0 my God, and give them and me, wretched
sinner that I am, the grace to carry out all our actions through charity,
humility and simplicity for the assistance of our neighbor.
What strikes me in these conferences on the spirit of the company
is that Saint Vincent was not only convinced that the spirit of charity,
humility, and simplicity is a sign of life and death for the company,
but he did not hesitate to use a persuasive rhetorical hermeneutics that
this happened all in God's eternal plan: "Yes, my Savior, Thou hast
waited until now to fashion a Company which carries on the work
Thou didst begin."' He even suggested that although all Christians
have to practice these three virtues, Daughters of Charity are destined
to be more attentive to put them into practice. He also brought up
another question, whether the Daughters are bound to practice all the
other virtues as well. Then he concluded that "but you are bound to
practice these three especially; heaven and earth call on you to do s0.118
The practice of charity, humility, and simplicity is the matter of life
and death for the individual Sister and the company as a whole, for it
has a cosmic value mandated by heaven and earth.
Then, Saint Vincent came to single out each virtue and add more
explanation. First he divided the virtue of charity into affective and
effective; the affective aspect of charity comes out as tenderness toward
our Lord, the poor, and one another; effective charity serves the poor
116

both in body and soul by care and instruction. A love of lowliness

safeguards the true practice of charity. Saint Vincent understood simplicity as mutual honesty and sincerity: "I repeat, if it is necessary to
make a statement to our superiors, give an account of things just as they
are, conceal nothing; you are under an obligation to be simple with one
another, and sisters who are not so are double dealing." It seems to me
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Saint Vincent de Paul (1581-1660)
Elizabeth Ann Seton adopted a modified version of the Common Rules of the
Daughters of Charity for her community.

that Saint Vincent had a special attraction toward simplicity so much so
that he called it 'my gospel': "As for myself, I don't know, but God has
given me such a high esteem of simplicity that I call it my Gospel. I
have a particular devotion to, and a special consolation in, saying
things just as they are."10
Saint Vincent advised Sisters to pray for these virtues to God as
often as they can, for as gifts from God they are the very life of their
soul. At the same time everyone also has to strive to acquire these
virtues: "Well now, my dear Sisters, let us resolve to be perfect, at no
matter what cost, and let us say every day: 'I desire to be charitable,
humble and simple.'"" According to the vision of Saint Vincent, the
perfection of a Sister of Charity is a transparency through which the
love of Jesus shines forth in humble simplicity.
Ibid.
Ibid., 217.
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II. The Spirit of Charity, Humility and Simplicity in Mother Seton
Interestingly enough, Mother Seton did not speak of the three
virtues together as the soul which animates the community, she never
used a persuasive hermeneutics as Saint Vincent did. They come out
naturally in her reflections and prayers as virtues practiced by Jesus
and the Blessed Mother: "Assumption, Blessed Lord, grant me that
humility and love which has crowned her for eternity"; "Oh my Jesus!
.Let me mount to Thee on the steps of humility, on which Thou
camest down to me.1,'12 It is primarily through following Jesus that
Mother Seton learned to be humble and loving. I think this is very
important for us to remember in our practice of charism.
Mother Seton knew that we have to sacrifice in order to love and
find joy in life. So she prayed that "The corrupt heart begs as Thy
greatest mercy to let it bleed and suffer anything, everything, only fit
it for Thyself; place only Thy love there, and let humility keep watch."13
She believed that charity is the gift of God bestowed in the human
heart, and so as the soul comes nearer to God, its sensitivity toward
the whole of creation increases.
Mother Seton did not give up natural affection in order to foster
supernatural love; rather she acquired a wisdom to strengthen the bond
of nature by the bond of grace. Mother Seton expresses this two-fold
bond with Anna, her oldest daughter with whom she went through
sickness, hardship and death: "In the multitude of Thy mercies I have
again entered Thy house, and worshiped in Thy holy temple. Receive
the longing desire of my soul. Merciful Lord! What a privilege! And my
dearest Anna too: the bonds of nature and grace all twined together...
the parent offers the child, the child her parent; and both are united in
the source of their being, and rest together on redeeming love."" We
know how hard it was for Mother Seton to accept Anna's death, especially just after she was exhausted with the struggle with Father David
on the nature of the community and on the critical issue of her own
vocation as a mother and a religious. But as time passed, she encompassed her wounds and weaknesses, melting them into love of others.
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Mother Seton understood that humility was a virtue which preserves charity. Therefore she repeatedly prayed to God to give her the
spirit of penance, humility and meekness.15 Her resolutions include
"To be gentle to the children and humble to everybody."16 This humil
ity, however, was pregnant with strength which fulfilled the work of
God, as she received financial help from friends so graciously and
resisted when the welfare of the community was at stake.17 Because
she was humble, she could nurture so many people around her.
Mother Seton perceived simplicity as a state of mind which trusts,
knows when to be satisfied, and cheerful. Her trust was primarily
upon loving God: "He who sits above smiles at the anxious calculating
heart, and makes everything easy to the simple and confiding."18
Because of this trust she was careful not to step forward and take her
own cause in her hand; rather it was the providence of God she
accepted. It is also because of this simplicity of heart that Mother Seton
learned to be satisfied with what she had, not only in a material sense
but spiritually as well: "One of the first rules of my happiness is to be
satisfied with Good in whatever degree I can attain it."19
In her later years, therefore, Mother Seton could say that she
found the true treasure of being happy and contented in every situation. In her letter to Antonio Filicchi, who first advised her "to take
every event gently and quietly and oppose good nature and cheerfulness to every contradiction," Mother Seton confessed the cost of purchasing this pearl: "You know, Filicchi, what it costs to be always
humble and satisfied; though really when this disposition is familiarized, it is the true treasure.1120 When Mother Seton talked about her
treasure, she implied two dimensions according to the context. When
she praised God or received the holy communion, she exclaimed that
God was "my only treasure" or "infinite treasure."21 But she also used
the term "treasure" to signify the blessed state of a human heart which
is humble and satisfied. This biblical image and notion of a treasure as
the kingdom of God which Mother Seton employed and developed in
her life can be further explored in the spiritual tradition of East Asia.
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III. East Asian Interpretation of Charity, Humility, and Simplicity
The two main streams of East Asian spirituality flow from Confucianism and Taoism, which sprang up in the sixth century B.C. in China
and spread out across East Asia along with Chinese written characters
and chopstick culture. The focus of Confucianism has been on human
relationships and social morality based on the endowed goodness of
human nature. Mother Seton's spirituality centering on sanctifying
natural love and common daily life, which extends to social responsibility, offers rich material that can be freshly interpreted in the light of
Confucianism. However, today I am going to focus on Taoistic spirituality because it has a kinship with the spirit of charity, humility and
simplicity which Saint Vincent defined as the charism of the company
and Mother Seton incarnated it in her own way.
The original insight of Taoism can be found in Lao Tzu, which is
also called Tao Te Ching (the Book of the Way and Its power) which
consists of eighty-one short chapters. I will quote Lao Tzu chapter
sixty-seven in full:
The whole world says that my way is vast and resembles nothing.
It is because it is vast that it resembles nothing. If it resembled
anything, it would long before now, have become small. I have
three treasures which I hold and cherish. The first is known as
compassion, the second is known as frugality, the third is known as
not daring to take the lead in the empire; Being compassionate one
could afford to be courageous, Being frugal one could afford to
extend one's territory, Not daring to take the lead in the empire one
could afford to be lord over the vessels. Now, to forsake compassion
for courage, to forsake frugality for expansion, to forsake the rear
for the lead, is sure to end in death. Through compassion, one will
triumph in attack and be impregnable in defense. What Heaven
succours it protects with the gift of compassion.22
In the first sentence Lao Tzu says that his way is vast. The Way (Tao)
is the key concept which Lao Tzu developed in the beginning of his book:
"The way that can be spoken of is not the constant way; The name that
can be named is not the constant name. The nameless was the beginning
of heaven and earth; The named was the mother of the myriad creatures."
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The Way is nameless because it is the absolute reality which cannot be
defined in human language even though it is the origin of heaven and
earth. At the same time it has a name as the mother of all things because
its power is manifested as the innate nurturing principle of order. In other
words, the Tao is the Taoist interpretation of the traditional Chinese
notion of High God, Heaven, or the Lord of Heaven, who gave birth to
the multitude of people. Since the sage in Lao Tzu always follows the Tao,
the three treasures of Lao Tzu are, in fact, the qualities of the Tao.
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The first treasure is compassionate love which parents hold toward
young children. As the mother of all things, the Tao gives birth, nurtures, and completes. It does not possess them as its own, but rather
withdraws when the work is finished. The Taoists call this 'zvu-wei,'
literally non-action, but in fact natural rearing without force or unwanted interference. Since it is natural, people who receive this love feel
free and spontaneous and say at the end, "I/we did it!" Because of
compassionate love the sage can be courageous at the time of crisis and
accepts guilt and humiliations for the community.23 The sage is good to
the good but also good to those who are not good, so that he/she gains
goodness.24 What the sage is looking for is fair distribution of wealth,
both material and spiritual: "Is not the way of Heaven like the stretching
of a bow? The high it presses down, the low it lifts up; the excessive it
takes from, the deficient it gives to. It is the way of Heaven to take from
what has in excess in order to make good what is deficient."21 The
compassionate love of the Tao brings about the well-being of all, just as
the mercy of God gives the sun and rain without discrimination.
Lao Tzu's second treasure is frugality, by which one can benefit
those in need. However, frugality here signifies much more than material saving or simple way of life; it points to the emptying of selfness.
Lao Tzu explains the value of self-emptying by the example of the
empty space in a room or in vessels. We look at the solid walls of a room
or the beautiful shape of a bowl, but actually it is the empty space inside
which benefits us. If the room is filled with bricks without any empty
space, it will be useless. Lao Tzu argues that if we do not learn to empty
our selfish desires, plans, images and thoughts, we cannot return to the
Tao. The simplicity of the uncarved block is used by Lao Tzu as the
primal symbol of the Tao: "The nameless uncarved block is but freedom
from desire, and if I cease to desire and remain still, the world will be
at peace of its own accord.1/26 In order to attain primal simplicity we
have to strip off all artificiality, worldly standards of fame and success,
and our attachment to our name, ego, persona itself.
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Lao Tzu's third treasure is not daring to take the lead in the world.
Taking the lead means unnatural interference which sacrifices the
dignity and freedom of other people. The Taoist way of exercising
leadership is 'wu-wei,' the natural flowing or fruition. The ocean is
capable of accepting all the streams and rivers, for it stays in the low
position. The water, being insignificant, weak and gentle, gives life to
all living beings. The great leaders are those of whom people do not
feel the weight of their authority. Humility has this quality of leadership which enables people to grow and be united.
I would like to go back to the concluding part of Lao Tzu chapter
sixty-seven, where he mentions the three treasures. After his cryptic
explanation of compassion, frugality, and not daring to take the lead in
the world, he summarizes that if any one works with compassionate
love either in fighting or in defense, he/she will accomplish the work
and Heaven will surely come and protect him/her with compassionate
love. In other words, compassionate love here not only encompasses the
three treasures but represents attributes of Heaven as well as the sage.
It is in the compassionate love of the sage where the human and the
divine converge, for originally the virtue of the sage is given from the
Tao, the impersonalized Heaven of ancient China. And interestingly
enough, in a likewise manner, it is in charity where all the virtues
including humility and simplicity converge in Christian tradition.
Conclusion
I have traced Saint Vincent's vision that the spirit of charity,
humility and simplicity was given as the charism of God to the Company of Charity in seventeenth century France. Then I depicted how
this spirit was present in the person of Mother Seton as the virtues
which she aspired for and attained in her later years. Finally, I described the three treasures of Lao Tzu as the counterpart virtues which
have been valued in East Asia. It is my conviction that these treasures
are still hidden in the heart of Korean Sisters. I say hidden because
contemporary Korea is so westernized and materialized that the traditional spiritual values are buried in most cases. We have to unearth
the buried treasures and make them shiny and attractive to modern
eyes. It is my understanding that it is only when we unite Christian
and East Asian spirituality that our grasp of the charism of charity will
be complete with concrete life experiences and rootedness.
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The active Christian understanding of charity for the poor will be
complemented by the Taoist understanding of compassion, which accepts and nurtures without possessing. The two different approaches of
action and non-action (wu-wei) are not in essence contradictory, but can
be balanced in wisdom as motherliness and fatherliness have to be
combined in a person. Christian understanding of humility as lowliness
and truth will find a strengthening partner in the Taoist notion of
humility as a capacity for leadership. Christian emphasis of simplicity
as honest and poor life style can be deepened by the Taoist insistence
that simplicity is the very nature of the Tao which is most true and
beautiful.. In fact, Christian kenosis theology goes well with the Taoist
understanding that it is emptiness which benefits others and brings life.
This spring, when I gave a similar lecture to the preparation group
for the final vows in Korea, I was pleased to see the positive response
from the young Korean Sisters of Charity. At the end of the six hour
seminar, they told me that the East and the West can communicate
and their deepest spiritualities meet each other. They were stimulated
to find our spirit in what is near in a natural way. The image of a
mother, which they have loved from the example of Mother Seton, can
be even deepened by their understanding of the Tao as the mother.
Their final word to me was that they are more convinced and proud
of our charism of charity. And this is my wish, and I hope all of you
will join our journey toward deepening and reincarnating our charism.
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Elizabeth Ann Seton and the Church
By
JOSEPHINE BURNS, D.C.
"Be children of the church. Be children of the church." Elizabeth's
last words to her daughters have caused us all to ponder many times.
They are surely a testament to her undying and fervent love for the
church which gave her strength and sustenance for both her living
and her dying. In this church Elizabeth found everything she needed.
But what, exactly, did Elizabeth mean by these words? What was
"the Church" for her? What was her understanding of the way in
which God was present in the Church and in its ministers? Is that
belief still the same? Can we, living and struggling in the world of
today, be "children" in the same way that Elizabeth envisioned? What
quality illumined her obedience? Is it possible for us to incarnate that
same quality today? Can we follow truthfully in the way of Elizabeth
Seton, still being faithful to our own call and personhood? What is that
call for us now, today, at this time and in this place?
Obviously, one person's research cannot discern another person's
call. This paper will study the words and experiences of Mother Seton,
laying the groundwork as carefully as possible so that each of us, in
the presence of God, can discern that personal overwhelming Word of
God to us. "How did Elizabeth understand her Church?" That is one
question. "How must I respond?" Ah, that is truly another question,
to be answered in a far different way. Let me use the analogy of baking
a pie. Here are the ingredients: I will try to assemble them all in the
proper order, weighed and measured correctly. I will even provide
the directions for the recipe. But making the pie? That is the task of
each of us in our own private time. And there is our personal challenge.
In the years when I was teaching philosophy, I realized that each
philosopher had a basic assumption, derived from some fact, some
experience, some insight, that was so strong and convincing it became
the starting point, the foundation, of that thinker's entire world view
or philosophical system. No matter what might happen after this
initial illumination - generally not "provable" in a logical way - this
basic insight is never questioned, never abandoned. Witness Descartes'
"I think, therefore I am," Plato's "What is really real cannot change,"
Kant's "We know only phenomena filtered through our sensibility
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and understanding, never things in themselves," the Logical Positivist's
"Only that is meaningful which can be verified in sense experience."
And on, and on.
Elizabeth Seton also had such a powerful experience, convincing
her of the One Reality on which she thereafter based, not a philosophical system but her very life itself. When she first received the Body of
Christ as a Catholic on 25 March 1805, she received, at the same time,
a profound illumination, setting her on a path she could never relinquish. At that moment of Communion she experienced a triumphant
and joyous confirmation of her belief in the Real Presence of Jesus in
the Blessed Sacrament. Remember her words to Amabilia about that
moment?
At last Amabilia—at last—GOD IS MINE and I AM HIS—Now let
all go its round—I HAVE RECEIVED HIM—[sic]. . .[that morning]
every step counted.. .nearer the moment he would enter the poor
poor little dwelling so all his own—and when he did—the first
thought I remember, was, let God arise let his enemies be scattered, for it seemed to me my King had come to take his throne,
and instead of the humble tender welcome I had expected to give
him, it was but a triumph of joy and gladness that the deliverer
was come, and my defense and shield and strength and Salvation
made mine for this World and the next... .

I believe that this overwhelming moment of grace, so different
from what Elizabeth had imagined or expected, convinced her irrevocably of the real presence of her Lord and Savior in the Blessed
Sacrament. She had expected to give him a welcome of humility and
tenderness, but she found that the Lord himself, in a surge of triumph
and joy, took over her entire being. "Let God arise, let his enemies be
scattered!" This profound awareness of the otherness of the Lord, the

surprising truth of his presence as unique, totally unimagined-above
all real - became the experiential fact upon which Elizabeth based the
rest of her life. This "Real Presence" so long desired and waited for, so
deeply experienced, was the foundation and confirmation of her faith
in Jesus, in the sacraments, in the Church.

Ellin Kelly and Annabelle Melville, eds. Elizabeth Seton. Selected Writings (New York: Paulist
Press, 1987), 167.
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What was the Church?

What was the American Catholic Church in 1805? Viewing the
huge monolithic structure of today, we find it difficult to imagine the
loose structure and far-flung parishes of that time. First of all, there
was only one Bishop - John Carroll. There were very few native
American priests. Most of the clergy were either Irish or French immigrants - the Irish avoiding the persecutions in their homeland, the
French escaping from the aftermath of the French Revolution. In 1784
Bishop Carroll forwarded the statistics on the Church to Cardinal
Antonelli:
1. "There are in Maryland about 15,800 Catholics; of these there
are about 9,000 freemen, adults or over twelve years of age; children under that age, about 3,000; and about that number of slaves
of all ages of African origin, called negroes. 2. There are in Pennsylvania about 7,000, very few of whom are negroes, and the
Catholics are less scattered and live nearer to each other. 3. There
are not more than 200 in Virginia who are visited four or five times
a year by a priest. Many other Catholics are said to be scattered in
that and other States, who are utterly deprived of all religious
ministry. In the State of New York I hear that there are at least
1,500. (Would that some spiritual succor could be afforded them!)
They have recently, at their own expense, sent for a Franciscan
Father from Ireland... .As to the Catholics who are in the territory
bordering on the river called Mississippi and in all that region
which following that river extends to the Atlantic Ocean, ...this
tract of country contains, I hear, many Catholics, formerly Cana
dians, who speak French, and I fear that they are destitute of
priests... .The jurisdiction of the Bishop of Quebec formerly extended to some part of that region; but I do not know whether he
wishes to exercise any authority there now, that all these parts are
subjects to the United States.112
Bishop Carroll goes on to explain that even in Maryland, where
the Catholic Church had been tolerated for many years, the people
"lack that fervor, which frequent appeals to the sentiment of piety
usually produce, as many congregations hear the word of God only
once a month, and sometimes only once in two months. We are

' John Gilmary Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the United States, 1763-185 (vol. 2), 18151843 (vol. 3) (New York: D.H. McBride and Company, 189(1), 257-258.
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Statue of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton. Saint Patrick's Cathedral, New York City.

reduced to this by want of priests, by the distance of congregations
from each other and by difficulty of travelling."[sic]3
Prior to the American Revolution the clergy in America had been
subject to the hierarchy in England. With the independence of the
United States the situation had to change. John Carroll was a natural
choice for leadership. Born in Maryland in 1735, Carroll had first
joined the Jesuits and studied and worked in Europe. After the suppression of the Jesuit order, Carroll returned to America in 1774 to
work as a priest in his native state. In 1776 he was asked to join a small
delegation sent by the Continental Congress to Canada, with the aim
of persuading the French to join with the American colonists in the
cause of independence. A fellow delegate was Benjamin Franklin,
whose positive impression of the young priest caused him to recom

Idern.
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mend Carroll as the first bishop of the United States in 1780.
Most of the states had an established church: the Anglican, or
American Episcopal church, as it became in America. In many states,
Catholics were prevented from holding public office, even from voting. Massachusetts required any office holder to "abjure under oath all
obedience to a foreign ecclesiastical power."' This requirement was in
effect until 1821. New York, until 1806, required that foreigners to be
naturalized "must abjure all foreign allegiance, temporal and Spiritual."' In Maryland and Pennsylvania, at least, there was "toleration,"
but prejudice and anti-Catholic feeling was prominent throughout the
country. Even the various Protestant sects which quarreled with one
another were united in their fear and hatred of the Roman Catholic
Church, "earth's chief evil. /17

As immigrants to the United States increased, so did the number
of Catholics. Some groups brought their priests along with them.
Persecutions in Ireland and the Revolution in France dispossessed
numerous clergy as well. The French Sulpicians were extremely active
in Maryland and throughout the east, and while their help was sorely
needed and appreciated by Bishop Carroll, he became steadily convinced of the need for an American clergy, conversant with and
understanding of the American need for self-determination and freedom from unnecessary constraints.8
Bishop John Carroll was a true son of the United States. He
espoused the independence of spirit which sought to establish an
American church. He encouraged Catholics to be active members of
society and to work closely with their Protestant neighbors. He was
convinced that only by Americans' working side by side would true
acceptance be brought about. He encouraged the use of the vernacular
in some parts of the Mass, to help ease the American view of the
Church as foreign. As part of his plan to Americanize the church,
Carroll founded the University of Georgetown hoping to form clergy

Henry de Courcey and John Gilmary Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the United States:
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Yale University Press, 1973), 5.
An interesting treatment of the relationships between the clergy of various nationalities in
America is found in "The Formation of the Catholic Minority in the United States, 1820-1860," an
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there, and also established a seminary at Saint Mary's in Baltimore. He realized the need for a consistent Catholic education,
and thus saw Elizabeth Seton as an important part of bringing
about a school system.9
Carroll at first saw as practical the institution of "trusteeism"
which many Catholic parishes took over from their Protestant brothers. Here a group of lay people would set up and administer the parish
and its finances, "governing" the local church, but leaving to the
Bishop (Carroll devoutly hoped) the appointment and transfer of
priests and clergy. Some severe problems arose in New York and
other cities as lay trustees began to overstep their bounds. Of special
concern was Saint Peter's in New York, between 1784 and 190, where
the trustees sought to replace the Irish pastor with another Irishman
who was a far better preacher.1° This entire controversy was long past
when Elizabeth Seton came to Saint Peter's to be baptized; her letters
and journals show no awareness of the earlier difficulties."
One of the results of the struggles with trusteeism, especially
severe in the larger congregations (New York, Philadelphia, New
Orleans) was to solidify in the hierarchy that would follow Carroll a
"mentality of opposition to lay and clerical participation in the church's
administration. /112 Trusteeism thus "provided the occasion for the
bishops to create a church in the United States that had few if any local
checks upon episcopal authority."13
Elizabeth's Attitude
I have not been able to discover in any of Elizabeth's writings any
mention of this political and social hotbed which was the American
Church. How could this be? Certainly Mrs. Seton was aware of her
surroundings; she was educated, well-read and traveled. She took
Material on John Carroll is abundant. My chief sources are John Carroll, Archbishop, The John
Carrel! Papers, (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1976); Joseph Agonito, The
Bui!dinc,' of an America,i Catholic Church: the Episcopacy of John Carroll (New York: Garland Publishing
Inc., 1988); John Gilmary Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the United States, 1763-1815 (vol. 2),
1815-1843 (vol. 3) (New York: D.H. McBride and Company, 1890); and Henry de Courcey and John
Gilmary Shea, History of the Catholic Church in the United States: From the Earliest Settlement of the
Country to the Present Time (New York: P.J. Kenedy, 1879).
1
Patrick W. Carey, People, Priests, and Prelates: Ecclesiastical Democracy and the Tensions of
Trusteeism (Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press, 1987), 8-10.
A curious note, however, connecting the Seton family with these trustees is that one of them,
Hector Saint John de Crevecoeur, was the French Consul for the States of New York, New Jersey,
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The Mortuary Chapel Shrine, Emmitsburg, Maryland. The resting place of Elizabeth
Ann Seton's remains until 1962 when, in view of her beautification, they were moved
to the Saint Joseph's Central House Chapel.
The National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, Emmitsburg

part in the social and business doings of New York in the years of her
marriage, she certainly grasped the difficulties of the immigrants from
observing her father at work. She was not stupid.
One reason is, I believe, that the truth of her faith so overwhelmed
Elizabeth that the setting of it was of little importance. Her early
experience of the Church was in Livorno, in the midst of a devout
Catholic family. In her journal at that time she mentions having special "reverence and love to Mrs. Amabilia Filicchi when she came
home from communion.""' Later, after her own communion she writes
of "the two miles walk back with the treasure of my soul - first kiss
and blessing on my 5 Darlings, bringing such a Master to our little
dwelling."15
Elizabeth's faith transcended politics. What was important to her,
even with those persons most dear to her, was the interest of God. In
a letter to her son William written at the close of the 1812 war with
Britain, she writes: "Your poor mother looks only at souls. I see neither
American or English, but souls redeemed and lost.1116
14
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Elizabeth's faith, based on her own conversion struggle and experience, was intensely personal, not in the sense of being self-centered
or indulgent, but rather focused always on persons - on their salvation. Her zeal in this regard could be upsetting at times to her friends
and relatives; her sense for the opportune moment was sometimes
lacking in her earliest years as a Catholic. She knew better, later on,
and was not afraid to reprove or chastise her priest friends, for ex
ample, John Hickey, who had been rather severe in a letter to his little
sister, a student at Saint Joseph's.
I do not like.., some things you wrote Ellen lately. You and I speak
all through eternity; but take advice from your old Mother - I am
a hundred to your thirty in experience, that cruel friend of our
earthly journey. When you ask too much at first, you often gain
nothing at last. And if the heart is lost, all is lost. If you use such
language to your family, they cannot love you, since they have not
our microscopes to see things as they are. Your austere, hard
language was not understood by Ellen who, dear soul, considers
your letters as mere curiosity. She loves and venerates you, but do
not push her away... Gently, gently, my father in God and son in
heart.
Then the swift larger, telling question: Do you drive so in the
tribunal? I hope not.17
Note, however, that throughout this quotation Elizabeth's focus is
on the individual person - be it Ellen, Father Hickey, or the person
in the confessional - and the effect on that person of what is being
written or preached.
Her awareness of the Church as such is as "the only ark in the
world"18 through which all humankind is to be saved. Through the
Church and the priesthood are given the Sacraments, from which
Elizabeth (and all Christians) gain their spiritual sustenance. From this
results Elizabeth's great devotion to the priesthood. In a letter written
to Brute and William on their way to Italy, for instance, she writes of
the possibility of a physical death as unimportant. "But the poor pupil
who may make shipwreck of his dear eternal interest, or the one hand
less to hold the chalice - there the point, and the immense interests."19
For this reason, I believe, Elizabeth's understanding of the Church is
best discovered by examining her relationship with individual mem17
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bers of the clergy. As a woman of her time, albeit an intelligent and
active one, Elizabeth would naturally have found herself dependent
to a large extent upon the men in her life - her father, her husband,
her male relations through marriage, her revered minister Henry
Hobart. It is not surprising that when she became Catholic she transferred this reliance to her priest, her confessor, her superiors, her
Bishop. As she writes herself upon her conversion:
For as to going a-walking any more about what all the different
people believe, I cannot, being quite tired out - and I came up
light at heart and cool of head for the first time these many long
months. 20
And again:
After all were gone, I was called to the little room next to the altar,
and there professed to believe what the Council of Trent believes
and teaches; laughing with my heart to my Savior, who saw that
I knew not what the Council of Trent believed - only that it
believed what the Church of God declared to be its belief, and
consequently is now my belief."
Elizabeth's moment of grace, her turning toward the search for the
one true faith, seems to be revealed in a conversation she had with
Filippo Filicchi in Livorno. Father Dirvin remarks that she felt it
important enough to record word for word in her journal for Rebecca:
Filippo more bluntly informed her of her obligation to seek the
truth. She tried to pass it off with banter: "Oh, my, sir, if there is
but one Faith, and nobody pleases God without it, where are all
the good people who die out of it?" Filippo was not to be deterred:
"I don't know," he answered frankly. "That depends on what light
of Faith they had received. But I know where people go who can
know the right Faith, if they pray for it and inquire for it, and yet

do neither." Nothing could be blunter than that, with its affirmation of the grace God was extending her and the dire results of its
rejection.
Whether from embarrassment or unease or even fright, Elizabeth
tried to maintain lightness of tone: "Much as to say, sir, you want
me to pray and inquire, and be of your Faith?" "Pray and inquire,
that is all I ask," was the unmoving reply.22
20
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I love this passage! Elizabeth has been well and truly caught. Her
innate respect for persons makes her see the reasonableness of this
request. How could she go wrong, simply by praying and inquiring?
God has found the opening, because Elizabeth trusts him. Such trust in
God's mercy brought an immense reward not only for Elizabeth but for
the entire Church. In the midst of her struggles she wrote to Antonio:
God will not forsake me, Antonio. I know that He will unite me to
His flock; and, although now my Faith is unsettled, I am assured
that He will not disappoint my hope which is fixed on His own
word, that He will not despise the humble, contrite heart.23
From Elizabeth's first encounters with Bishop Carroll, Father
Cheverus and Father Dubourg, she is attentive and docile. She finds
her first confessor, Father O'Brien, a source of strength, writing that
his "counsel and excellent directions. . . strengthen me and, being sometimes enforced by command, give a determination to my actions
which is now indispensable.1114 One wonders whether Elizabeth's
immediate obedience and docility could have been colored by her
feelings for her own father, so necessary a part of her early life. Her
great reverence for the priesthood, based on the tremendous gratitude
she felt for the Sacraments, especially the Eucharist, becomes one of
the most distinctive marks of her spirituality. In summing up Elizabeth's
faith in those things she especially loved, Father Brute lists "the Church,
the Blessed Sacrament, prayer for herself and her children, the Blessed
Virgin, and the priestly character.1115
She wrote to a young man who had left the Seminary, full of
doubts about his vocation:
To be engaged in the service of our adored Creator, to be set apart
to that service.. .is in itself a sufficient plea on the side which I wish
you to engage, but to be placed as a representative of God Himself,
to plead for Him, to be allowed the exalted privilege of serving
Him continually, to be His instrument in calling home the wandering soul and sustaining, comforting and blessing your fellow
creatures, are considerations which bear no comparison with any
other; and should lead you to consider the very possibility of your
realizing the hope they present as the most precious and valued
gift this life can afford.26
23
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Difficulties with Obedience

In spite of Elizabeth's great reverence for the Church and her
superiors, particularly Bishop Carroll, she was not afraid to make
known the truth as she saw it, when she believed the needs of the
Sisters required her to speak out, or if she sensed the presence of
misinterpretation. She certainly did not see obedience as slavish and
unthinking. Rather, it required her to make known another side of the
truth, an aspect of the situation which might be overlooked were she
to remain silent. It seems to me that precisely because of the overarching shelter of obedience, she was able to speak freely within that
secure place. It was to Bishop Carroll she unburdened herself, since
she saw him as her rightful Superior and channel of God's will. The
hurt and mistrust that resulted when the Sisters were forbidden by
their Superior from communicating or confessing to Father Babade,
who had enjoyed their confidence, brought out one of Elizabeth's first
questioning letters to the Bishop. Still, she noted that "I should have
acquiesced quietly though my heart was torn to pieces but the others
could not bear it in the same way and the idea so difficult to conceal
that our Superior was acting like a tyrant.1117 Her difficulties with
Father David, who wished to make Sister Rose White superior in
Elizabeth's place are spelled out fully and frankly to Bishop Carroll:
Sincerely I promised you and really I have endeavored to do everything in my power to bend myself to meet the last appointed Superior [Father David] in every way but after continual reflection on
the necessity of absolute conformity with him, and constant prayer to
our Lord to help me, yet the heart is closed, and when the pen
should freely give him the necessary detail and information he
requires it stops, and he remains now as uninformed in the essential
points as if he had nothing to do with us, an unconquerable reluctance and diffidence takes place of those dispositions which ought to
influence every action and with every desire to serve God and
these excellent beings who surround me I remain motionless and
inactive.28
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Sister Margaret John Kelly, D.C., "Her Doing Heart: Key Relationships in Elizabeth Seton's
Life: 1809-1821," Vincentian Heritage 14, no. 2 (1993): 338.
28
Ibid., 340.
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Saint Elizabeth Seton, Foundress of the American Sisters of Charity.
Courtesy Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg

In spite of her admitted reluctance, Elizabeth again affirms her
willingness to obey, and to follow whatever choice Bishop Carroll
decides upon. She shows the same humility when she asks for a
change of superior. "I open my heart on the subject only because I
believe Our Lord requires me to be explicit on it. "29 And she sees the
right order of things when the question of remaining superior seems
to conflict with her duties as mother of her children: "Surely, an
individual is not to be considered where a public good is in questionand you know I would gladly make every sacrifice you think consistent with my first and inseparable obligations as a Mother."30 She
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30

Ibid., 341.
Idem.
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continued to trust the Archbishop, even when his responses seemed
somewhat delayed; Elizabeth really believed that the will of God
would be discerned for her through him. The decisions of Archbishop
Carroll in sanctioning the Rules for the Sisters were confirming for
Elizabeth. That she learned from the entire experience can be deciphered from her advice to Brute about how to get along with their
Superior, Father Dubois:
You ought to know our Reverend Superior by this time and see
that he is not to be pushed anywhere; and your urging cannot but
keep him away. When anything essential happens, I always inform
him of it; and if the thing is not essential, his absence often hinders
a fuss about nothing and suffers little pets and passions to drop in
silence."
Elizabeth used the expression "to meet our grace" in a letter to
Sister Cecilia O'Conway: "...we must be so careful to meet our grace...
if mine depended on my going to a place to which I had the most
dreadful aversion, in that place there is a store of grace waiting for
me.1132 Evident here is the active spirit of Elizabeth Seton. For her,
obedience is never purely passive, waiting to be told what to do. Every
one of her advices reveals beneath it a solid fabric of prayer, discernment, struggle, and the constant willingness to "meet one's grace."
This is living in the real world. This is calling for a clear-sighted and
honest vision of the facts, remembering always that "the facts" include
God and His Will for us, coming to us especially through prayer and
the Sacraments as given to us in His church. For Elizabeth it was so
simple. Who would ever want anything more? As she neared death
she wrote to Brute:
Oh, if all goes well for me what will I not do for you! You will see.
But, alas, yet if I am not one of His elect, it is only Ito be blamed,
and when going down I must still lift the hands to the very last look
in praise and gratitude for what He has done to save me. What
more could He have done? That thought stops all.33
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Dirvin, 148.
Sister Gertrude Foley, S.C., "Elizabeth Seton: A Spirituality for Mission," Vincentian Heritage
14, no. 2 (1993): 300. Emphasis mine.
31 Dirvin, 36.
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Be children of the church
"Be children of the church." Elizabeth's grandson, Msgr. Robert
Seton, writes of her last words in his memoir of Elizabeth:
She then raised her dying voice and said: "Dear ones, pray for me
when I am gone, for I shall want it. I thank God for having made
me a child of His church: when you come to this hour you will
know what it is to be a child of the church."34
For Elizabeth, that last moment brought full clarity and illumination. Her understanding of "church" was of a dynamic, interactive
listening and response to God's call, present in the church. For her,
that call came clearly. Through the action of the church she - and we
- are enabled to meet Christ in the Sacraments, find our strength and
discern our path. That belief is unchanged, although the call may be
more difficult for us to hear, buried as it is in the noisy, tumultuous
baggage-ridden world of today.
What did Elizabeth mean to tell us about being a child? That word
sounds false and distasteful to us, grown-up and self-sufficient as we
think we are. To what aspect of childhood is she calling us? Surely not
the immature self-centeredness we have all struggled to overcome.
Rather, picture the child being held on its mother's breast, or lovingly
tossed into the air by its father. The little one sleeps, or laughs with joy.
The parent is there; everything is safe; the world is secure. The child
knows that all its needs will be taken care of. All it needs to do is look
to the father, touch the mother. We are born trusting, we need to learn
distrust and suspicion. To be a child of the church is to turn to God in
trust and love, believing that his Body on earth, with all its imperfections and struggles, still brings God to us, and brings us to God.
Challenges to us
I believe Elizabeth's faith was the foundation of her obedience and
her unwavering commitment. Her faith was whole, she did not pick
and choose what to believe and what to hold in abeyance. (Recall her
laughing remarks about the Council of Trent.) But her faith was in a
person, Jesus Christ.
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•. . even in the sacred moments of the Elevation, my heart will say,
half serious, 'Dare I worship You, Adored Savior?' But He has
proved to me well enough there what He is, and I can say with
even more transports than Saint Thomas, 'My Lord and my God!'35
"He has proved to me well enough there what He is." It was
through her meeting with Jesus in the Blessed Sacrament, a meeting
which she longed for and rejoiced in during her whole life, that
Elizabeth found that grace she ran to meet. She recognized the bounty
of God bringing us this grace in all events of our lives, if the veil only
be lifted. Faith lifts that veil.
I really do not know whether faith is harder today than it was in
Mother Seton's time. I suspect that each of us feels that it is much more
difficult now; but who can answer that? The waters seem muddied;
the call is not so clear. Or is it that there are so many conflicting calls?
I believe that what we are called to is to be weavers of that fabric I
mentioned above, the fabric of prayer, discernment, struggle, and the
constant willingness to "meet one's grace." If we are willing to listen
actively, to pray consistently, in season and out of season, to discern,
to struggle, to weigh motives and outcomes with as much honesty and
clarity as we can muster, and then to trust the Lord as we go forward
with confidence (dare I say "Joy?") to "meet our grace" - we will be
what Elizabeth Seton called us to be - "children of the church." To
follow truthfully, today, calls for us to trust deeply in the God who
calls, to believe that God's will is revealed to us daily in the events of
each moment, in the faces we meet, the sorrows we experience, one by
one. The Church - the presence of Jesus - gives us the tools we need
in order to serve, the strength to keep on, and the light that illumines
our way. "Ask and you shall receive." Do we really believe this?
Conclusion
The first reading for tomorrow's mass, the 28th Sunday in Ordinary Time (13 October 1996), comes from the book of Isaiah, Chapter
25, v. 6-10. God is telling us something beautiful here, and I believe
Elizabeth Seton's voice is joining the chorus.

Dirvin, 73.
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On this mountain the Lord of hosts will make for all peoples a
feast of rich food, a feast of well-aged wines, of rich food filled
with marrow, of well-aged wines strained clear.
And he will destroy on this mountain the shroud that is cast over
all peoples, the sheet that is spread over all nations; he will swallow up death forever. Then the Lord God will wipe away the tears
from all faces, and the disgrace of his people he will take away
from all the earth, for the Lord has spoken.
It will be said on that day, Lo, this is our God; we have waited for
him, so that he might save us. This is the Lord for whom we have
waited; let us be glad and rejoice in his salvation. For the hand of
the Lord will rest on this mountain.36
May we all meet there in God's good time.

36

Isaiah 25: 6-10.
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Elizabeth Seton's Church and Ours
B
MARY LOUISE BRINK, S.C.

If "people are the words God uses to tell God's story," as Edward
Schillebeeckx suggests in his work, Church The Human Story of God,
then as we look at the life of Elizabeth Seton we might ask what story
that life tells us about God, about the church of nineteenth century
America, and about ourselves today.
Let me begin with a brief definition of church, borrowed once
again from Schillebeeckx in the aforementioned work. Schillebeeckx
puts it quite simply: "The church is the community of believers who
wItness to Jesus' way towards the reign ofGod."' When I use the word
church I mean all of us, or to use the Second Vatican Council term, the
people of God. The church is the community of those who believe in
God revealed in Jesus and follow Jesus in helping to spread the reign
of God.
Next, let me briefly set the historical context for the church in
which Elizabeth Seton believed and worshiped. Elizabeth Seton's life
spanned the years 1774 to 1821. Until 1908 the Catholic Church in
America was considered a mission under the auspices of the Roman
Congregation of the Propagation of the Faith. Before the revolution,
Catholic missions in America were directly related to the Catholic
Church in England. Between 1775 and 1789, priests from Europe went
as missionaries to serve the ever increasing Catholic population.
After the War for Independence, the question of the connection of
American Catholics to the wider church became a concern. The suppression of the Jesuits in 1773 had also created problems for the church
in the colonies, since many of the priests living there were Jesuits. John
Carroll himself, the leader of the early American church, was a former
Jesuit. He had been teaching at the University of Bruges in Belgium,
and returned home to America in 1774, after the disbanding of the
Society.
As early as 1783, Carroll gathered representatives of the clergy in
Maryland so that they could, as it is described in The John Carroll
Papers, "establish some regulations tending to perpetuate a succession

'Edward Schillebeeckx, Church The Human Story of God (New York, NY: Crossroad Publishing Co., 1990), 154.
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of labourers in this vineyard.112 The Catholics of that time were generally poor, few in number, victims of the prejudice of the predominant
Protestant population and unschooled in the principles of their faith.
Between a Catholic expectation of the same kind of lay control as in
Protestant congregations and internal clashes between priests of different nationalities, what little authority ecclesiastical leaders might
have been able to exercise tended to erode.'
In 1790, when the Diocese of Baltimore began, of the approximately 4,000,000 inhabitants of America, about 35,000, or less than 1%,
were Catholics.4 From this number in 1790, the church increased by
over 550% to 195,000 members in 1820. The Louisiana Purcha accounted for much of this increase, since the people of the Louisiana
territory were predominantly of French origin and hence Catholic.
There were scarcely enough priests to minister to the widely scattered
congregations. Native clergy were being trained and educated at Saint
Mary's Seminary in Baltimore, an institution founded by French
Sulpicians, who had come to America to escape the French Revolution. Before 1800, there were no congregations of women religious,
except for a small group of cloistered Carmelites and a community of
Poor Clares who arrived in the 1790s.5 The organizations to serve the
needs of the Catholic population were only beginning to emerge.
The Catholic Church in colonial and post—revolutionary America
was very close to the poor. Although the Episcopal Church, to which
Elizabeth originally belonged, was made up of the wealthy and the
ruling classes, the Catholic Church was composed of the newly arrived, doubly despised for their coming late to the society and for their
religion. Superstition and fear made discrimination the lot of Catholics for many decades. Even in peaceful Pennsylvania, where Catholics had been present for a long time, they were prevented by law from
holding office.'
Elizabeth Seton and her two sisters-in-law, Harriet and Cecilia,
were the objects of this very prejudice from relatives and friends when
they announced their intention of becoming Catholics. To understand
how strong the prejudice was, it is helpful to note what a relative
wrote to Harriet Seton:
2 Thomas O'Brien Hanley, SJ, Ed., The John Carroll Papers (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre
Dame press, 1976), Vol. 1: 1755-1791, letter to Charles Plowden, Sept. 26, 1783, 78.
Ibid., 427.
New Catholic Encyclopedia (Washington, DC: Catholic University Press, 1967), Vol. 14, 425.
Ibid., 426-427.
Ibid., 428.
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Mother Seton's home and school on Paca Street, Baltimore.
Courtesy Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg, Maryland

The establishments at Baltimore and Emmitsburg are novel things
in the United States and would not have been permitted by the
populace in any other place than in democratic, Frenchified, Maryland. The religion they profess is uncongenial to the habits, manners and nature of Americans, and I predict ere long, from many
causes, the demolition of every building in that state in any wise
resembling a convent or Catholic hospital!
This was a church requiring courageous leadership, the kind that
John Carroll and others like him could provide. Carroll's family, and
Carroll himself, had supported independence from England. Carroll
had even traveled on a mission to Canada with his cousin Charles and
other patriots to persuade leaders in Montreal to join forces with the
Ellin M. Kelly, Ed., Numerous Choirs, (Evansville, IN: Mater Dei Provincialate, 1981), Vol. I:
The Seton Years 1774-1821, 135, letter of Governeur Ogden to Harriet Seton, Nov. 27, 1809, from
Archives, Saint Joseph's Provincial House, VIII, 83.
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American revolutionaries. They believed in the future of America as
a new country with seemingly unlimited possibilities, and offering
equal opportunities for women and men. The early church in America
tried to follow the democratic principles so integrated into the constitution of the new nation. John Carroll was actually elected by a gathering of priests to lead the church in America. His name was proposed
to Rome, and in 1789 he was appointed bishop of the newly formed
diocese of Baltimore.
Elizabeth Seton became a member of this loosely organized and
even chaotic church in March 1805. She was then thirty-one years old.
She had first been attracted to the Catholic Church in Italy where, as
a bereaved young widow, she lived for some months with the wealthy
Filicchi family. The order, stability, rituals, and peace of Italian Catholicism were very appealing to the grieving Elizabeth. The sacraments, especially the Eucharist, drew Elizabeth's yearning heart. It
was God's gift to Elizabeth that she had felt her first attraction to the
Catholic Church in her own kind of milieu, among people of wealth.
But it was to the church of the very poor that Elizabeth was welcomed
in New York in 1805.
When she returned from Italy to her family and friends, Elizabeth
was already at heart a Catholic. Not one to analyze the differences
between the Catholic faith and her Anglican upbringing, Elizabeth,
always a people person, sought unity with God through unity with
the real presence of Jesus in the Eucharist. Once having become aware
of what Catholicism offered, Elizabeth could never return wholeheartedly to the Anglican church.
Back in New York, Elizabeth wrote to Amabilia Filicchi in Italy, "I
have been to what is called here among so many churches the Catholic
Church. When I turned the corner of the street it is in - 'Here, my
God, I go,' I said, 'heart all to You.1/18 Despite a short period of intense
struggle and doubt, Elizabeth quickly knew that she must go "peaceably and firmly to the Catholic Church."9 Her statement of faith, her
first confession and communion, opened for her, in her own words,
"new scenes for my soul," a "new life, a new existence itself."1 °
Elizabeth knew herself as daughter - to a mother dead long
before when she was a tiny child, but safe in heaven with God - to
a much beloved father whose commitments often took him far from
Dirvin, Joseph I., CM, The Soul of Elizabeth Seton (San Francisco, CA: Ignatius Press, 1990), 71.
Ibid., 158.
Ibid., 93.
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her, but who in his final years enjoyed the comfort and love of her
home and her children, and who died in her arms. Early in her life
there had developed between Elizabeth and God a relationship which
seemed to replace the affection she might have expected from and
given to her parents. Elizabeth learned early to trust God implicitly.
Throughout her life, and certainly on her entrance into the Catholic
Church, Elizabeth sought the God whom she trusted so fully and with
whom she longed to be united. Why else would she have uttered the
words she did at the time of her first communion:
•.at last God is Mine and I am His! Now, let all go its round - I
have received [God].. .instead of the humble, tender welcome I
had expected to give, it was but a triumph of joy and gladness that
the deliverer was come and my defense and shield and strength
and salvation made mine for this world and the next.11
From the beginning of her conversion process, Elizabeth used the
image of child to describe her relationship with the church. She equated
this relationship with her relationship with God, and entrusted herself
to the church with the complete trust and abandonment of a child. For
her the church was truly mystery. "I thank God for having made me a
child of [the] church," she wrote to a friend shortly before her death.
"When you come to this hour (final illness), you will know what it is
to be a child of the Church."12 She was, in her own eyes, most gladly
a child, with all the trust and dependence and utter love the word
implies. From the time of her conversion on, she could pray, "Holy
Church of God, teach, direct, call to thyself thy child, docile and
faithful forevermore."13
When she was invited by William Dubourg, superior of the
Sulpician community in Baltimore, to open a school for girls in that
city, Elizabeth responded to what was perceived by her to be God's
will expressed in the request of a leader of the church. When it was
suggested to her in 1808 by Father Dubourg and Archbishop Carroll
that she begin a religious sisterhood, she complied, knowing that she
was but a child in the faith, but trusting the direction of these discerning men. Elizabeth believed that she could know God's will by those
who directed her: "whatever they bid me do, if it is ever so small in
Ibid., 71-72.
Ibid., 165.
" Margaret Alderman & Josephine Burns, D.C., Praying with Elizabeth Seton (Winona, MN: Saint
Mary's Press, 1992), 102.
11
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Reverend Louis William Dubourg, S.S.
Courtesy Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House,
Emmitsburg, Maryland

itself, is the Will of God for me."14 When she felt that she had acted
awkwardly, or even wrongfully, in the early days of her community's
unfolding, she assured Bishop Carroll:
You will see how good a child I am going to be. Quite a little
child. And perhaps you will have often to give me the food of
little children yet, but I will do my best as I have promised you
in every case.15

14
15

Dirvin, The Soul of Elizabeth Seton, 160.
Ibid., 165.
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However, Elizabeth did not hesitate to speak up to these very
same church leaders when the future of her community, or the pastoral needs of people were in jeopardy. She protested vehemently over
what she rightfully considered usurpations of her community and
school by Father John David, who had been appointed superior of the
community. Even so, closing a letter to Bishop John Carroll, she could
write: "If, after consideration of every circumstance, you still think
things must remain as they are - whatever you dictate I will abide by
through every difficulty.1116 Of Father John Dubois' government as
superior of the community, Elizabeth could joke with her friend and
confidant, Father Simon Gabriel Brute:
I am so in love now with rules that I see the bit of the bridle all
gold, or the reins all of silk You know my sincerity, since with the
little attraction to your Brother's (Dubois') government, I even
eagerly seek the grace [of] the little cords he entangles me with."
Apparently even Father Dubois' legalism could not deter
Elizabeth's fiery spirit.
Afire as she was with zeal for God's good work, Elizabeth scolded
a local clergyman who had not prepared his Sunday sermon. She
reported to Brute:
Gave our Reverend John Hickey a scolding he will remember. The
congregation so crowded yesterday, and so many strangers - to
whom he gave a sermon so evidently lazy; and answered this
morning:
"I did not trouble myself about it, Ma'am."
"Oh, sir, that awakens my anger. Do you remember a priest holds
the honor of God on his lips. Do you not trouble to spread [the fire
God] wishes so much enkindled? If you will not study and prepare while young, what when you are old? There is a mother's
lesson."
"But, prayer. . ."
"Yes, prayer - and preparation,
"

Archives of the Archdiocese of Baltimore, Baltimore, MD, 7-M-7, Seton to Carroll, Jan. 25,
1810, as quoted in Dirvin, 166.
17
Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg, MD, XII, 31b, Seton to Brute, Fall
1813, as quoted in Dirvin, 168.
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Then there is that other face of Elizabeth, the Elizabeth who loved
to be among children in Baltimore and Emmitsburg to teach them
about God and their faith. That Elizabeth loved going across Saint
Joseph's Valley and up the mountain every Sunday for Mass. Afterwards she would sit on a big rock, gather the children round, and
teach them the ways of God. This Elizabeth, child of the church,
recognized how important it was for these children to stay close to
God all their lives, so that one day they might be able to instill in their
children and their children's children a love for the Catholic faith.
Looking at Elizabeth Seton today, we can recognize her as a
mature woman, a widow who had buried her much loved husband,
a single parent who struggled to raise her five children, a mother who
nursed two of her daughters in serious, terminal illnesses, a religious
leader responsible for guiding and inspiring a fragile, new religious
community. Elizabeth was hardly a child! But in her faith life, in the
following of that God who was for her always Father (Parent), Elizabeth always thought of herself as a child. It was the highly intuitive
response of her soul to the overwhelming love she experienced.
To Sisters of Charity, Elizabeth, on her deathbed, spoke the words,
"Be children (daughters) of the church." In my struggle to understand
the meaning of this advice of Elizabeth, I realized just how much she
depended on churchmen to support and assist her young community.
She trusted the wisdom of church elders to discern her situation as
foundress of a religious institute while mother of five children. She
believed that those appointed spiritual directors and superiors would
nurture the new community, even in and through their own human
frailties. I wondered whether Elizabeth ever equated the church with
these clerical leaders, as we sometimes do when we misuse the word
church, using it to refer only to the institutional framework rather than
to the community of believers. I have come to believe that Elizabeth
had a much broader understanding than that.
Vita Consecrata, the recently issued Apostolic Exhortation of John
Paul II, invites consecrated women and men to consider the Transfiguration of Jesus as an icon for religious life today. Entering into the
Transfiguration icon, we enter into the mystery of transformation, of
God's freely given grace transforming the person privileged to receive
and respond to it. Vita Consecrata also presents religious life today in
its prophetic dimension. And what is a prophet but one who imagines
a new heaven and a new earth while being firmly rooted in this world?
By living lives of holiness and service, religious in every age have
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witnessed to how lives of faith may be lived.
If we look at Elizabeth Seton's life, as Vita Consecrata suggests,
through the icon of Transfiguration, we can see a woman being transformed by God's love, leading a community of women being transformed by God's love. Through the openness of her prayer, like a
radio designed to pick up a particular frequency, Elizabeth was attuned to God's call. She took part in the sacramental life of the church
faithfully and regularly, and drew great comfort and support especially from the Eucharist. "We enjoying God's fullness" was the
way Elizabeth understood the church.19 Or to say it another way,
again in Elizabeth's words, being part of the church is "resting on
redeeming love."""
How does Elizabeth's love for the church illuminate the challenges we face today? The disciples to whom God's glory was revealed on the Mount of Transfiguration then also witnessed the sordid
reality of the Mount of Crucifixion. Elizabeth knew the triumph and
joy, the tender presence and glory of God, while, at the same time, she
experienced the bitter sorrow of rejections, early deaths and harsh
physical conditions. Entrusting herself each day to God's provident
care, she could still write to Cecilia O'Conway, one of the first Sisters
of Charity and a protegee of hers, "This is not a country, dear one, for
silence and solitude, but for warfare and crucifixion."2' Like every true
contemplative, Elizabeth was vitally involved in the concerns of her
time. And so, too, must we be if we are to live lives committed to
contemplation.
As Elizabeth and her early sisters lived at the heart of the church
of the new republic, so do we live at the heart of a church poised to
enter a new century and a new millennium. The concerns we face are,
perhaps, massive in proportion to those which Elizabeth faced. The
needs of people are still evident before us, even as they were before
Elizabeth: large refugee populations, people without basic food and
clothing, some dying without proper medical attention, prejudice and
bigotry, genocidal wars, the destruction of our earth. The list is endless. It is no accident that the rule of Vincent de Paul and Louise de

"Elizabeth Seton to Rev. Simon Gabriel Brute, nd., 1817, Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial
House 1-3-3-12:42.
20
Cf. Elizabeth Seton to Eliza Sadler, 28 September [18031, Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial
House 1-3-3-7:28. "with the strong and ardent Faith with which I receive and dwell on this promise
all is well and resting on the mercy of God -"
21
Charles I. White, Met/icr St'toii
Met/icr of Manly Daii,g/iti'rs (Garden City, NY: The Country
Life Press, 1949), 259.
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Drawing of sculpture outside of Church of Saint Elizabeth Seton.
Sun City, Arizona. Drawn and sculpted by Sister Margaret Beaudette, S.C.

Marillac was the one adapted for North American Sisters of Charity.
It is following that rule that enabled Elizabeth and the early commu

nity, and that has enabled us to reach out to the everyday needs of
people in ways that a more monastic or cloistered way of life would
not have permitted.
Like Elizabeth patiently experiencing the working of God in her
life, we, too, are called to patience with God's working in and around
us. What we seem to need today is the radical patience to live in
fidelity to our charism, trusting that our works are now of value and
will continue to bear fruit in a later time and place in ways we cannot
even imagine. We truly are the bridge to another age and culture. In
this regard, the well-known words of Rubem Alves about those who
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plant dates not being the ones to eat them are particularly appropriate.
For Alves, living by the love of what we will never see is the secret
discipline, the discipline that has given prophets, revolutionaries and
saints of every age the courage to live and die for the future they
envisaged.
Our relationship with the official church is not always what we
would wish it to be. Like jaded and somewhat cynical veterans we
wonder whether "the church" will ever change. This is where radical
patience and hope beyond hope come into play. Many of us have
experienced injustice, what we perceive as ingratitude, and even,
perhaps, dismissal from our church ministries. We long for the day
when women will be recognized as full partners in the Roman Catholic Church. We struggle, not as Elizabeth did before her conversion, to
go to the Catholic Church, but to remain "peaceably and firmly in the
Catholic faith."22
Through his Common Ground Project, the late Cardinal Joseph
Bernadin of Chicago offered the challenge of dialogue among those
holding very different viewpoints about the church. His desire was to
pass on a gift, "a vision of the church that trusts in the power of the
Spirit so much that it can risk authentic dialogue." We, as daughters
of Elizabeth Seton, want to enter into and sustain whatever dialogue
may be possible. We want to speak up with honesty, respect and
integrity when we recognize the violation of rights within the church.
Our heritage provides many examples of such forthrightness and
integrity. Thus did Vincent de Paul defend the Company of Charity as
a new form of religious life in the church of the seventeenth century;
thus did Elizabeth Seton protect her small religious band against the
efforts of those who would interfere and alter its purpose; thus did
Elizabeth Boyle and Margaret George keep the communities in New
York and Cincinnati intact as North American congregations. We
need to engage in many, many conversations with others who share
our dreams and even with those who directly oppose our views. We

also need to be faithful to our principles and to the leading of God's
grace. Is this not being truly "simple," (or "faithful to truth") that
virtue so central to our identity?

22
The context for this quote reads: "I WILL GO PEACEABLY and FIRMLY TO THE
CATHOLICK CHURCH - for if Faith is so important to our salvation I will seek it where true Faith
first begun, seek it among those who received it from GOD HIMSELF..." Elizabeth Seton, Journal
to Amabilia Filicchi, January 1805 entry, ASJPH, 1-3-3-10:3a.
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At this moment in history, what resources do we have to offer to
the church? We can continue to speak the messages we are uniquely
prepared to speak, and to offer leadership in the specific areas where
we have skills. We can certainly offer the witness of life lived out of a
contemplative stance through which God's love and grace can so
radically transform the willing spirit. We bring community-building
skills and the evidence that shared responsibility, collegiality, communion of hearts and minds is not only possible but richly rewarding,
and can open unimagined new horizons to groups of committed
persons. We cherish the sacramental life of the church, especially the
Eucharist, but we must refuse to be content with sterile liturgies, and
continue to promote liturgical experiences that are lifesaving for people,
affirming all the positive efforts we observe. Above all we can raise
our voices for justice and for the poor of our world.
As Elizabeth loved the new church of her time, we, too, must
continue to love this new church of ours into being. We may never see
the results of that loving, but that does not matter, because the loving
itself is worth our continued efforts. Elizabeth reminds us, "Never
mind. God is God in it all. When so rich a harvest is before us, why do
we not harvest it in? All is in our hands if we but use it."23

23
Many published quotes have altered Elizabeth's original words. This appears to be a
consolidation of several of her thoughts. The first portion "never mind - God is God, in it all - if
you are to do his work the strength will be given" is from Elizabeth Seton to Cecilia O'Conway,
[September 18171, Ursuline Archives of Quebec, #2b.
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Decision Making in the Life of
Elizabeth Ann Seton
B
ELIZABETH A. VERMAELEN, S.C.

Experience today reveals intense activity of the Spirit in the lives
of men and women in all walks of life. This "hunger for spirituality"
as it has been termed, has encouraged Western Christians to explore
Eastern forms of prayer. The search for God has been for an experience
of God, rather than knowledge about God.
I use the term "spirituality" in the sense in which Robert Maloney,
C.M. has defined it:
A spirituality is an energizing vision, a driving force. It is, on the
one hand, the specific way in which a person is rooted in God. It
is, on the other hand, the specific way in which he or she relates
to the created world. It is insight as the source of action. It is a
vision that generates energy and channels it in a particular direction. . .
We know that, in terms of discernment, of making decisions and
finding God's will for us, we need first to find out who God is for us.
Discernment ultimately means placing ourselves as unreservedly
as possible in God's hands, asking God to shape our lives through
our decisions and thus allowing God to bring to fulfillment the
creative work that God has already begun in us. For fruitful
discernment, therefore, we need a God to whom we can entrust
ourselves with confidence.'
How does God speak to us? How do we find the will of God?
1. God speaks to us in nature:
It seems to me that it is apparent in studying the life of Elizabeth
Ann Seton that there was a gradual transformation which began early
in her life. Her frequently absent father and deceased mother caused
her to search for God. At the age of ten, she speaks of "taking pleasure

Robert P. Maloney, CM., The Way of Vincent de Paul (Brooklyn, NY: New City Press, 1992), 13.
David Lonsdale, Listening to the music of spirit: the art of discernment (Notre Dame: Ave Maria
Press, 1992).
2
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The Young Elizabeth Seton. Painting by Joseph Dawley.
Courtesy the Sisters of Charity of Saint Vincent de Paul of New York

in everything, coarse, rough, smooth or easy - I was always alive
with joy in God, that He was my Father." Later on she notes, "Every
little leaf and flower or animal, insect, shades of clouds or waving
trees were objects of vacant, unconnected thoughts of God and heaven!"
God speaks to us in nature!
2. God speaks to us in the events of one's daily life:
She writes, "In the year 1789 when my father was in England, one
morning in May, (she was in New Rochelle at the time), in the lightness of a cheerful heart, I jumped into the wagon... I set off in the
woods, soon found an outlet in a meadow. . . Here then, was a sweet
bed - the air still and a clear blue vault above - the numberless
sounds of spring melody and joy - the sweet clover and wild flowers
I had got by the way, and a heart as innocent as a human heart could
be, filled with enthusiastic love of God and admiration of his works.
God was my father, my all, I prayed, sang hymns, cried, laughed.
Talking to myself of how far he could place me above all sorrow. Then
I lay still to enjoy the heavenly peace that came over my soul; and I am
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sure, in the two hours so enjoyed, grew ten years in the spiritual
life..." In 1789, Elizabeth was 15 years old! God speaks to us in the
events of one's daily life.
As we look today at the Mother/Father role of God, we can see
this yearning expressed in the words of Elizabeth as child and as
teenager. God then became for her the only rock of surety she could
count on. With her sense of God and experience of God's presence,
Elizabeth learned to look for it in the ordinary events of everyday life
and learned to trust, to communicate and to expect God's support
through whatever dark passages were part of her journey.
3. God speaks to us in prayer:
We are beginning to uncover similar themes in the prayer of the
great women mystics, we are realizing that God intends this special
way of relating for everyone. It is not restricted to a strata of society
with the proper theological education. I am reminded of the scene in
The Color Purple wherein the main character comments that she never
found a God in church that she did not bring in with her.
Vincentian Spirituality Is Incarnational
God speaks to us, not just as instances of human nature, but to
each of us as persons who have a name, an unrepeatable name. So
God speaks to us as unique persons and as persons in communion
with one another, either in our local communities or in the larger
communities of the province or in the community of communities
we know as the Church. Discernment is a choice addressed to me
or to us. It is existential, historical, personal.3
So, in these homespun ways, Elizabeth's spirituality grew mostly
under God's direction. We know that later on, the Reverend Henry
Hobart introduced her to the beauty of the psalms and canticles,
which she loved so, that her own prayers took on the cadences and
rhythms of the songs of David.
The problem then of how to pray, and the problem of how to live
- the two are the same problem - is the process of becoming ever
more aware of the Holy Spirit within us, and of becoming ever

Hugh O'Donnell, C.M., "Vincentian Discernment," Vincentian Heritage 15, no.1 (1995): 12.
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more responsive as the Spirit seeks to inspire us to embrace God's
saving will. It is a matter of learning to discern God's often delicate
inspirations, and of responding in aspiration toward the infinite
hope toward which God impels us. But it is also a matter of
learning to distinguish God's presence in the various life situations in which we find ourselves. For we can make all of life a
living prayer only by seeking and embracing God's salvific will as
manifest in every situation in life.'
Discernment

Will Of God

From another point of view, discernment, what are the yeses and
what are the nos in my life? Discernment is about what we say "yes"
to, what we say "no" to in the present and the near future.'
We are each being called to continual, on—going conversion which
is the reality of our fidelity to the will of God. Again and again,
Elizabeth Seton prayed, "May the most just, the most high and the
most amiable Will of God be accomplished forever.
Throughout the life of Elizabeth Seton, her constant search for the
Will of God was a fundamental theme, overriding all other considerations. It led her to appreciate the various ways God speaks to us:
116

What was the first rule of our dear Saviour's life? You know it was
to do the will of His Father. Well then, she said, the first end I
propose is to do the will of God in our daily work, secondly to do
it in the manner He wishes; and thirdly to do it because it is His
will.
If the first face of discernment has to do with the paths we take, the
second has to do with everyday life - living a life of daily discernment. We have sometimes called this "living in the presence of
God" ...The third face of discernment has to do with making
choices in social areas, in our outreach to our brothers and sisters.'
There is a difference between looking only occasionally for God's
will and being open every day and in every way to God's intervention
in our lives. Both for Elizabeth and for us, it is not usually a question
of right and wrong, but of a new understanding to which God is
Paul Hinnebusch, OP., Prayer, the Search for Authenticity (New York: Sheed and Ward, 1969), 31.
O'Donnell, "Vincentian Discernment," 12.
6
"Elizabeth was greatly impressed by the sufferings of Pius VII, and his prayer of submission
to the will of God became her favorite prayer for the rest of her life. 'May the most just, the most high
and the most amiable will of God be in all things fulfilled, praised and exalted above all forever."
Annabelle Melville, Elizabeth Bayley Seton (A Jove Book: New York, 1985): 255; 443, n. 60.
O'Donnell, "Vincentian Discernment," 14-15.
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leading us in the process of decision making.
Ignatian discernment is recognized as the classic pattern for discernment. One of the qualities which Ignatius requires as a pre-requisite is indifference. In his article on "Vincentian Discernment," Hugh
O'Donnell, G.M. says:
Indifference is a poor word in English. It has negative connotations.
It has overtones of not caring, of capitulation, of being a door mat,
of being passive and depersonalized.. .The French have a great
word for it - disponibilité. . Positively it means "readiness" - to
be really ready to do what God calls us to do.. It is to be open in
an unrestricted way to the fullness of God's presence, not just to
one part of it. Such an attitude is at the heart of our lives.. .we are
no longer talking about a technique or a process, but we are
talking about our deepest way of being. "Unrestricted readiness"
is not only a corner stone of discernment, it is at the heart of our
being. Our vocation, our way, is to be people of unrestricted
readiness.'
How does one find the Will of God? When we look at Elizabeth
Seton and see her constant fidelity in the various roles she filled in the
course of her life, I suggest that she was a woman of "unrestricted
readiness." Elizabeth was a unique individual who was able to function well in both a man's world of thinking, analyzing, deducing,
concluding etc., and in a woman's world of intuiting, valuing and
choosing - sometimes without a clear intellectual sense, but from a
no less real and deeply felt absolute conviction. While both men and
women are capable of both modes of knowing, it is the male way or the first source that has predominated in both government and
church. The second source or the woman's way has always been
considered weak or inferior simply because it was not abstract, reasoned, and intellectual.
Carol Gilligan's work, In a Different Voice, was one of the first to
enlighten us about the different modes of taking in information and
different modes of making judgements or drawing conclusions from
that information.9 Significantly for our purposes today, her conclusions reveal that men (and boys) make judgements about the rightness
or wrongness of an action based on the rules, whether these be the
rules of the game - was it or was it not a foul ball?; the rules of
corporate takeovers - what is legal not to disclose?; or the rules or
O'Donnell, "Vincentian Discernment," 19.
Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982).
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Portrait of Elizabeth Seton. Undated engraving.
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war - how many civilians can be killed and still call the objective
military? The tendency is to see life in terms of winning and losing.
The study shows that women (and girls) tend to make judgements
about the rightness or wrongness of an action based on its effect what did it do to people?; what will it do to people? Women tend to
achieve a relationship - even when dealing in theory or in dealing
with those they do not actually know. That relationship, that human

bonding which puts me immediately into the shoes of those who will
be affected by my actions, is reflective not of weakness and sentimentality, but of the deepest, intuitive ways of human knowing.
More clearly than ever before, people have recognized that Christian theology always draws on two sources and that these sources
need to be held together, correlated as it were, by the one making the
decision.10 The tension between these two sources has existed since the
early church. There is a need for both to exist - each respectful of the
other's role in the process of decision making.
10
Edward Schillebeeck, OP., Interim Report on the Books Jesus and Christ (New York: Crossroads, 1981), 3.
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The first source - is the whole heritage of Judeo-Christian faith
- scripture, doctrine, tradition. The second source is human experience, either the experience of an individual or of a group. In either case
it represents the actual, real situation in which God is revealed and
God's will for us, or for each individual, can be sensed and in the
process of discernment can be known as a deep, non-verbal conviction.
Religious conversion, as an on-going process, may be described as
the assumption of a personal, individual obligation to respond appropriately to the self-revelation of God. Elizabeth felt this many times,
but notably when she was making the decision about becoming a
Catholic. What we now know of Elizabeth's experience in that year of
decision seems to reflect the concept of unrestricted readiness to do
God's will.
In general, we live in an atmosphere where we know we believe,
what we expect, where we belong, etc. And then, either suddenly like
Paul being blinded, or gradually like Elizabeth, we start to question
what we formerly accepted. The old interpretation is challenged or we
discover certain needs, or a new situation develops. In some cases,
there is the call to a deeper reality such as religious conversion. In this
process, we come to a sense of loss, perhaps even a sense of grief,
because the usual pattern does not work, the old trusted answers are
no longer a solution. God is gently or powerfully moving me to a new
place where I have never been before and in this movement, I have to
leave behind the familiar and choose a path which is not only unfamiliar, but is potentially disastrous.
Paul could say to the Phillipians: "I am quite certain that the One
who has begun this good work in you will see that it is completed
when the day of Jesus comes." This speaks to me of ongoing conversion, of a constant openness to the will of God in my life. Sometimes
the need for discernment comes from outside us - some event, some
call, some changes that others have made. Sometimes the need comes
from the inside. That sense of "dis-ease" is the key into the need for
discernment. I listen to my feelings, I am in touch with myself in my
deepest center, and I am able to examine some objective criteria in a
process of discernment.
The year following William's death was filled with the most profound spiritual suffering for Elizabeth who was being drawn by God
to the Catholic Church. As an adult Christian, she was very much in
touch with her responsibilities to the Christian community. Her prayer
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reflected a deep and meaningful relationship with God. She studied
diligently what Phillip Filicchi gave her including his own handwritten defense of the faith - and she studied what Henry Hobart
gave her, including his own hand-written explanation of the fallacies
of the Roman church. This process alone, to say nothing of the economic and emotional traumas which were part of her life, only led to
more pain. At one point, she decided she would go to neither church
since she could not decide on one or the other.
Certainly there are converts who are brought to Catholicism because of their pursuit of "truth," i.e., the first source, but Elizabeth
Seton was not one of these. On 15 October 1804 she wrote to Antonio,
"Far different is my situation from those uninstructed, but my hard
case is to have a head turned with instruction without the light in my
soul to direct it." She ultimately became a Catholic because God wanted
it so.11
Discernment Guidelines
In group discernment, the following points are generally agreed on:
•

•
•
•

•

The gathering of data - access to information, background history and the resources to help grasp the issues. . .also the time to
do this....
The ability to sift through the issues.
The explicit willingness to go beyond argument and debate to
seek participation with God's leadership.
A forthright presentation of those biases, fears, and personal desires - which antecedent to the discernment process, influence
the emotions and judgements of the participants. The mutuality of
the discerning community should invite a corporate awareness
that the discerners will need to support and challenge one another
when they begin to consider the arguments for and against the
discernment proposal.
On-going asceticism is needed to keep the focus on finding how
God leads the group. In the midst of the discernment process,
people may want to reconstruct the proposition or to redefine the
terms in order to avoid the decision which has to be made.

11 Elizabeth Seton to Antonio Filicchi, 0th October 1804, Archives of Mount Saint Joseph,
Cincinnati A 111 022.
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In personal discernment, I must:
•

Look at ALL that should be considered: Not just my place in this
situation, but stretch my mind and broaden my horizons to see the
full implications of my judgement/decision on all who are part of
my world. The true role of authority is to help me broaden my
horizons and to remind me to look at all that should be considered. Authority calls the individual to refer back to the "story"
(anamnesis) on which our judgements are grounded.

•

I must consider the FULL REALITY present in the current situation
itself. I shift the focus to the decision and away from myself. To
what am I being called by this situation? In what way is God being
manifested to me in the decision I am about to make. In this
process I must consider the total direction of my life (fundamental
option). Finally, I must consider the whole evolution present in
what is today considered a norm or a standard and realize that I
may be called to move beyond the present scope of acceptable
responses.

•

The third dimension relates to a kind of IMPARTIALITY in regard
to this specific decision. There must be a stability in the good, i.e.
the presence of virtue, which provides us the ground out of which
to operate. Different spiritual traditions describe this state differently:
Ignatius Loyola speaks of indifference
Teresa of Avila of humility
Francis of Assisi calls for a poverty of spirit
John of the Cross desires detachment
The author of the Cloud of the Unknowing searches for a
single-mindedness; and
Elizabeth Seton searches for the Will of God.

All of these traits relate to an openness to whatever God may be
revealing. It presumes a willingness to respond even if what is discerned may be less attractive. A lack of need for image and esteem and
the presence of a type of humility and simplicity are the sine qua non
of discernment.
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When Elizabeth said, at the time of her conversion, "At all events,
happen what will, I rest in God,"2 she was declaring a relationship
which was intrinsically pledged to openness to the will of God, for,
she continues, "there can be no disappointment where the soul's only
desire and expectation is to meet his adored will and fulfill it. 1113 for
.one day will show every dark and mysterious event in the most
perfect concord of harmony and wisdom.-"14
•

12
Elizabeth Seton, Journal to Amabilia Filicchi, April 14, [18051 entry, Archives of Saint
Joseph's Provincial House, 1-3-3-10:3a.
13
Elizabeth Seton to Cecilia Seton, 9 June 1808, Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House 13-3-8: 149.
14
The actual words of Elizabeth are: "one day shew every apparently dark and mysterious
event in the most beautiful and perfect perspective of Wisdom and Harmony -" Elizabeth Seton
to Juliana Sitegreaves Scott, 20th July 1807, Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House 1-3-3-6: 67.
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Decision Making Then and Now
By
MARYANNA COYLE, S.C.

The planning committee for this symposium provided a clue to
their expectations regarding this presentation in the questions they
posed. What methods did Elizabeth and the young community use to
make decisions? What influenced decisions regarding the life and
mission of the community for Elizabeth and her companions? What
insights does this give us? One does not find the answer to these
questions by simply reviewing records about specific decisions. Rather,
it is necessary to explore the formation of Elizabeth Ann Seton, because the patterns of her own life significantly influenced the shaping
of the Emmitsburg community, its faith, life, and spirit.
The most valuable sources revealing Elizabeth's life journey that
molded her faith, her relationships, and her spirituality, are Elizabeth's
own words, found in her journals, and her correspondence. In reflecting on her writings as well as on several authors' biographical sketches,
I discover five recurring patterns. These characteristics lived out in
another century and another culture, have relevance to us in both our
personal and communal process for decision—making. From her writings I hope to probe with you why these patterns might effectively
inform and shape our own journey, our relationships, and our leadership style. The patterns woven intricately into the tapestry of Elizabeth Seton's life can be named as: a contemplative spirit, a discerning
heart, a compassionate presence, faithful service, and a courageous
vision.
Her Contemplative Spirit
What is revealed early in Elizabeth's childhood was a contemplative spirit. Her hunger for the solitude of contemplation, her nourishment and refuge in it, her strength and fidelity to it, seems to epitomize her being. Her innate longing and searching for God is recorded
in her memories of her eighth year in New Rochelle. Mother Seton
wrote:
I always loved to walk and pray alone, admiration of the clouds.
Delight to gaze at them; always with the look for my mother and
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little Kitty in heaven. Delight to sit alone by the water-side, wandering hours on the shore, singing and gathering shells.'
At this early age, a sense of awareness of the transcendental, as
well as a glimpse of her loneliness, indicates the direction of her
contemplative spirit. Contemplation was consistently her source of
hope and consolation. In her Italian Journal, written while in the
Lazaretto in 1803, she recalls such consolation at fourteen years of age
when her father was in England. She describes wandering alone into
the woods and finding that special setting where she could appreciate
the world of nature and experience a deep awareness of God's presence in her life. She wrote:
The air still, a clear blue vault above, the numberless sounds of
spring melody and joy, the sweet clovers and wild flowers I had
got by the way, and a heart as innocent as a human heart could be,
filled with ever enthusiastic love of God and admiration of his
works. Still I can feel every sensation that passed through my soul.
I thought at that time, my father did not care for me. Well, God
was my Father, my all. I prayed, sang hymns, and laughed, talking
to myself of how far He could place me above all sorrow. Then I
lay still to enjoy the heavenly peace that came over my soul, and
I am sure, in the two hours so enjoyed, grew ten years in my
spiritual life.'
At the age of twenty-nine, Elizabeth so vividly describes this
singular event, and so clearly reveals her contemplative spirit, that
sings and laughs and talks to herself, finding God's presence surrounding and embracing her. In her recollection, she directly alludes
to her cognizance of growth in the spiritual life, and places deep value
on the formative periods of solitude.
Her writings also express a contemplative spirit that sustained
and uplifted both William and Anna, during their confinement in the
Lazaretto:
With God as our portion, there is no prison in high walls and bolts,
no sorrow in the soul though beset with present cares and gloomy
prospects. For this freedom I can never be sufficiently thankful, as
in my William's case, it keeps alive what in his weak state of body

Ellin M. Kelly, Numerous Choirs: A Chronicle of Elizabeth Bayley Seton and her Spiritual Daughters,
1: The Seton Years, 1774-1821 (Evansville: Mater Dei Provincialate, 1981), 18.
2
Ibid., 30.
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would naturally fail. Often when he hears me repeat the psalms of
triumph in God, and read Saint Paul's faith in Christ with my
whole soul, it so enlivens his spirit that he makes them also his
own, and all our sorrows are turned into joy.. While I live, while
I have my being in time and through eternity, let me sing praise
to my God.'
Had not Elizabeth's life pattern of a contemplative spirit, rooted
in her confidence that God was her portion, been her source of energy,
how could she have so courageously endured the abandonment, the
suffering and William's death? This pattern was such a fabric of her
being, that it engendered hope, resignation and anticipation in her
dying husband.
In tracing both the pattern and development of this contemplative
spirit in Elizabeth Seton, I reflect on Pamela Hayes' insights in The
Heart is a Sacred Space, A Reflection for 2000 a.d. Hayes describes contemplation as "taking a long and penetrating look at the sacred space
where God is, until we really see. . .As the Spirit moves within us,
contemplation gradually becomes more and more the silence that
echoes the word, and the stillness that reflects the presence of God.114
Throughout her life, Elizabeth constantly took this "long and
penetrating look at the sacred space where God is." In her looking, she
discovered her faith. In her seeing, she chose conversion. In her dis
cerning, she embraced her call. Elizabeth Seton found her solace and
her strength in the solitude and stillness of contemplation. The fruits
of her contemplation are found in her notes on the Spiritual Life.
Your first step in this heavenly way is to contract a habit of the
presence of God and the spirit of recollection. Let divine love cast
out fear; fear nothing so much as not to love enough When your
exterior duties oblige you to break silence, keep your interior
silence by remembering that you are under the eye of God, that He
sees you, and judges what you are doing.'
Of particular note are the words that Mother Seton underlined in
her writing: "fear nothing so much as not to love enough." Such
emphasis underscores Elizabeth's consuming awareness of God's love
that overflowed into all her life and actions.

Ibid., 70.
Pamela Hayes, The Heart is a Sacred Space: A Reflection for 2000 a.d. (England: Slough, 1995), 27.
Archives, Sisters of Charity of Cincinnati, Mother Seton Notebook, 52.
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In reflecting on Elizabeth's orientation toward contemplation, we
might discover our own. Her personality and her life circumstances
were influencing factors. Throughout her life, a sensitivity to God's
presence in all the circumstances of life, sustained her and strengthened her faith. Her personality reveals a child, a young mother, a
widow and a religious who needed the solitude and detachment of
contemplation; whose soul was nourished by a constant attention to
the sacred space where God is.
Elizabeth's pattern of contemplation engages theological reflection. The influence of the events and people in her life, framed in her
attentiveness to God working in her life, led to decisive choices and
full cooperation with grace.
In her moments of contemplation, we glimpse Elizabeth's closeness to God and her trust in God's guiding hand. Although her natural
inclination appears to be toward solitude and reflection, she knew that
her life was not to be lived as a hermit in the desert. This struggle for
balance is reflected in her counsel to one of her sisters who had the
same inclination. "The only fear I have is that you will let the old string
pull too hard for solitude and silence." She reminded Cecilia O'Conway
that "this is not a country, my dear one, for Solitude and Silence, but
of warfare and crucifixion.116
In writing about the order of the day for her small community,
Mother Seton noted the times set aside for prayer and solitude. She
recognized its necessity for both strength and guidance of her sisters
as they endured the hardships of poverty and struggle in forming
both their community and their ministry.
A Discerning Heart

In his Book, Listening to the Music of the Spirit, David Lonsdale
describes discernment as, "making choices within the context of a
living relationship and continuing dialogue with God.117
Mother Seton totally entrusted herself to God with confidence,
and allowed God to bring to fulfillment all that He had called her to
be. Her cooperation with such grace shapes her relationship with God
and the direction of her life. The concrete expression of her continuing
dialogue with God occurs in her journey to the Catholic faith. Her
journey was one of searching, prayer and counsel. Her fidelity in
6
7

Annabelle M. Melville, Elizabeth Bayley Seton: 1774-1821 (New York: Scribner, 1988), 271.
David Lonsdale, S.J., Listening to the Music of the Spirit (Notre Dame: Ave Maria Press, 1994), 34.
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reading Scripture, her ability to weigh the harsh criticisms of those
opposed to her conversion, and her seeking through dialogue, the true
faith, illustrates a discerning heart.
In the discerning period before embracing the Catholic faith, Elizabeth was torn by the persistence of Mr. Hobart, a curate at Trinity
Church, and the struggles of her heart. Her letter to Philip Filicchi
reveals her feelings and her effort to be light-hearted, yet determined.
They had told me from the beginning that my strong belief in your
doctrine must be a temptation, and as I know the old gentleman,
(Satan) would naturally trouble a heart so eagerly seeking the will
of God, I resolved to double my own weapons against him humility, prayer, and fasting.. .For two months I have stood between the two ways, looking steadily upwards but fearing to
proceed. 8

Kelly, Numerous Choirs, Vol. 1, 88.
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Supportive counsel was offered by Father John Cheverus who
wrote to Elizabeth in March of 1805, "I believe you are already a good
Catholic.. .1 would therefore advise you joining the Catholic Church as
soon as possible, and when doubts arise, say only, 'I believe, 0 Lord,
help thou my unbelief.'"
That Elizabeth valued Father Cheverus' counsel is evident in her
letter to him, dated 2 April 1805:
I would beg of you advice and counsel how to preserve my
inestimable blessing. True, there are many good books, but directions personally addressed from a revered source, most forcibly
inspires. For instance, many years, I have preferred those chapters
you appoint in Saint John, but from your direction, make it a rule
to read them constantly.. .The Following of Christ has been my
consolation through the severest struggles of my life. . .
In a very direct way, Elizabeth acknowledges that her discernment has been furthered and enlightened by the personal direction
from another. This attribute is manifested frequently in her correspondence with significant relationships in her life.
The balance Elizabeth brings to her discernment, nurtured by her
contemplative spirit is expressed in Mother Seton's Notes:
There are three rules by which we discover what passion prevails
in us! What is it that troubles our peace? What most commonly
occupies our mind and thoughts? What comforts and consoles us
in our troubles?"
As Elizabeth expands these thoughts, she speaks of one particular
passion with the strongest root - "the eagerness to follow our first
impressions without awaiting the orders of faith, grace, or reason."
She suggests a way to overcome this impulse - "we must check
ourselves even in things of duty, going peacefully about them, and
deferring when possible what we desire most to hasten.""12
This advice indicates the learnings in Elizabeth Seton's own life.
She displayed strong emotions, deep and sensitive feelings. Her
struggles uncover the shadow side in her personality and inclinations.

Melville, Elizabeth Bayley Seton, 137.
Kelly, Numerous Choirs, Vol. 1, 92.
11
Mother Seton's Notebook, 157.
12
Ibid., 160.
10
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Only a woman who felt so deeply could be moved to such strong
feelings of abandonment and even the contemplation of suicide. Only
a mother who has embraced her children in death could experience
the deep depression that was Elizabeth's after the death of her daughter. Her strength was always in her deep trust in God's will in her life.
The questions posed by Mother Seton are relevant to us because
they focus on the disposition that we bring to discernment. Purity of
intention, inner peace, a contemplative heart, freed Mother Seton in all
her choices. This freedom resounds in her own words, "I look neither
behind me nor before, but straight upwards without thinking of human calculations."13
Elizabeth Seton's wisdom, as well as her spiritual maturity, is
apparent in her writings and instructions to her sisters. Just as relevant
today are the dispositions that she encouraged within her small community - reliance on God's goodness, open search for God's will, and
dialogue with others. These dispositions time and again, enabled
Mother Seton to put aside her emotional response and not only to be
resigned, but to actively embrace those directions that required submission and resignation.
Discernment embodied in Elizabeth's life, what Lonsdale describes
as its ultimate meaning - "placing ourselves as unreservedly as
possible in God's hands, asking God to shape our lives through our
decisions and thus allowing God to bring to fulfillment the creative
work that God has already begun in us.1114
A

Compassionate Presence

Matthew Fox, in his book, The Coming of the Cosmic Christ, presents
Thomas Merton's description of compassion as "the keen awareness
of the interdependence of all living things which are part of one
another, and involved in one another."15 From her solitary wanderings among nature to her interactions with a diversity of people,

Elizabeth Seton displayed this keen awareness and involvement.
Why this pattern of compassion is predominant in Elizabeth's life
is readily understood when one considers that "the Hebrew word for
compassion is derived from the word for womb. 'Womb love, mother
love, creative love are all parts of the power we know as compas13

Ibid., 109.
' Lonsdale, Listening to the Music of the Spirit, 34.
° Matthew Fox, The Corning of the Cosmic Christ (San Francisco: Harper And Row, 1988), 50.
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sion."16 These loves molded the heart of Elizabeth and influenced her
generous embrace of life-long friendships.
A compassionate presence shaped the multiple relationships in
Elizabeth's life. From earliest childhood she reached out to others as
companion and minister. She took pleasure in imitating her own
father's concern and care for the poor. In the extended family she
acquired with her father's second marriage she exhibited this presence. In fact, her ability to journey with others in their searchings and
struggles, appears to have deepened her consciousness of God's presence and God's gifts in her life.
She shared Rebecca's and Harriet Seton's faith struggle. She was
a constant correspondent pouring out her heart and offering friendship and solace. Faithful companions on her life journey included Julia
Scott, Antonio Filicchi, her spiritual guides, Reverend Cheverus, Reverend Brute, and Archbishop Carroll.
How Elizabeth valued her soul mates is shown in her own words
to Julia Scott: "You are my first, last and most faithful friend, my
friend who has borne so many years with all my negligence and who
so unchangeable through so many changes.""17
Julia Scott's fidelity to Elizabeth, her prompt response to so many
needs, and her on-going concern for Elizabeth's children, was rewarded by Elizabeth's lifelong devotion. She gifted Julia with these
words that reveal how she cherished their relationship. "Of the many
attachments I have had, you are the only one on earth whom my heart
turns to in simple, unsurpassed warmth of confiding love.. 1118
Perhaps the many separations in her own life, increased Elizabeth's
need to form strong linkages with her soul mates. She kept in touch,
received and offered advice. Elizabeth learned early how to express
and share her deepest feelings and her faith life. She listened well and
responded with directness, affirmation, and consolation.
Mother Seton frequently reminded her Sisters of their responsibility inherent in the name of charity, for attending to both the physical
and spiritual poverty of God's people.

lbid., 31.
Kelly, Numerous Choirs, 148.
8 lbid., 114.
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Reverend Simon Brute, S.S.
Courtesy Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House, Emmitsburg, Maryland

We must display for them the tender compassion of Thy goodness, be the ministers of Thy providence for the relief of their
miseries, a relief which disposes so well, every heart to Thy better
service."
Father Brute, Mother Seton's spiritual director, considered this
goal to be central to the very existence of the community.
What does this compassionate presence have to do with the way
in which Mother Seton's community made decisions? Sharing in each
others' joys and sorrows, struggling with sickness and death, bonded
these women and nurtured them. Knowing each other's heart, gave
them courage to face the struggles of beginnings and endings, and to
make the hard sacrifices because of the vision they shared.

19

Ibid., 130.
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Listen to Elizabeth's words to her friend, Catherine Dupleix (Due)
and see in them the expression of a compassionate presence and
support in community:
You must be a witness to believe that from Monday to Saturday,
all is quiet, no violation of each other's tranquillity, each helping
the other with a look of good will that must be seen to be believed.20
As daughter, wife, mother, widow, friend, foundress, Elizabeth
Seton's capacity for compassion, and her enduring fidelity to family

and friends are a model that was praised by Cardinal Dernardin at the
time of her canonization:
She was a wife and mother, a religious sister and educator, a
woman who faced crisis and setbacks which she surmounted by
love, devotion and openness to the grace of God. In proclaiming
her a saint, the Church invites us to respond like her to the challenges in our own life."
Faithful Service

Prophetic were the words Father Matignon wrote to Elizabeth
Seton as she considered moving to Canada in order to support her
family, "You are destined, I think for some great good in the United
States and here you should remain in preference to any other location."22
This spiritual guide recognized in Elizabeth her deep desire to be
religious in service to God's people. Her own upbringing, not always
by choice, gave her ample experience in service. Elizabeth herself
noted how she enjoyed being with the elderly and also attending to

her stepmother's children. Her own father, Dr. Richard Bayley, to
whom Elizabeth was very devoted, modeled this concern for the poor
in his own service.
As a young woman, Elizabeth was one of the charter members of
the Society for the Relief of Poor Widows with Small Children, the
earliest such voluntary association of women in the country. Elizabeth

20
21
21

Ibid., 148.
Joseph I. Dirvin, CM., The Soul of Elizabeth Seton (San Francisco: Ignatius Press, 1990), 8.
Joseph I. Dirvin, C.M., Mrs. Seton (New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1962), 199.
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noted that "her Widows Society made her delight in the continual
contrast of all my blessings with the miseries I saw, yet always resigning them.1123 Little did anyone realize that Elizabeth herself would be
among the group being served within the next decade.
The heart of service for Elizabeth was "love of God.1124 A love that
overflowed in service to others, especially the poor. In her own formative years, and those of her young community, the importance of
prayer to nourish one for service, was primary. She told her sisters:
"we have to sanctify ourselves for others."
Deeply attuned to both the spiritual and material poverty of God's
people Elizabeth counseled her Sisters of their responsibility: "Our
name devotes us to their service in any manner we could serve them...
we must bring to them the knowledge of and the practice of Thy holy
religion, to the habits of a good life 1,'25
So filled was Elizabeth with this spirit of zeal and service that she
courageously admonished her pastor about his poor homily. She probably felt more righteous than humble as she reported to Brute:
Gave our Reverend Hickey a scolding he will remember. The
congregation so crowded yesterday, and so many strangers - to
whom he gave a sermon so evidently lazy; and answered this
morning: 'I did not trouble myself about it, Ma'am.' Oh sir, that
awakens my anger. Do you remember a priest holds the honor of
God on his lips? Do you not trouble to spread His fire He wishes
so much enkindled? If you will not study and prepare while
young, what when you are old? There is a mother's lesson.26

In considering the women who were attracted to Elizabeth Seton's
founding community, we discover that they possessed similar characteristics. Widows with children, like Rose White, young women seeking a life of prayer and service, as was Cecilia O'Conway. Young
women who lived in the area such as Catherine Mullen of Baltimore
and Sally Thompson of Emmitsburg, were also among the earliest

members.
Undoubtedly they were drawn to this community by the influence of certain clergy and also by the purpose of the foundation.
23
Quoted in Ellin Kelly and Annabelle Melville, eds., "Dear Remembrances," Elizabeth Seton
Selected Writings (Paulist Press: New York, 1987), 346.
24
Kelly and Melville, "The Sisters of Charity Meditate on the Service of God," Selected Writings,
326.
25
Dirvin, The Soul of Elizabeth Seton, 130.
26
Ibid., 63.
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Mother Seton knew of the French community of Saint Vincent de Paul
and made reference to them in the practice of retaining the family
name as well as "the rule of our community which amounts only to
that regularity necessary for order and no more."
In pursuit of this faithful service Mother Seton relied on friends
for support and financial assistance. In particular, Samuel Cooper
became the primary benefactor with the condition that the foundation
be made at Emmitsburg. He predicted that from here it would extend
throughout the United States.
Applicable to our mission in charity today are the reflections from
Mother Seton's retreat writings:
The service of God consists in the exercise of faith, hope, and
charity. Do we give God the service of Faith, in applying to our
spiritual duties? Do we look at the trials He sends us with the eyes
of our faith? Do we serve God in Hope, looking to His promises,
confiding His love; seeking His kingdom and leaving the rest to
Him? Does our charity extend to all; is our love for all in our Jesus;
is our whole heart truly His. . . does the life of Jesus animate us? Do
we indeed give Him the true service of the heart without which
whatever else we give has no value?27
The community's answer to those questions can be measured by
the unanimous consent they gave to taking on their first mission
outside Emmitsburg. "The Sisters unanimously agreed that no personal inconvenience should prevent Sisters of Charity doing what
duty and charity required.1.128
A Courageous Vision
Above all else, good leaders are visionaries. They see beyond what

is to what might be, could be, ought to be. They imagine the
possibilities, recognize the potential. But more than that, they
inspire others to dream along with them. Together the leader and
their colleagues shape their individual hopes and aspirations into
a single vision for tomorrow. With the dream defined, the leader
reinforces it again and again, urging and stimulating everyone to
sustain the effort until the dream becomes a reality.29

27

Ibid., 98.
Mother Seton's Notebook, 104.
29
Joseph Champlin, The Visionary Leader (New York: Crossroad, 1995), 37.
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Elizabeth Seton had a clear vision. From her earliest years, it is
apparent that her ultimate vision was of eternity. From longing to be
with her mother and her sister Kitty in heaven, to her frequent reflections on eternity in her writings, Elizabeth lived her life in anticipation
of eternity. Indeed, this longing for eternity was intensified by her
desire to be reunited with her loved ones. She saw the relationships
begun in life being perfected in eternity.
With courage aptly describes the way in which Elizabeth fulfilled
her vision. Time and again she faced personal loss with indomitable
courage. She seemed always to find deep within herself that strength,
nourished by her deep faith, to move forward and overcome crucial
obstacles. Her writings disclose that this courage was not always her
immediate or natural response. Yet her vision was strong and enduring. It enabled her to resist temptations and distractions. She had the
courage to change and to act upon her heart's prompting. She listened
to the spirit inviting her to respond to God's grace. With conviction
she prayed:

o whatever is your good pleasure, Your blessed will be done. Let
me have only one wish to please you - but one fear - that of
offending you, never forgetting the comparison of my own unworthiness with your goodness. Let my soul wait with patience
and glorify You for your patience with me.31
In choosing the Catholic faith, Elizabeth responded to call. The
deep faith of the Filicchi family enkindled her own. In turn, she
witnessed to her convictions and aspirations through courageous acceptance of rejection.
In 1807, Archbishop Carroll made note of her circumstances in his
letter to Elizabeth:
Though you are persecuted for obeying the dictates of your conscience and are not allowed to speak with freedom to persons dear
and closely allied to you, yet your example and patient.. joyful
suffering must produce and (have) already worked their effect on
the consciences of those who place a higher value on their salvation than on earthly things.31

3°
31

Mother Seton's Notebook, 86.
Dirvin, The Soul of Elizabeth Seton, 109.
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Time and again, the strength of Elizabeth Seton's vision was
tested. She remained undaunted in her convictions, about her faith,
about her community and its identity. Conviction about a vision often
requires speaking justly. Two events in the founding years of the
Emmitsburg Sisters of Charity illustrate this steadfast courage. Both
events involve the clergy and the appropriate autonomy of this struggling community.
The community urged Mother Seton to write to Bishop Carroll
after Father Dubourg forbade any sister corresponding with Father
Babade, who had served as confessor and confidant for Mother Seton
and others. Although Father Dubourg had been appointed as the
Superior of the small community, Mother Seton felt strongly that it
was inappropriate for him to direct the internal order of the community. Her feelings are strongly expressed in the letter to Bishop Carroll
in 1809:
As you are truly our Father, it cannot be right to conceal from you
that both myself and Sisters have been greatly chagrined by a
letter received from our Superior - which required of me not only
to give up a correspondence with the person in whom I have the
most confidence and to whom I am indebted for my greatest
spiritual advantage.
Elizabeth goes on to say that although she could have suffered this
decision in silence but the "other sisters could not bear it in the same
way, and the idea, so difficult to conceal, that our Superior has been
acting like a tyrant. . . has been the source of a thousand temptations.. . .
The greatest threat to the direction of the Emmitsburg community
came from the appointment of Father John Baptist David as the second superior after Father Dubourg resigned in "a huff."
Accounts of the relationship between Mother Seton and Father
David are quite direct in identifying the dictatorial approach of Father
David and Mother Seton's oppression. In desperation and in defense
of her community, she poured out her feelings to Bishop Carroll:
"Circumstances have all so combined as to create in my mind, a
confusion and want of confidence in my superior which is indescribable.. ."
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Commemorative medals issued for the canonization of Elizabeth Ann Seton.
UPI/Corbis-Bettmann Archive

The conflict continued with assumed plans that Father David was
already identifying Rose White to be the administrator of the
Emmitsburg community, replacing Mother Seton. In Joseph Dirvin's
work, Mrs. Seton, it is noted that:
Although she was never to abandon her struggle with David,
when she thought he was wrong, which was most of the time she never acted out of pride but in the defense of the rights of the
community, and while she called on Carroll again and again to
sustain her, she did not leave her post.35

The journey of Elizabeth Seton's life is one of vision, a vision of
conversion and ability to venture into the unknown. In every event of
her life, Elizabeth tested the validity of that vision. Her own prophetic
words to her dear friend, Antonio, "It is expected that I will be the
mother of many daughters" have been re-claimed and perpetuated
throughout succeeding generations.36 This humble woman, devoted
wife, mother, and religious had the contemplative spirit that continually took a long and penetrating look at the sacred space where God
is. This faith-filled woman discerned God's call and allowed it to
blossom in her life. With compassion and charity she served God and
her Sisters. With courageous vision she risked the unknown, and
inspired others to dream with her. With perseverance and her eyes
always focused on eternity, she sustained the vision and it has become
our reality.
Ibid., 271.
Elizabeth Seton to Cecilia Seton, 6th October 1808, Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial
House 1-3-3-8: 153.
35
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A Model for Our Times...
First and Foremost a Loving Parent
The situation I am in, as I have told you before, is all I could ever
Imagine In the world. It is orio most congenial with my disposition,
sentiments, and views of peace, (happiness, you know, there is not).
I am enjoying the liberty of solitude, country life, and plenty of every
good which I think essential to our natural wants, with every advantage
of mental enjoyment.
The thought of living out of our Valley would seem impossible, if
I belonged only to myself and did not have my five children's welfare
to consider, but the dear ones have their first claim on me as their sole
parent. This must ever remain inviolate. Consequently, if at any period,
the duties I am engaged in with the Sisters of Charity should interfere
with those I owe to my children, I have solemnly engaged with our
good Bishop John Carroll, as well as my own conscience, to give the
darlings their rights, and to prefer their advantage in everything.
(Elizabeth Seton to Juliana Sitegreaves Scott, 20 July 1810, ASJPH 1-3-3-6:83.)
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Relationships: Gift For Elizabeth, Gift For Us
By
DR. VIE THORGREN

Introduction
In order to more fully receive and celebrate the gift of relationship
revealed in Elizabeth Ann Seton's life, I invite the reader to participate
in two personal exercises. Both involve reflection on personal history
and the remembrance of formative moments. These reflections might
serve as an "entrance rite" into the heart of Elizabeth Seton who so
carefully recorded her own "Dear Remembrances."
For the first exercise, I encourage the reader to recall two
loving events from his or her life. Let the first event be a time when
you felt the deep love and care of another person. Let the Spirit
bring the occasion to mind. Take a moment just to remember and
to relish the experience.
Now, let the second event be a time when you showed deep
love and caring for another. Again, let the Spirit bring the loving
action to mind and then take a moment just to remember and to
enjoy that experience.
This exercise is used on a regular basis by Dr. David McClelland
of the Harvard Medical School with his students.' Before asking the
medical students to recall these experiences he measures the level of
secretory immunoglobulin A (s-IgA) in their saliva. This is the antibody active against viral infections such as colds and flu. Dr. McClelland
again tests the saliva following the remembrances in order to demonstrate that the level of s—IgA rose significantly for each participant. He
calls the change "the Mother Teresa effect" and the point he is trying
to convey to the doctors, nurses and social workers is that "being
loving to [others] is good for their health and it is good for your own."
I would like to suggest that this "effect"
that being loving to
people is good for them and for you; healing for them and for you was central to the life knowledge of Elizabeth Ann Seton. It is a part
of our birthright as her heirs.
For the second exercise, I offer the reader the following reflection
questions. Have you ever been in a context where you were asked to
recall your earliest memory? If so, were you given the opportunity to
reflect on that memory and its relationship to your present way of
living? Did that reflection provide any insights for you in understandJoan Borysenko, Ph.D., A Woman's Book of Life (New York: Riverhead Books, 1996), 195.
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ing the movement of grace in your own life?
Many psychologists believe that one's earliest memory and the
meaning that one attaches to it reveals a foundational life perspective.
Many who are trained in psycho-spiritual healing believe that this earliest memory can give one insight into God's healing activity throughout
one's life and a glimpse at how God works "through one's wounds."
We do not have to wonder at Elizabeth Seton's first memory for
she recorded it in her own words. Her earliest memory centered on
her feelings at the death of her younger sister Catherine in 1778:
At four years of age - sitting alone on a step of a doorway looking
at the clouds, while my little sister Catherine, two years old lay in
her coffin - they asked me did I not cry when little Kitty was
dead. No, because Kitty is gone up to heaven. I wish I could go too
with Mama.'

It is evident that the loss of her mother and the ache to be with her
was burned into Elizabeth's memory.
Hope Edelman, in her book Motherless Daughters, describes the significance of mother loss during the formative years. "Unlike the adult
who experiences parent loss with a relatively intact personality, a girl
who loses her mother during childhood and adolescence co-opts the loss
into her emerging personality, where it then becomes a defining characteristic of her identity. From learning at an early age that close relationships can be impermanent, security ephemeral, and family capable of
being redefined, the motherless daughter develops an adult insight
while still a child, but has only juvenile resources to help her cope ."3
The effects of this mother-loss include a number of typical
behavioral patterns, the first of which is a forced cognitive and
behavioral maturing beyond that of her peers. This is evident in
Elizabeth through a journal portrait of herself remembered from

her young years in New Rochelle.
Miss Molly Bs at 8 years of age girls taking bird eggs - I gathering
up the young ones on a leaf seeing them palpitate thinking the
poor little Mother hopping from bough to bough would come and
bring them to life - cried because the girls would destroy them
and afterwards always loved to play and walk alone - admiration of the clouds - delight to gaze at them always with the look
for my Mother and little Kitty in heaven.'
2
The manuscript of "Dear Remembrances" is in the Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial
House, Emmitsburg, Maryland.
Hope Edelman, Motherless Daughters (New York: Delta Trade Paperbacks, 1994), xxv.
Archives, "Dear Remembrances."
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She continued her reflection with a description of her private
enjoyment of nature and how it always seemed to mingle with her
thoughts of God and heaven. She also recorded her pleasure at this
young age in learning anything pious and her delight in being with
old people. The maturity beyond her years was also evident in her
relationship with her father-in-law, who regularly confided in her and
who even shared letters with her that he had shown to no one else.
A second behavioral pattern noticeable from mother loss is the
transference of feelings, needs, and expectations onto the nearest available adult. Elizabeth developed a deep attachment to her father, Dr.
Richard Bayley. Much more will be said about this relationship later.
Finally, many "motherless daughters" experience great difficulty
in relationships. Some are never able to attach because they fear
abandonment. Some are never able to be anything but the child or
infant in any relationship that is formed.
Elizabeth Seton departs from this typical pattern. She had an
extraordinary capacity for relationships and yet, if we pay close attention, we can see the effect of the wounding. Elizabeth often thought of
herself as rejected by God and by loved ones. She told her friend, and
sister-in-law, Cecilia Seton that she frequently walked in darkness.'
She was inordinately anxious during separations from loved ones.
When they failed to correspond in what she considered a timely
manner, she painfully assumed that it meant a loss of love. When her
father lay dying she bargained for his eternity so that they would
never be separated again. In exchange she suggested that God take her
baby, Catherine Josephine.6 Near the end of her life she confided to
Simon Brute the dark secret that her conversion to Catholicism had
been delayed by her fear of abandonment. Crippled by the realization
that a choice would result in rejection, she remained indecisive.
What is most instructive for us in meditating on Elizabeth's life,
however, is not the fact that she lost her mother, but how she met her
grace in the process of mourning. I believe that three significant gifts of
relationship were born of Elizabeth's response to grace. In describing each
of these gifts Twill try to show: 1) how it was empowering for her; 2) how
it was empowering for others; 3) how it is relevant to our time; and 4)
how it is helpful for an understanding of charity that embraces justice.
Marie Celeste, S.C., The Intimate Friendships of Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton (New York: Alba
House, 1989), 121.
Marie Celeste, S.C., Elizabeth Ann Seton: A Self—Portrait (Libertyville: Franciscan Marytown
Press, 1986), 17.
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THE FIRST GIFT - The Authority of the Father's Daughter
Elizabeth drew closer to her father as a result of her mother's
death. It was both the adequacy and the lack in this relationship which
fostered her spiritual maturity. She knew that she was her father's
favorite and she drew on the strength of this knowledge even when
she longed for more of his attention.
Part of the grounding that Dr. Bayley provided Elizabeth included
his attention to factors which would provide a secure base for her life.
In the year immediately following her mother's death, he drew closer
to home and provided important attention and care for Elizabeth and
her sisters. When the year of mourning ended, he tried to provide a
mother for the girls in his marriage to Amelia Barclay. When this did
not work out to the best advantage of Elizabeth and her older sister
Mary, he ensured that they had a good experience of family in his
brother's home. He also shared his love of nature with her and he
made sure that she had a quality education. He instilled in her a set of
values including his passionate concern for the suffering. Finally, he
gave her a good father image. Elizabeth knew her father to be a
compassionate, dedicated and selfless man. He was a role model she
could admire and she was proud of his work and proud that he was
her father.
Beyond what he provided directly, her father also gave her the gift
of his absence - in such a way that it called her out of herself .7 Dr.
Bayley was not absent because he was self-indulgent or out carousing.
He was absent because there was something that he needed to "be
about." He had a strong sense of mission and Elizabeth absorbed an
awareness of a world larger than her own through her father's absence.
Even in his absence, she was often within the sphere of his activity. During the yellow fever epidemic she witnessed the arrival of

hundreds of sick Irish immigrants who had been confined in the dark
holds of the ship. She was aware of the little infants who died immediately unable to receive nourishment from their mother's breasts. She
learned the suffering that accompanied their want of food. She also
witnessed the rejoicing and prayers of gratitude when simple tents
arrived. Elizabeth knew that for these people and for many who had
preceded them during her growing up years, Dr. Bayley was a father.
Much has been written about Dr. Bayley's neglect of Elizabeth. This portrait of him fails to
consider the historical context and normal family responses to loss and to parenting in the late
eighteenth century. It also misses the fact that absence can be as important a gift as presence in the
parenting process.
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She knew her father was the "father of the fatherless - of the most
abandoned." It was her father's absence that led her to God the Father.
From the beginning, Elizabeth's father valued and applauded
her maturing. In fact, their relationship was closest as she became
an adult woman. He appreciated her that way, and she blossomed
under his approval.
As a result of the many graces in this primary relationship, Elizabeth moved through her adult life with the authority of the "Father's
Daughter." This was the authority that Father Dubois and Bishop
Carroll recognized in her. It probably had much to do with why they
trusted her.
In Jungian psychology the "Father's Daughter" is a specific archetype, or kind of divine energy. It is available to all women, but dominant
in some. A woman who carries this kind of spiritual energy as the
dominant archetype in her personality is known for her winning strategies and practical solutions. She typically keeps her head in emotional
situations and develops good tactics in the midst of conflict. She seeks
and enjoys the company of men and naturally gravitates toward powerful and heroic men. She can be a companion, colleague, or confidante
of men without developing erotic entanglements. She recognizes the
value in tradition and respects authority. At the same time, she is adaptable to changing circumstances and able to recognize new applications
of old ways. Highly relational, she inspires the trust of others, particularly those in authority. Capable of forceful and convincing dissent, she
will always protect the open wound of her opponent.9
As Jesus spoke with authority because he knew the Father and
was the Beloved of the Father, Elizabeth Seton moved with the same
kind of authority. She knew the Father and was the Father's daughter.
The words of Jesus in John 16:15, "I no longer call you servants. . .1
have called you friends, because I have told you everything I have
heard from my Father," could also be ascribed to Elizabeth. She led

'There are numerous feminine archetypes. Toni Wolff, "Archetypes of the Feminine," gathers
them together under four main types: the Mother, the Warrior Woman (Amazon), the Father's
Daughter (Heteira), and the Wise Woman (Medium). Every woman has access to all of the "energies," but one will dominate in her personality and will be easily recognizable to those who know
her. The description of the Father's Daughter which follows reads almost like a single paragraph
summary of Elizabeth's personality. Besides Toni Wolff's work, see also Jean Shinoda Bolen,
Goddesses in Everywoman, for further information on the feminine archetypes.
The archetype of the Father's Daughter is that of a mature capable woman. It should not be
confused with "daddy's little girl," which is an entirely different kind of energy. The one exercises
authority in the world and is very much "about her Father's business." The other is self-absorbed
and seeks only to be admired.
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with this kind of freedom. She invited others to know themselves in
this way also.10
As a result, Elizabeth instinctively knew that legitimate authority
exists in relationship, and that apart from relationship a person could
exercise control, but not true authority. In her understanding, authority offered freedom. Control was self-serving or abusive and therefore
rightfully confronted.
This capacity to distinguish between authority and control guided
Elizabeth at significant moments in her life. She recognized the authority of Father Babade, Bishop Carroll and Father Simon Brute. They
were relational. When Henry Hobart, an important influence in her
life, stepped out of relationship and tried to control her, his influence
diminished. In her struggle with Father DuBourg concerning the sisters' desire to continue to have Father Babade as a confessor, she
recognized control. In her struggles with Father David she also recognized an absence of relationship.
We live in a time when women's issues and new questions about
authority are very much in the forefront of our consciousness.
Elizabeth's understanding of relationship as essential to the legitimate
exercise of authority has contemporary relevance. The spiritual energy of the "Father's Daughter," which has been integrated into the
charity charism, can bring both a creative perspective and a respectful
voice to the many issues that confront us.11 A challenge for our commitment to justice work is to reflect on this important aspect of our
heritage for the insights and the strategies it can offer us today.
THE SECOND GIFT - Midwifing the Laboring Spirit
Elizabeth Seton's life was a constant journey in the shadow of
death. One of her greatest graces was the ability to befriend death. She
fact that Elizabeth Seton carried the energy and authority of the Father's Daughter, and
related to God as Father, does not imply that this is the only feminine authority style or always the
most appropriate style to every circumstance. It is one of several, each having its own strengths and
weaknesses. The Warrior Woman, for example, carries prophetic authority. She can, however, be
abrasive and traditional authority will be so threatened by her voice that the opportunity for
conversion of those in authority is often lost. The Father's Daughter, because she is so trusted and
because she will "cover the wound" of her opponent even in battle, has great influence with
traditional authority. She needs a strong sense of herself, however, or she may simply become a
mouthpiece for the status quo.
11 It is interesting that the dominant archetype in Saint Louise de Marillac was also the Father's
Daughter. The spiritual energy of this archetype seems to be synonymous with the Daughters and the
Sisters of Charity. Vincent de Pain, in his conferences to the first sisters, told them that they were "Daughters
of God," "Beloved of the Father" - "as dear to Him as the apple of His eye." See in particular Conferences
2 and 24.
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not only was not afraid of death, but she began to see the dying
process itself as a laboring into a fuller life.
Her mother died giving birth. As she matured, she drew wisdom
from this. The time in which Elizabeth accompanied her loved ones in
their death labors became a "blessed time." Her wisdom about death
and her gift for accompanying the dying was recognized by relatives
in need. The family members who had rejected her after her conversion sought her presence when it was time to die. Those who had
previously feared "contamination" from her Catholic ideas sought her
ministries when a member of the family faced eternity.
One of the reasons Elizabeth loved the Catholic Church was the
real comfort the sacramental presence offered to the dying. She was
saddened that her relatives lacked this comfort. She therefore tried to
accompany them in the best way possible. To her estranged stepmother, Amelia Barclay, she gave the final "sacrament" of her forgiveness and reconciliation. Her stepmother died in peace.
Her ability to accompany the dying is also a part of the legacy that
she has left to us. We live in a death denying culture which sanitizes
death - avoids it - and, when forced to acknowledge it, wants to
speed up its process. There is no sense of dying as a "blessed time."
We fail to recognize that the extent to which we devalue dying, we
also devalue living. When we fail to acknowledge the surrendering
back of what has been received, we become imprisoned by our lack of
awareness. It is no coincidence that the same culture that fears death
is also a disposable culture. We are buried in trash and toxic waste,
and still we continue to deny it.
Acknowledged or not, there is a whole lot of dying going on as we
approach the new millennium. Institutions that we thought were
enduring are passing away. The rapid changes in health care, religious
life, and corporate entities are just a few examples. Common assumptions about a way of life that involved a lifelong career with a single
company have given way to upheaval and insecurity.

Our culture needs people who are not afraid of death; people who
can be midwives to the dying of old ways and the birthing of new and
more just ways of living. Institutions and individuals need the charism
of the labor coach who understands the paschal mystery and knows
that death is a passageway to life. As we follow the example of
Elizabeth Seton, the charity of Christ urges us to discover the "blessed
time" in the dying, that we may be faithful companions to the laboring
of the Spirit in our own time.
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Saint Joseph's House (The White House), built 1810.
National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, Emmitsburg, Maryland

THE THIRD GIFT Real Presence

Elizabeth Seton was faced with a profound question at a very
tender age. What is enduring? It was a question she must have probed
repeatedly as she lost those dearest to her. The answer she discovered
was Relationship. In fact, this was her definition of heaven. Eternity
was about entry into Relationship where there would never again be
separation. She felt a deep urgency that those she loved would be
there with her.
Due to the early separation from her mother, Elizabeth had an
acute sensitivity to physical barriers that separate. The earliest memory
she recorded was one of looking at the clouds thinking of Mother and

little Kitty on the other side. Heaven was on the other side of the
clouds. She later wrote a touching reference to a movement beyond
separation in her meditation On Heaven:
We shall Love! Now He escapes from our eyes while he lives in
our heart - as a poor blind man speaks to his best and dearest
friend but cannot see him, or a little child to its mother through a
lattice or partition so we are to our Jesus. •

12
This meditation in Elizabeth Seton's handwriting is in the Sisters of Charity Archives at
Seton Hill, Greensburg, Pennsylvania. The italics are my emphasis.
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We might wonder about the day her mother died giving birth. Is
it possible that Elizabeth heard everything through a wall, not able to
run to her mother, to see her or to hold her? It would seem likely, and
perhaps explains her lifelong sensitivity to physical barriers.
When she first entered the Lazaretto with her dear William, she
noted the particular cruelty of their separation from others. Gradually,
however, she noticed that God caused the walls to disappear as she
wrote in her journal to Rebecca, "With God as our portion, there is no
prison in high walls and bolts...."
Living in the White House, her attention was particularly struck
by the Presence just on the other side of the partition. She wrote to
Antonio of this awareness staying with her as she went to sleep at
night and as she woke in the morning.
Alas! the partitions of this world - yet I sit or stand opposite His
tabernacle all day and keep the heart to it as the needle to the pole
- and at night still more, even to folly since I have little right to
be so near to Him. Even the hard speeches I make our Sisters and
young ones do not cloud His dear countenance so indulgent He is."
For Elizabeth, there were three realities without barriers. The first
was communion in which Jesus was really present and available
without any barrier. "Now with more than a mother's love, my Jesus,
you bid me come and be fed and nourished even with your own
sacred flesh.
The second reality without barriers was ". ..in heaven! TORRENTS
OF LOVE!!! Oceans of love to plunge in for Eternity, every faculty of
our soul dilated!!! Heavenly, pure, supernatural love Undivided God alone.
Elizabeth's awareness of the third reality grew over time. As her
spirituality matured, she began to realize the communion - the lack
of barriers - in Friendship. When she returned from Leghorn she told
Cecilia Seton that she never prayed "for me anymore, but always for
us." Sometime later she wrote Antonio, "I never think of myself that
I don't think of you." Her relationships deepened and endured despite absence and distance. These ceased to be barriers. Her friend,
Julia Scott, came to Emmitsburg only once and the stay was brief, yet
the sense of communion in the relationship only deepened over time.
1/14

1115

° Books of instruction I, Part 2, 209.
14
Books of Instruction I, Part 1, 1-2.
From Elizabeth's "On Heaven" meditation.
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One way of describing the call of charity as Elizabeth Seton has
modeled it for us is the call to REAL PRESENCE. One way of describing the charism she has given us is to be this REAL PRESENCE - this
unity in the world. Our time is hungry for relatedness, for communion, for solidarity - for REAL PRESENCE.
This gift also has implications for justice work. While we often
speak of our responsibility to live in solidarity with the suffering and
the poor, Elizabeth Seton's life reminds us that we must also be a
REAL PRESENCE to the privileged and the powerful. As Jesus was
present to Zaccheus, and in fact called Zaccheus to be present to others
so that the barriers fell away, we are to be this REAL PRESENCE so
that the rich and the poor, the powerful and the powerless can find
each other.
This is distinctive of the charism of charity as it is expressed in the
Vincentian-Setonian Family. Where others may be called to an alignment with the poor alone, those who follow the spirit of Vincent de
Paul, Louise de Marillac, and Elizabeth Seton are called to be Bridge
people. Our legacy is an undivided PRESENCE. Our work for justice
is characterized by a willingness to be the Bridge so that those who are
rich and those who are poor can meet each other as brothers and
sisters. This is our way to holiness. In the words of Elizabeth Ann
Seton, "Blessed Vocation - blessed they who understand.1116

16

Ibid.
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Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton
and
the Art of Embodied Presence
B
WENDY M. WRIGHT

Saints lives are not always comfortable reading. Locust—eating
ascetics may fascinate us, martyred virgins may elicit horror, robust
missionaries inspire admiration. But we may also wonder what we
learn about our own ordinary lives from the select few held up for us
as companions in faith. Often we approach them as powerful intercessors. Occasionally we seek their company as guides to heroic living.
Only iifquently do we consult the saints as teachers In the arts of
intimate relationship so central to most of our lives.
There are some very good reasons for this. Our tradition is thickly
populated with saints who saw human relationships at best as charitable but indifferent undertakings, at worst as actual hindrances to the
real work of the spiritual life. Particular friendships, deep emotional
attachments, marriage and family, these topics were not for much of
our history the focus of saintly musing. If they were, they were scorned
or warned against as distractions or undesirable evils in a life focused
on things divine. Of course, there are exceptions to this. Aelred of
Rievaulx and other twelfth century Cistercians wrote passionately
about the spiritual benefits of monastic friendships forged from the
mutual love of God. Francis de Sales in the seventeenth century asserted that intimate relationships centered on a shared love of God
were necessary for lay persons struggling to live a devout life "in the
world." Further, there are numerous examples of saintly friends whose
relationships were central to their lives, whether they theorized about
them or not. There are few canonized saints, however, whose lives
and writings show us that the capacity for loving intimacy, with both

other people and with God, is in itself a spiritual path. Elizabeth Ann
Bayley Seton is one of those few.
A number of years ago, when first I encountered Elizabeth Ann as
more than a name memorialized on the liturgical calendar, I found
myself enamored because of her affectionate nature. Indelibly etched
on my memory is the image of a fiercely maternal Elizabeth, arms half
paralyzed from cradling her dying daughter, in a round-the-clock
marathon of prayer and tearful good-byes. Etched too is the scene of
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Elizabeth Ann Seton and her Spiritual Daughters. Painting by Gary Schumer, Saint
Mary's Seminary, Perryville, Missouri.
Courtesy of the Association of the Miraculous Medal

Elizabeth the young wife in Italy, released mere days from the dank
cell of the lazaretto, kneeling by the inert body of her just-deceased
husband William - "the dear Body," she called it, "Nature sunk into
a settled sob." These images captured my attention. Not only did they
endear me to this saint. They impressed me with the way in which she
effortlessly allowed her most intimate connections to be pathways
through which she discovered God.
My more recent encounter with the first native born American
saint has given me even deeper insight into her relational genius. I
have become impressed by the way in which the fundamental loving
relationship of her life - with God - was the ground out of which all
her other relationships flowed and to which they returned. She was a
woman who excelled equally in both human and divine intimacy. My
impression is that Mother Seton reveals to us a spiritual path of loving
relationship that is uniquely her own. It is, as well, a gift to the church
today. I have called her gift the Art of Embodied Presence.
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In this brief presentation I would like to describe the nature of
Elizabeth Ann Seton's relational genius as I have come to understand
it, focusing especially on the way in which her human loves and her
love of God intertwined over a lifetime. The overarching motif that
guided Elizabeth's spiritual journey seems to have been her search for
an enduring and ever-more-intimate experience of Embodied Presence. She ached to be present, to experience presence, to literally be
close to others. Her relentless desire to be intimate played itself out in
her relationships with father, husband, children, friends and, most
significantly, with God. But let me chart her relational spiritual itinerary to make this clear.
By nature, young Betty Bayley was ardent, expressive, affectionate, and somewhat impulsive. She seems to have come into the world
with the sort of buoyant, generous zest for life with which some
people are gifted. She loved those closest to her with great passion.
And she was never shy about expressing it, as she was never shy
about expressing any of her heartfelt feelings. Her letters and private
papers are florid with exclamation points, bold-faced and capitalized
phrases which make the reader privy to her breathless, impassioned
way of being in the world. Indeed, the journals from her adult years,
as those from her adolescence, are filled with uttered ohs! and ahs!
And they are even more impressionistic and spontaneous. She never
lost that gift of unselfconscious expression. Just as she never lost the
ardor with which she loved those dearest to her.
But from an early age, her experience of deep attachment was
tempered by the experience of loss - of her mother's and baby sister's
presence to death and of her father's constant presence to the demands of his medical profession. Later, her losses were many and
painful - husband, children, dearest friends. For many people, such
losses can wound the heart and make it incapable of further affection
or cause affection to be buried and shared hesitantly with only a few.
But Elizabeth's experience of the delight of human presence denied
led her in a relentless search of another kind of presence - the
intimate presence of an embodied God. We have hints of this in her
journals as she recalls herself at the age of fifteen. Her father was in
England at the time and she had been left with relatives in the country.
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The air still, a clear blue vault above, the numberless sounds of
spring melody and joy, the sweet clovers and wild flowers.. Still
can I feel every sensation that passed through my soul.. .1 thought
at that time my Father did not care for me. Well God was my Father,
my all. I prayed - sung hymns - cryed - laughed in talking to
myself of how far He could place me above all sorrow then layed
still to enjoy the Heavenly Peace that came over my soul!
This pattern, of deeply engaged affection, followed by an experience of the loss of presence, followed by a subsequent experience of an
even more sustaining presence was to be the pattern of Elizabeth's
relational life for the rest of her days. Never, however, did she cease
to love her family and friends less ardently. In fact, she seems to have
deepened her capacity for human affection as she plunged deeper into
intimacy with God.
One can only be charmed and touched by the evidence left of her
affection for her husband William and for his younger sisters, Rebecca
and Cecelia, her "dearest friend" and her "inseparable friend," whose
care and then companionship Elizabeth came to cherish during her
courtship and early married years. Her capacity for playful affectionate intimacy is echoed in a little note she penned to William during
their courtship.
Your Eliza is well and would be perfectly happy if she could enjoy
the society of her friend. I have wished very much to see you, and
knew that indisposition only could have prevented my wish.
Tomorrow I will wait in anxious expectation. Believe me,
Your Own
Another later note penned to Rebecca Seton gives us a characteristic glimpse into the busy life of the young wife and mother, surrounded by the warmth of her loved ones, longing for those who are
absent, gathering all together into her generous presence, giving advice, imploring, soliciting.

Ellin Kelly and Annabelle Melville, eds., Elizabeth Seton: Selected Writings, Classics of American Spirituality series (Mahwah, New Jersey: Paulist Press, 1987), 41.
2
Joseph I. Dirvin, C. M., Mrs. Seton: Foundress of the American Sisters of Charity (New York:
Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 1962; rev. ed. 1975), 42.
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My own Rebecca how much I wish you were here to enjoy this
beautiful sunset at the corner of the Piazza. Father is visiting
vessels, Willy and Charles are gone to see poor Richard safe to his
lodgings - Cate is asleep and the three chicks running below...
My Father scolds most terribly at yours and Mary's absence,
indeed I don't know what account Charles will give of it... He calls
Cate Aunt Rebecca and all the family have found out that she is
your image - I pray that she may be both in the interior as well
as the exterior. Indeed she is the sweetest little soul you can
imagine and laughs continually when I am nursing her as if she
knew who she ought to love best.. .My best love to [Mary] - and
also to Eliza. I'm very glad Aunty is in the country for Charles
gave a sad account of her. Will says sister James and all are well. . . .
What is striking is how Elizabeth is compelled to account for all
those she loves. There is a marvelous maternal solicitude to her affections. When all the loved ones are gathered, or at least their happiness
accounted for, then she is at peace. This maternal quality marked so
many of her relationships. That quality is worth remarking upon. A
mother's love can never be generic, can never be equated with the
impartial, "universal" love that was encouraged in Catholic religious
life for so many centuries. A mother loves very particularly. Indeed,
maternal love is not gestated in some romantic or idealistic realm of
abstraction, it is forged out of caring for a specific child or specific
children. Those fingers, that head of hair, that special smile. Spousal
love has much of the same quality and Elizabeth was an ardent
spouse. The point is that motherly love is attentive to individual
difference and adapts itself to the specific needs of unique individuals.
All of Elizabeth Seton's charity had the mark of maternal tenderness.
But the tender presences that so enchanted Mother Seton were not
to last. She was eventually to lose both Rebecca and Cecelia to consumption. Even before that, after nine years of companionship and the
birth of five children, her husband William succumbed to the same
illness. The dramatic story of the couple's journey to Italy in search of
a health cure, their incarceration in the dank lazaretto, and William's
last days is well known. Elizabeth's profound affection, her intense
physical presence to her dying husband is captured in the picture of
the young wife on her knees at his bedside.

Selected Writings, 76-77.
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•. . at four the hard struggle ceased nature sank into a settled sob,
"My dear wife and little ones and my Christ Jesus have mercy and
receive me," was all I could distinguish and again repeated "my
Christ Jesus" until a quarter past seven when the dear Soul took
its flight to the blessed exchange it so much longed for •. .1 took my little Ann in my arms and made her kneel with me
again by the dear Body, and thanked our Heavenly Father for
relieving him from his misery, for the joyful assurance. . . he had
entered into Life eternal....
Now opening the door to let the people know it was finished...!
took two women who had washed and sometimes assisted me
and again shutting the door with their assistance did the last
duties; and felt I had done it all - all that tenderest love and duty
could do. My head had not rested for a week - three days and
nights the fatigue had been incessant and one meal in 24 hours oh, oh, oh, what a day. Close his eyes, lay him out, ride a journey.. .0
My Father, and my God.4
Elizabeth's cry for a deeper, more sustaining presence at this
sorrowful moment was characteristic. In Italy, surrounded by the
concerned Filicchi family, Elizabeth found herself once again in search
of intimate human presence. To an extent, the family, especially her
late husband's friend, Antonio, provided what was needed. Her affection for him and his warm hospitable relations went beyond gratitude
and formed the foundation of a relationship that would last a lifetime.
But it was in Italy that another relationship began which would provide the young widow with the profound intimacy she would need to
sustain her in all that was to come. Elizabeth fell in love with the
Catholic Church. Under the tutelage of her foreign friends she entered
a Catholic sanctuary for the first time and attended her first mass. It
was the intense beauty, the sensuous corporeality of Italy's faith, that
overwhelmed the widow. Of her initiating visit to La Santissima
Annunziata, she wrote:
Passing through a curtain my eye was struck with hundreds of
persons kneeling.. .forgetting. . [my] companions...! sank on
my knees in the first place I found vacant, and shed a torrent
of tears... the elegance of the ceilings in carved gold, altars
loaded with gold, silver and other precious ornaments,
pictures of every sacred subject, and the dome a continued
representation of different parts of Scripture - all this can
never be conceived by description....
Ibid., 124.
Dirvin, 131.
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The grieving widow catalogued her awestruck apprehensions of
sumptuous Italian Catholicism to her companions back home. That
religion's visual and sensory expressiveness impressed itself upon
her. But it was more than that. At the heart of Catholic dogma was the
belief in the Real Presence. Every fibre of Elizabeth's being yearned
toward grasping that mysterious affirmation. In the monastery church
at the shrine of La Madonna del Grazie on Monte Nero, at the point
of the elevation of the host during the mass, a skeptical English tourist
turned to Elizabeth and whispered, "This is what they call their Real
Presence." Stunned, something stirred inside her:
My very heart trembled with shame and sorrow for his unfeeling

interruption of their sacred adoration, for all around was dead
silence and many were prostrated. Involuntarily, I bent from him
to the pavement, and thought secretly on the words of Saint Paul,
with starting tears, "They discern not the Lord's Body" and the
next thought was, how should they eat and drink their very
damnation for not discerning it, if indeed it is not there? Yet how
should it be there? And how did He breathe my soul in me? And
how, and how a hundred other things I know nothing about? 6

Mrs. Seton may have "known nothing" but she sensed a momentous truth that struck her to the core. God, really present. Tangible,
unimaginably intimate. The Body taken into, and feeding our bodies.
Elizabeth carried her enthrallment back to America. There, her
hunger for this intimate embodied presence enabled her to withstand
the astonished opposition to her conversion that family and friends
leveled against her. There were these obstacles to overcome. And
there were innumerable intellectual stumbling blocks to the final
embrace of her new religion. But always it was that Presence that
compelled her, her desire for concrete intimacy with her God. A few
days before her first communion, she wrote to her Italian friend

Amabilia Filicchi:
My God what new scenes for my Soul - ANNUNCIATION DAY
I shall be made one with him who said unless you eat my flesh and
drink my blood you can have no part of ME - I count the days
and hours!

6

Ibid., 136.
Selected Writings, 166.
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Then when the day occurred:
At last Amabilia - at last - GOD IS MINE and I AM HIS - Now
let all go its round. I HAVE RECEIVED HIM.. .MY GOD - to the
last breath of life I will [not] remember this night of watching for
morning dawn - the fearful beating heart so pressing to be gone
- the long walk to town, but every step counted nearer the street
- then nearer the tabernacle, then nearer the moment he would
enter the poor little dwelling so all his own.'
Sustaining her rapturous intimate encounters were her much loved
friends, the Filicchis, her sister-in-laws Rebecca, then Cecelia Seton,

both of whom eventually followed her into the faith. These horizontal
relationships increased in depth as her intimacy with the eucharistic
God grew. For Elizabeth intuited that human and divine loves are
profoundly intertwined. It is especially in her many friendships that
she makes this clear. Like Francis de Sales before her, whose Introduction to the Devout Life she knew well, Elizabeth understood that the
bonds of friendship forged from a mutual love of God are in themselves bonds that bind us more closely to the divine life. For friendship
is a special form of love that is both mutual and equal, which encourages shared growth while it offers support, and which respects the
dignity and distinctiveness of the partners while celebrating their
interdependence with one another.
Elizabeth would have carried everyone she loved along into her awe
struck discovery of God truly with us. Such were the ties that bound her
in love to others that even those who opposed her conversion or who cut
off contact with her because of it, were still cherished. The losses stung
but they only increased her reliance on God. To Henry Hobart, her
Anglican pastor and long time spiritual advisor, she wrote:
You have certainly. . .been dearer to me than God: for Whom, my
reason, my judgement and my conviction used their combined
forces against the value of your esteem. The combat was in vain.
Still, if you will not be my brother, if your dear friendship and
esteem must he the price of my fidelity to what I believe to be the
truth, I cannot doubt the mercy of God who, by depriving me of
my dearest tie on earth, will certainly draw me nearer to Him....'

8

Ibid., 167.
Dirvin, 146.
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Elizabeth Ann was asked in the next years to give up more than
Hobart's companionship, more than the support of family and friends.
She was asked to relinquish the presence of those dearest to her
mother's heart, her own children. How tightly bound Elizabeth's
heart was to her children! Throughout the letters of her early married
years, her delight in "her darlings" is constantly evident. Their cheering presence, in arms, scurrying about the house, at their schoolwork,
gathered around their little table for dinner, pervades her world.
When she left New York as a new convert and launched on her
teaching activities as a Sister of Charity in Maryland, she took her
children with her - the boys eventually attended the nearly Sulpician
academy, the girls continued their education alongside their mother
in their school house-home. And it was the loss of one of them, Anna,
her eldest, that presented the greatest challenge to Elizabeth's faith.
That tortuously painful death almost broke the cycle of lost human
presence giving way to a deeper apprehension of divine presence.
Anna was a mere seventeen and though her mother endured heroically up to the point of her death, immediately afterward she was
plunged into desolation.
For three months after Nina was taken I was so often expecting to
lose my senses, and my head was so disordered, that unless for the
daily duties always before me, I did not know much what I did or
what I left undone.10

She was brought to the brink of despair. Praying in the small
graveyard where Anna lay buried next to others Elizabeth had loved
and lost, a grim scene presented itself to her.
At this moment in the silence of the all around [there was] a
rattling sound making towards - along Anna's grave. A snake
stretched itself on the dried grass - so large and ugly; and the
little gate tied - but Nature was able to drag to the place and
strong enough to tie and untie, saying inwardly, my darling shall
not be rooted out by the hogs for you - then put up the bars and
safely walked away - oh my dear ones companion of worms and
reptiles? And the beautiful soul where?"

Ibid., 320.
Ibid., 39.
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It was another intimate human presence who was able to help
Elizabeth find her way through the dark interior valley into which her
daughter's death had plunged her. Father Brute, a Sulpician priest and
her spiritual friend, succeeded in dispelling her gloom and restoring
to her the conviction that she would be reunited with those she loved
after death. It was this assurance that they all would in the end find
themselves present to one another that pierced through her engulfing
grief. And it was that vision - of never-ending embodied intimacy that sustained her to the end. In the years following Anna's death she
could write to her longtime friend Julia Scott:
I sit by the window, opposite my darling darling's little wood. The
white palings appear thru the trees. Oh Julia, My Julia, if we may
not pass our dear eternity together! Are you good? Do you try to
be good? I try with my whole heart. Ilong so to get above this blue
horizon. Oh my Anna, the child of my soul! All, all dear ones so
many years gone before! ETERNAL REUNION!12
The assurance of being reunited with those she loved consoled
Elizabeth, but her hope was founded not simply on someone else's
word. It was founded as well on her own experience of God-present
- in the eucharist and in the very experience of suffering itself. Father
Brute and the other Sulpicians who advised the mother-foundress,
indeed, Vincent de Paul and Louise de Marillac, founders of the
Parisian Daughters of Charity and the Italian Catholicism of the
Filicchis, were steeped in a spirituality whose core was identification
with the Crucified. Early in her Catholic years she had recommended
to her sister-in-law the book that had taken the place of all her other
reading, The Sufferings of Our Lord Jesus Christ by Thomas of Jesus
We Andrade).13 It, like so many devotional books of the time, instilled
a deep sense that the Lord's sufferings were a special sign of divine
love and invited the reader to find her own sufferings mirrored and
transfigured there. It was the divine presence, in the embodied form
of the Crucified discovered in her own pain, that sustained Elizabeth
Seton through a lifetime of loss and which fueled her faith in the
ultimate triumph of love. How natural that she should imagine, in her
dreams of final intimacy with God, the presence of those whom she
had been given to love in her lifetime.
Ibid., 335.
Marie Celeste, S.C., The Intimate Friendships of Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton: First Native-born
American Saint (1774-1821) (New York: Alba House, 1989), 124.
12

13
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The Stone House (c. 1750), Birthplace of the American Sisters of Charity.
National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, Emmitsburg, Maryland

There is a marvelous freshness to Elizabeth Ann Seton's writings,
with their exclamation points and bold capitalizations. They reveal a
woman unashamed to abandon herself unselfconsciously to love.
They reveal a woman gifted with transparency of heart. She loved
passionately - father, husband, children, friends and, above all, God.
She was not afraid to express that love in all its tenderness, ferocity,
pathos, and delight. Throughout her life the pattern of searching for
an increasingly intimate experience of embodied presence was predominant. Her human loves were transparent windows through which
she viewed God, her love of God the foundation of all her other loves.
But neither of those loves was ever abstract or ideational. Both were
specific, concrete, and experienced as intensely present. The two interconnected arms of embodied love - human and divine - embraced
and met in her.
She is a most attractive saint. I find her gifts to us today to be these.
She models for us the art of relationship with its full range of emotional expressiveness: nothing cramped, nothing stilted, nothing restrained. Her loves were her life. They were her spiritual pathway. In
a tradition of saintly folks who often mistrusted human love, who
cultivated indifference to intimacy, who sometimes abandoned children and parents in search of some higher, truer love, Elizabeth Seton
gives us a refreshing glimpse into a profound sanctity which honors
the human face of love.
She shows us the ardor of maternal love and the beauty of spousal
love, and baptizes them both for us as avenues for genuine spiritual
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transformation. It is especially her maternal gifts - the way she
practiced attentiveness to the particular persons in her care, her flexibility and kindness in leading them, her recognition of their unique
qualities - that are wonderful gifts to us. They find a happy home
today with feminist theories in the fields of theology, philosophy, and
psychology in which an ethics of care that is responsive to particular
needs and circumstances, is contrasted with an ethics based on abstract principles that take precedence over the concrete complexities
of human experience.14
Mother Seton reveals to us as well the spiritual gift of friendship
in all its modalities. It was not only her husband and children who
commanded her affection. She cultivated friendships with vigor. With
today's renewed interdisciplinary interest in friendship as a paradigm
for right and just relations with God and others, and with today's
concern for models of relationship that foster mutuality and adult responsibility, Elizabeth's many friendships should be of interest to US. 15
Finally, she gifts us with her open-hearted abandon to her God,
whose tender intimacy she experienced in the eucharist and whose
compassionate embodied presence she encountered in the deepest
sufferings of her life. Elizabeth loved the God she ate, who entered
her, the God whose flesh was pierced, who she encountered inside the
most ecstatic and pain-filled experiences of her own life. Theological
reflection has suggested that the pendulum in the human-divine love
debate may have swung so far to the other side that many people
today equate the love of God with the love and care of others.16 In
some respect this is a common sense equation. But Mother Seton
reminds us that running parallel to, or better, undergirding our love
of others is the primal love of God. Not only God's love for us - but
our love of God. A reciprocal celebration of desire and delight.
Elizabeth Ann Bayley Seton showed us the way these great and
compelling loves intertwine - how we are brought to God through
one another, and how we are brought more intimately to one another
through God. It was her relentless quest for intimate presence, her
need to be close, to experience closeness in all of its fleshy fullness, that
is so distinctively her own. She is indeed the saint par excellence who
teaches us the Art of Embodied Presence.
14
Although there is a growing literature on this, I think especially of the work of Carol Gilligan
and Nell Noddings on the Ethics of Care.
15
Margaret Farley and Edward Vacek lead the theologians in this endeavor.
6
Edward Vacek's current work on love of God explores this topic.
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An Annotated List of the Writings
of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton (2)
COMPILED B
JUDITH METZ, S.C.
AND
REGINA BECHTLE, S.C.

Elizabeth Bayley Seton was the first North American—born canonized saint in the Roman Catholic Church. She was the foundress of the
American Sisters of Charity and is credited with starting the parochial
school system in the United States. Coming from a Protestant background, converting to Catholicism, and becoming a co-worker with
John Carroll in the formative years of the Catholic Church in the new
republic, she was one of the most influential Catholic women in the
early nineteenth century. Elizabeth Seton's writings offer a rich insight
into her life and her times. Her spirituality and deep personal relationships as well as the detail of her life as widow, convert, single mother,
educator, and religious are revealed in hundreds of letters, personal
journals, meditations, and instructions to the sisters, some never before published.
The thirteen religious congregations which comprise the Sisters of
Charity Federation have undertaken the publication of the complete
corpus of Seton writings. To date, documents have been located in
fifteen repositories in the United States and Canada. Their publication
will provide rich source material for those interested in religious
history, women's history, and the history of religious life as well as
those with a special interest in Elizabeth Seton herself.
As a step in the publication of the writings, an annotated list of the
holdings in each repository will be published in several issues of Vincent ian
Heritage. The first installment contained listings from all archives of the
Sisters of Charity and the Daughters of Charity except Saint Joseph's

Provincial House in Emmitsburg, Maryland. This second installment
includes listings from all non-Sister/Daughter of Charity repositories,
and begins the listing from Saint Joseph's Provincial House, the repository for the largest collection of Seton writings. Subsequent installments
will continue in documenting the entire listing from Saint Joseph's.
We hope those interested will find this material helpful, and we
invite additions to, or comments on, these listings. Send your comments to Judith Metz, S.C., 5900 Delhi Rd., Mount Saint Joseph, OH
45051 or Regina Bechtle, S.C., 6301 Riverdale Ave., Bronx, NY 10471.
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List of Abbreviations
AAB
ACM
ACU

Archives of the Archdiocese of Baltimore
Archives of the Carmelite Monastery, Baltimore
Archives of the Catholic University of America,
Washington, DC
AGU
Archives of Georgetown University, Washington, DC
AMHS Archives of the Maryland Historical Society, Baltimore
OCL
Old Cathedral Library, Vincennes, IN
SAB
Sulpician Archives, Baltimore
UNDA Archives of the University of Notre Dame,
South Bend, IN
AUQ
Les Archives des Ursulines de Quebec, Quebec
ASJPH Archives of Saint Joseph's Provincial House,
Emmitsburg, MD
Documents from the Archives of
the Archdiocese of Baltimore
Baltimore, Maryland
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Bishop/Archbishop Carroll
1804. From New York. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 2.
This first letter was to be enclosed with a letter from Antonio
Filicchi (See Doc. 3 5 4 below). She explains her spiritual dilemma.
After Filicchi said she was in error, she had thought to leave the
Protestant Episcopal Church, but when she told her own clergymen,
they convinced her she had no reason to change. She desires to know
the truth and awaits his answer.
November 26, 1806. From New York. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 5.
She asks for his direction. She had told Mr. Dubourg of Filicchi's
and her hopes of placing her boys in Montreal and of going to a
convent there with her daughters. Dubourg had encouraged her plans,
but she wants Carroll's approval. She has wanted to enter religious life
since she was in Leghorn. Her present situation is difficult; her friends
have turned against her because she refused to persuade Cecilia Seton,
a new convert, to give up her new faith.
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January 23, 1807. From New York. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 6.
She tells him that the illness of James Barry is a source of great
distress for his wife and daughter, and urges him to write Mrs. Barry.
When Mr. Dubourg stopped in New York, he said the Boston clergy
suggested she wait "the manifestation of the Divine Will" before
proceeding with her Montreal plans.
August 6, 1809. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 4.
Although she had intended to write as soon as she arrived in
Emmitsburg, she did not want her disappointment to upset him. Now
she is settled; the Sisters and her children have come from Baltimore.
They have begun to observe some regularity. However, their Superior
[Dubourg] has ordered them to stop corresponding with Father Babade,
who has been the spiritual guide for some of the Sisters as well as
herself, and who had sent them meditation material.
September 8, 1809. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 5.
The Superior wrote that Father Babade would visit them. She asks
that the Bishop give him permission to hear the Sisters' confessions.
November 2, 1809. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 6.
She received a letter for him from Leghorn two days after his visit.
Dubourg had visited, and she hopes he will return as their Superior,
at least until Mr. David's plans are definite. If David goes with Mr.
Flaget, the Sisters will have had three Superiors in one year. She wants
to make amends for offending Dubourg, but she was made a Mother
without the necessary experience. Filicchi's letter instructs her to draw
$1,000 for the establishment.
December 14, 1809. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 7.
She had written earlier, but that letter and one to Louisa Caton [his
niece] had accidentally gone into the wash. Both Cecilia and Harriet
Seton are ill as are some Sisters and children. She has had many trials
since his visit. They will not move into the new building this season.
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January 19, 1810. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 8.
She expresses her sympathy over the death of Mr. Beeston, Carroll's
friend, and says she will pray for him when she prays for Harriet. She
gives details of Harriet's death and mentions that others are ill. They
plan to try out Saint Joseph's house soon.
January 25, 1810. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 7.
Saint Joseph's house is almost ready so they will soon observe
their rules more exactly. But she is "in the wrong" because she lacks
confidence in her Superiors. She has tried to accept Mr. David but
cannot conform to his views. Mr. Cooper knows the details and will
report to Carroll. If Carroll wants to tell Mr. Nagot, he may. She will
accept whatever he decides.
June 15, 1810. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 8.
Mrs. James Barry is ready to sail from Cork. All is quiet at Saint
Joseph's. The work has been hard on the Sisters, but Mr. Dubois
ignores sickness. They have forty in the school, including boarders.
She has $1,000 from a priest going to Italy in exchange for a bill on
Filicchi. She gave part to Mr. Dubois but has $600 left, as well as $500
with Mr. Robert Barry. If Carroll decides to move them closer, she has
these funds.
Undated [October 18101. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 1.
David has announced he will give the Sisters a retreat. Since the
rules are not settled and his successor is not named, this would cause
confusion. Requiring general confessions of the Sisters again will
disturb some. She asks him not to agree to a retreat until the rules are
approved. She is sending David a letter stating her objections.
November 29 and December 5, 1810. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll.
AAB 7N9.
Although she has been sick, she has continued her duties in the
house and school, but if she had to nurse the sick, she would be a
patient. They have many boarders. Mrs. Barry will soon be in Baltimore, and she hopes to see her once more.
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Sister Rose is ill, and Mr. David was notified. David wants the
constitutions sent so that Carroll can consider them. If she lives through
the winter, she and the Bishop need to discuss her situation.
March 16, 1811. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 10.
His letter has been a consolation. She is not able to follow the
Lenten fasts, but her fevers and pains are less. Sister Rose has been sick
more in mind than in body. She wants to go to Baltimore, and David
insists that she come. David will probably establish a house without
a school before he leaves. She and the Sisters appreciate Rose, but she
had changed completely after she learned that David planned to have
her as the Mother. Sisters Fanny and Kitty will probably join Rose. All
the Sisters are determined to serve God. She asks Carroll not to discuss
her letter with David or Rose.
May 13, 1811. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 11.
Discretion prevented her from writing earlier. She regrets her past
actions. The past two years have proved that she cannot accept the
views of the Superiors. Dubois influences her because he is there. He
and Dubourg are different in their spiritual and material attitudes.
Carroll's last letter indicated that he believes she is still under vows,
but he told her they were no longer binding, and she has never
renewed them. The rules will not be completed before David leaves
because his plans depend on the arrival of the French Sisters: What
authority will the French Mother have over the American Sisters? Will
they accept the modifications of the rule that are essential because
Saint Joseph's needs boarders to support the house? How will they
receive her? What about her children? She is sorry that Sister Rose is
not better.
August 9, 1811. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 12.
She may have been too free in her last letter, but she can only be
open with him. She has asked Dubois to have Mr. Hillen take her
daughter home. She asks Carroll about Miss Nelson who wants to be
with her sister at Saint Joseph's but has no interest in joining the
Sisters or in attending school. Ellen Wiseman is a valued addition. Mr.
Brute is doing more than might be expected of one so young. She is
tempted to confide in him but has resisted.
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September 5, 1811. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 13.
In response to Carroll's letter about Miss Nelson, she thinks they
should wait before admitting her. Carroll knows the state of things,
past and present. The rules are nearly those of the French original. She
has never disagreed with them. Mr. Dubois has discussed the consti
tutions, and she is concerned about her personal situation, her obligations to her children.
September 10, 1813. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 9.
They are delighted to receive his great niece. She explains about his
other relatives; Charlotte has settled down lately, and Ann is doing well.
Sister Fanny is their "pattern of Charity"; Sister Kitty is failing; Sister
Rose is as usual; and she herself feels "like the dry and barren tree among
them." Sister Margaret's mother, Mrs. Ferrall is now a novice.
December 28, 1814. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 M 10.
William, her son, will go to Europe with Father Brute and then
on to Italy. She will use money intended for Anna to help pay his
expenses.
September 7, 1815. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 14.
She has not written for some time but recommends the community to him, especially Sister Kitty, who received the last sacraments
Saturday. Father Dubois has told her to give the outstanding debt of
Mr. Green to a creditor who would sue him, but she asks Carroll to
urge Green to settle.
October 9, 1815. From Emmitsburg. To Bishop Carroll. AAB 7 N 15.
She reports on several letters: Sally Mullen's about Kitty, William's
from Leghorn, and a parent's complaint about someone at Saint
Joseph's. She asks his blessing for her Rebecca who will pass through
Baltimore.
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Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Antonio Filicchi
September 19 and 22, 1804. From New York. To Antonio Filicchi. AAB
7 N 3.
External concerns - She has seen no one but Mrs. Scott, Mrs.
Sadler, and Captain Blagge; others have left her to her "best judgment." The children have whooping cough.
Interior concerns - She feels she is in darkness but quotes Saint
Augustine and hopes for success. She has prayed for knowledge of
truth but her doubts continue. After reading the life of Saint Mary
Magdalen, she has resolved to go to the church with most of the good
and wise.
She has considered the steps; first to believe what the Council of
Trent taught, but then her doubts and questions overwhelmed her.
She finds the tradition of the Church does not have the weight of
authority. She asks him to pray, has received his letter, hopes he will
get hers before he leaves Baltimore.
September 27 and 29, 1804. From New York. To Antonio Filicchi. AAB
7N4.
She received his letter of the 20th. In spite of her prayers, her soul
is daily more unsettled, yet she still prays for direction. Should she
reread Hobart's books or those of Catholic doctrine? Prayer is her only
refuge; she prays continually. Her children are concerned because she
weeps often.
The children have holiday so she can spend time in prayer. They
ask questions about Saint Michael. She blesses each with the sign of
the cross after prayers. She is anxious for his return, but she seeks help
in Jesus, favoring the Jesus Psalter in the book he gave her. She prays
for him to the Holy Spirit and his angel to protect him as he travels.
She finds the lives of the saints interesting and notes that Saint
Augustine fluctuated between error and truth, like herself. She is
aware of the value of self denial and poverty from Christ and from
Saint Francis de Sales. She wishes her soul could be satisfied as the
saints, prefers solitude, and agrees with his suggestion that she write
Bishop Carroll.
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Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Mr. and Mrs. Harper
December 28, 1811. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 12
W 5.
Mother Seton writes Mr. Harper to ask his interest in their foundation because their credit is limited, and they owe several merchants.
If they sell the house, the community will have to disperse. She wants
him to become the guardian to plead their cause with rich and powerful people in order to save their present and future works. Mr.
Dubourg has given them all the help he can. She hopes she has not

displeased him in asking for his help. His daughter Diana is well and
active. As her own daughter's health is not good, Diana is now directed by a French Sister who will assist her in the French language.
They expect a music teacher soon, and Diana will be her first pupil.
She asks him to have his nieces look at the price of a shawl and think
of poor Saint Joseph's.
February 6, 1814. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 12
W 6.
His daughter is over her cold. She has a place near the fire for the
rest of the winter. She may have a tape worm and has been given
worm oil. Mrs. Harper need not worry. Charles is well.
[March 18141. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 12 Wi.
Mother Seton assures Mrs. Harper that her children are better.
When the weather is fine, they can exercise. Charles is fine. She was
concerned about Mary's cough, but it is almost gone.
October 15, 1814. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 12
W2.
Mother Seton tells Mr. Harper about Mary's improvement, but
she is concerned about her proud heart. She rejects correction, threatens to kill herself, and refuses to behave. She has been treated with
kindness, but Mother Seton has had to confine her and deprive her of
recreation. She urges Mr. Harper to write Mary about her behavior.
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December 6, 1814. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 12
W3.
She tells Mr. Harper about Mary's reaction to his letter. She has
determined to be good for the brief time she has to stay at Saint
Joseph's. Mary is in good health, but she refused to answer her father's
letter.
February 16, 1815. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB
12 W4.
His check is received. Mary is fine but disappointed that he cannot
visit. The Sisters think that her behavior problems are due to her
affection for her class Sister. She is pained if the Sister gives attention
to another child. She has improved except for her haughty temper.
January 26, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 12
W 7.
He may have worried about Elizabeth after he left. Her tooth
bothered her, and Dr. Moon tried to pull it, but he could only break the
nerve because she would not hold still. She is in no pain so they will
not try to remove the tooth. If there is any change, Mother Seton will
let him know.
October 15, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 20
N 18.
She can only turn to him in this distress. Her son Richard has
returned and is in financial trouble. If Mr. Harper has a friend in
Alexandria, could he find out about the problem?
October 16, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. and Mrs. Harper. AAB 20
N 19.
The Harper girls are well. She asks Mrs. Harper to forward the
enclosed letter to Mr. Harper.
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Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal
[June 18171. From Emmitsburg. To Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal. AAB 20
N4.
Mary arrived safely, but she has had three fits since. What can be
done if she cannot be received after the three months trial?
September 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal.
AAB 20 N5.
At the end of three months, they find Mary Kelly unsuited for the
institution. She will return to Baltimore. The Sisters have tried, but
because she is unreliable and thoughtless, Father Dubois says she
cannot be proposed for First Communion.
November 6, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal.
AAB 2ON6.
They can send Mary now. She is even more thoughtless. They
have tried to prepare her for First Communion. He can judge how
successful they have been. Mary has no thought of a religious
vocation.
December 14, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal.
AAB 2ON7.
Octave of Saint Ambrose - Blessing for him from the family at
Saint Joseph's. She has remembered Rev. Mr. Whitfield. All is well.
January 1, 1819. From Emmitsburg. To Archbishop Ambrose Maréchal.
AAB 2ON8.
New Year's wishes. She is concerned about her burdens. She begs
him to let her know if he has any special intentions for their prayers.
The Sisters and children prayed for him today.
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Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Mr. B. U. Campbell
February 1, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Mr. B. U. Campbell. AAB 22
B T3.
They have received his present of a crucifix which will be useful
in the present season. They will offer their prayers for his parents.
[nd.] From Emmitsburg. To Mr. B. U. Campbell. AAB 22 B T4.
God will bless him for his interest in their house. She asks him to
thank the gentleman for the gift he obtained for them. She will write
Rev. Moranville soon.
Document from Archives of
the Carmelite Monastery
Baltimore, Maryland
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Sister Stanislaus of the Infant
Jesus (Mary Smith) and Sister Ambrosius of the Heart of Mary
(Catherine Jamison)
[n.d.] To Sister Stanislaus of the Infant Jesus (Mary Smith) and Sister
Ambrosius of the Heart of Mary (Catherine Jamison). ACM [Not numbered].
Brief note asking them, who so often called her mother, to pray for
her who is so soon to meet her last judgment.
Document from the Archives of
the Catholic University of America
Washington, D.C.
Handwritten Bill Containing
Elizabeth Seton's Autograph Signature
1814. Handwritten bill with autograph signature of Elizabeth Seton. ACU
[Not numbered].
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Documents from the Archives of
Georgetown University
Washington, D.C.
(Copies in the Archives of Saint Joseph Provincial House,
Emmitsburg)
Notes from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend John Hickey
[.d.] To Reverend John Hickey in Baltimore. AGU 240:7 & ASJPH 1-3-316:16.
The Sisters of Charity cannot receive Anne no matter how worthy.
In the first place, they cannot accept widows if their children are not
provided for, and she would have too many distractions, making her
community life difficult. Besides, there is no room until the Conewago
mission opens. She has received a letter from Eleanor (Eleanor Hickey,
his sister) telling that Susan has died, having become ill because of
imprudent behavior, a characteristic of young people. She tells him
that the beatitude "Blessed are the pure of heart..." has been the
subject of her heart and soul for a week, and she suggests he use the
subject in his sermon. She gives him a few thoughts on purity of
intention, keeping one's focus on God.
[nd.] To Reverend John Hickey in Baltimore. AGU 240:7 & ASJPH 1-3-316:16.
She does not like the letter he sent to his sister Ellen, a student in
Mother Seton's school. She says that her experience has taught her that
harshness and hard language will gain nothing with the girl. Her
faults will be more readily corrected by prayers, tears, and gentle
reminders. Furthermore, he should be a friend and father to Ellen's
guardian, his own brother William.
June 1819. To Reverend John Hickey, Saint Mary's College. AGU 240:7.
Parting with our little friend (Sister Margaret). Talks about her son
William's qualities. She is sending books back after taking what they
wanted. Looking for large and small catechisms plus other books.
Comments on various sisters and others. She is much better, trying to
live soberly and quietly.
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[1819.1 To Reverend John Hickey, Saint Mary's College. AGU 240:7.
Elizabeth has written a hard word to his brother William but now
fails to send it. Suggests Hickey might give him the warning. Expresses gratitude and thanksgiving to God for being so blessed. Encourages Hickey to push others on to God. Expresses concern for his
sister Ellen who has left. Asks for prayers. She tries to hide her sickness.
January 1820. To Reverend John Hickey, Saint Mary's College. AGU 240:7.
She wrote to Mr. Maitland. Lists charges at the school. Have a set
of good, happy children. The school feels the dearth of the times.
July 2, 1820. To Reverend John Hickey, Saint Mary's College. AGU 240:7.
Eve was admitted. His letters and scapulars arrived safely. Dying
Sister Jane was present. She speaks of her own yearning to die and go
home. Says it is a long time since she heard from Eleanor or William.
Asks for prayers for her dear boys.
August 1820. To Reverend John Hickey, Saint Mary's College. AGU 240:7.
She comments that Sister Jane has gone to pray for us; her last
words were, "My God and my All." Eve begs that he indulge her by
letting her hear from her people. Elizabeth asks him to write to Eve.
Letter and Note from Elizabeth Seton to Robert Goodloe Harper
[nd.] To Robert Goodloe Harper in Baltimore. AGU 240:7 & ASJPH 1-3-316:16.
She is chagrined that he has sent his carriage for his daughter
Mary, since she has resolved to be good and will stay. She understands what parting between a mother and a child means, and she is
grateful to Mrs. Harper for her suggestion.
(Additional note to Mr. Harper, dated July 1, 1813.)
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Please will he let her know what month Mary enrolled at Saint
Joseph's because she fears that some bills were dated some months too
soon.
Letter of Elizabeth Seton to Reverend Mr. Fenwick
August 14, 1820 (Eve of the Assumption). To Reverend Mr. Fenwick, Saint
Mary's College. AGU 240:7.
Elizabeth writes that their superior and council have accepted his
postulant on a trial basis. She says that they will do all they can for her

success, and asks him to send the postulant at once if he thinks this
proper.
Documents from the Archives of
Maryland Historical Society
Baltimore, Maryland
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Robert Goodloe Harper
January 1, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper with Postscript to Elizabeth Harper. MHS Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 1304].
Postscript of Elizabeth Harper letter to "My Dear Papa." Elizabeth
reports on the health of Mary, Harper's daughter. Expects Mr. Harper
to visit soon.
February 5, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Mother Seton recounts the activities and describes the health of
Elizabeth, another of the Harper children. She adds: "Mr. Cooper has
written to us, dear Sir, of your truly benevolent exertions for us."
December 9, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Mother Seton reports that Elizabeth, Harper's daughter, "is in
perfect health." Mentions that "My son William received the
midshipman's warrant he so much desired." Asks to be remembered
to Mrs. Harper.
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January 25, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 1304].
Elizabeth sympathetically responds to news of Mrs. Harper's illness. Her son William wants to meet Harper in Washington; Harper
may be able to provide some assistance. It appears that "no prospect
of immediate station in the Navy" exists. William may, however,
secure a position on a merchantman vessel during the interim.
She adds: "Your Elizabeth's answer to her dear Brother's letter...
will be forwarded by next weeks post."
February 3, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 1304].
My William will hand you this. Elizabeth comments on the good
health of Elizabeth Harper.
April 5, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper
Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 1304].
Elizabeth reacts to the news of both Mrs. Harper and Mary being
in ill health. "Your sweet Elizabeth wept abundantly when we read
your letter together." [A brief postscript, by Elizabeth Harper, is featured in this letter.]
April 26, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper
Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Elizabeth reacts to the apparently grave health condition affecting
Mrs. Harper. She states: "I would cheerfully give my life to save that
of your precious Mrs. Harper.. Yet respecting the children. . . she may
be sure of every kind of tenderness her own heart could wish for them
from us all."
September 20, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Elizabeth writes to Mr. and Mrs. Harper; the couple is in London.
[Evidently, Mrs. Harper regained her health.] She remarks on the
scholarly and spiritual progress of daughters Emily and Elizabeth.
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Elizabeth comments on her own health: "The complaint on my
lungs is past human aid, but our God will order all for the best. . if
indeed I am near death or unable to attend my normal duties I will
write you who is in my place."
Her son, "poor William," has been removed from the Independence to the frigate Macedonia, and will begin an extended cruise.
She adds: "If you go to Florence [Italy]. . .see Mrs. Philip Filicchi
(a widow)" and her friend.
September 29, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Elizabeth again writes to the Harpers in London. She encloses
some letters addressed to Filicchi family members. Mentions that the
Harper children happily anticipate their parents return.
April 1, 1819. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper
Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Postscript of Elizabeth Harper letter to "My Dear Papa."
Comments on Elizabeth's excellent health. Emily has been sent
home with an unspecified, seemingly minor, eye problem. Elizabeth
mentions that she received the Harper's letter from Leghorn [Livorno,
Italy]; a meeting with the resident Filicchis not possible. Her son
William is now aboard the Macedonia.
May 22, 1819. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper
Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Elizabeth remarks on Emily's general health and her return to
school with "no remains of the weakness of the eyes or specks on the
skin." Elizabeth is fond of music but makes only slow progress. Emily
is now at Mother Seton's table fixing flowers; the girl prays for her
parents to come home.
October 18, 1819. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Mother Seton expresses great joy at the news of the Harper's safe
return from Europe.
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October 25, 1819. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Elizabeth makes general comments on the Harper children. Emily
is restless to see her parents; however, she soon "engaged in play and
forgot her troubles." Though Elizabeth possesses many good qualities
her progress in music is still disappointing; "she forgets day to day
what she learns."
April 27, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper
Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Another Harper daughter, "Sweet Bess," is now practicing her
writing in front of Elizabeth. While Josephine [Seton] is away, Mother
Seton believes that the children "consider me in her place as their
friend." Everyone looks forward to a visit from Mr. and Mrs. Harper.
May 4, 1820. From Saint Joseph's, Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper.
MHS Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Postscript of Emily Harper letter to "My Dear Papa."
Elizabeth comments on the personal nature, behavior, and health
of the various Harper children.
May 21, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper
Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Mother Seton remarks that "all is well." Emily was sickened by
eating unripened plums and is now better. The young girl commented
of herself (as quoted by Elizabeth): "I do get so disorderly.. .when I go
from Saint Joseph's [that] I do not know myself."
July 1, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS Harper

Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
Elizabeth provides an overview of the children's health. Emily
enjoys and seems to excel in her geography studies.
October 30, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To Robert Goodloe Harper. MHS
Harper Letters, 1801-1912 [MS 13041.
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"I cannot refuse myself the pleasure of telling you how well the
Darlings are." Besides health, Mother Seton comments on the children's
progress. She mentions: "While I was sick Emily began to be quite
indifferent in some of her exercises." Sister Cecilia, Elizabeth's replacement, soon took the matter in hand. The Sister told Emily that her
indifference "pains me enough." However, "What about Mother
[Seton] when she sees these marks?" Emily's behavior became markedly better thereafter. Emily shows a real talent for geography;
Elizabeth's diligence, in regard to her studies, has improved.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Mary Diana Harper
August 26, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Mary Diana Harper. MHS Mary
Diana Harper Letters, c. 1800-1819 [MS 4301.
Mary Harper is no longer at Emmitsburg; Mother Seton offers
brief advice on life. She asks that Mary keep "control of your quick
feelings." Elizabeth also implores: "Mary dear, do not let your beloved
soul be buried in this low world, look very often above."
December 9, 1817. From Emmitsburg. To Mary Diana Harper. MHS Mary
Diana Harper Letters, c. 1800-1819 [MS 4301.
Elizabeth writes a letter of consolation and comfort to Mary Harper.
Evidently, Harper left Saint Joseph's for travel and schooling in Europe. Mother Seton reassures her former student that going abroad
will provide "a thousand advantages you could never meet in our
American schools." Elizabeth speaks of the death of Mary's friend Bee,
ending with, "God will be a faithful God to you if you are faithful to
him."
She mentions Elizabeth, Mary's sister; "a sweet little girl [with]
your own temper when she is disciplined." Mr. Harper recently visited. Elizabeth's son William just entered the Navy; he speaks of Mary
with brotherly affection.
Finally, she briefly comments on the growth of her order. "Our
establishment increases continually.. . a good settlement of Sisters in
New York. . have charge of a multitude of poor children" [Elizabeth
also mentions work in Philadelphia].
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Documents from
Old Cathedral Library
Vincennes, Indiana
Elizabeth Seton's Copy of Home on the Psalms. OCL 92-4.

This book was given to Elizabeth Seton by Reverend John Henry
Hobart in 1802. She wrote verses and prayers on the fly leaves and title
page. Sentiments expressed include: yearning to escape sorrow and
sin to enjoy the bright vision of God; offering of herself to God in
recognition of the redemption she received; and reliance on God.
Holy Bible

This Bible belonged to Simon Brute, but was used by Elizabeth
Seton from 1813 to the time of her death in 1821. It is the second Bible
published in the United States in October 1805. It has marginal notes
and underlining throughout indicating themes such as eternity, peace,
blessing, weeping, and silence.
Document from the Sulpician Archives
Baltimore, Maryland
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Father Louis R. Deluol
December 30, 1819. From Emmitsburg. To Father Louis R. Deluol. SAB Record Group 29 - Box 1.

Mother Seton is replying to Father Deluol's letter about the state
of her accounts with the Saint Mary's Seminary office. She commends
him on being so understanding of their situation.
Documents from the Archives of
the University of Notre Dame
South Bend, Indiana
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Unidentified Person
June 1798. Unidentified Person. UNDA 11-1-a A. Note. lp. 8vo.
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William Seton [Elizabeth's father-in-law] died at New York June
9, 1798, at the age of 58. He was a native of Great Britain and had
resided in America for over thirty years. From youth he was engaged
in commerce, in which he acquired and maintained the fairest reputation. He was assiduous, yet generous, was free of vice, pride, and
ostentation, and was virtuous and a friend to mankind. Throughout
his life he had sincerity of heart, dignity, manners, and liberality of
mind. Alas, he is no more. The widow and orphan are without a
patron. The children, an indulgent parent; the community, a respectable citizen. They will lament him forever.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Anna Seton
December 31, 1798. To Anna Seton. LINDA 11-1-a A.L. 2pp. 8vo.
She thinks of Anna always but likes to devote an hour especially
to her. God bless her. Her parents and friends wish her well. By her
conduct she can gratify their wishes, or confer bitter disappointment.
Elizabeth regards Anna as the friend and companion of future years.
On the reverse side, in the same hand, crossed out with pencil. They
are too often dissatisfied with their state in life. She gives an example
from plants of God's providence. God takes as least as much care of
his rational creatures.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Josephine Seton
Monday [18161. From Emmitsburg. To Jos(ephine) Seton at Mr. L(uke)
Tiernan's, Baltimore. LINDA 11-1-a A.L.S. lpp. 12mo.
She sends Bec's (Rebecca's) own words to Josephine. Rebecca
wrote the first day she could hold her pen. Elizabeth says it is evident
from them why she could take no other retreat but by Rebecca's
bedside. Most of Rebecca's time is passed in her arms or on her knee.
They weep together. The inflammation has subsided and Rebecca is
better, so Josephine should not be alarmed. Hear a little from Willy,
the letter has no news. Willy says he is preparing and longing to spend
Easter with them. She wonders why he does not get their letters. She
asks God to bless Josephine and Richard, and sends her love to Jene
and all who have been kind to Josephine. She asks that Brother and
Father pray for them, and that she be remembered to Madame Chatard
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(?) and Mr. Tiernan. Bec cannot lie down so she is supporting herself
while Elizabeth writes. P.S. presently Benediction. Josephine is always
in her heart.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to William Seton
[1816?] From Emmitsburg. To William Seton 3? Leghorn, Italy. UNDA II1-a A.L. 2pp. 16mo.
Mother Seton quotes the first stanza of "Jerusalem My Happy
Home." She believes it is from some old Methodist hymn. Then she,
enchanted with the lamentations in the sanctuary in holy week, turned
a music of her own from them, and added on Annina's (Anna Maria
Seton) bed these words. (Three more stanzas follow.) Everybody cries
at the words and music. John Hickey says it is so delightfully wild.
Dick (Richard Bayley Seton) cried hearing it, not knowing his mother
was in it. Poor Berte cried, strangers cry, what a pity (William) cannot
hear it and cry too. But they sang it at his first return offertory at the
Mountain. And (Father Jean Jacques) Olier! (Here follows a quotation): "If in one's whole life, one gains only one soul, it will have been
well employed. Poor (Sister Martina) Quin(n)."
April 4, 1818. From Emmitsburg. To William Seton 3, Leghorn, Italy.
UNDA II-1-a A.L. 2pp. 4to.
William's letters by the Scioto endears him to his mother. Far be
it from her to hold him by any tie of duty in a situation which does not
meet his wishes. But she entreats him to have yet a little patience. She
wrote Antonio Filicchi some months ago on William's future prospects in commerce, and twice on the situation of Richard (Bayley
Seton), and now a letter accompanies this with a statement of William's
sentiments in his own words. She sees by them that integrity and filial
love overrule his natural feelings, but she must be grateful that they
have so long held him under circumstances so painful to him, for her
main object in parting from him was to give him time to know himself
and to overcome his first ardent propensity for the navy. She fears not
for his person but for the immortal object which is Nina (Anna Maria
Seton) and Bec (Rebecca Seton) would now solicit for William, even
more earnestly than his mother and Kit (Catherine Josephine Seton).
All the pains she ever endured are rewarded by the love and duty in
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William's last letters. She would be happy to enclose William's letters
to Filicchi but feared William might not approve. Could William but
speak his mind and freely point out his consciousness of not earning
his bread, as he says. Fearing some delay or accident to the original
letter, Kit has run off the copy of a part of it. The more she thinks of
it the happier she is that William has spoken his heart out. Filicchi
must be pleased, for how could William have passed two years in a
way so unfruitful without himself being sensible of it? Here their
second Good Friday of separation.
1818. From Emmitsburg. To William Seton. UNDA 11-1-a (No signature)
lpp. Svo.
She hopes he is safe in his berth. His little ship at home, because
of cloudy weather, has dragged but three knots an hour. "Madam
reason" firmly shows them their duty, yet she misses him so that it
seems her own self is gone. She begs God to bless him continually, and
calculates every night where he may possibly be. She longs for his first
letter. She has one from Kit mentioning William's safe arrival in
Philadelphia, and that he was to go on next day and spend half a day
in New York. He must tell her whom he saw and what happened. Last
night she dreamed of him.
July 23, 1820. From Emmitsburg. To William Seton. UNDA 11-1-a A.L.
(Unsigned) 2pp. 12mo.
She asks if the cry of her heart does not reach him. She repeats his
name as a prayer before the tabernacle in tears. He would be pained
to see her agonized heart. She is not worried because of the present
separation in this life, but because she may lose him for eternity. She
dreads lest his faith be lost, since it has everything to extinguish it and
nothing to nourish it. If she did not see Bec and Nina above, what
would keep her heart from breaking?
Holy Bible. UNDA. Not numbered (Rare Book Collection).
This Bible belonged to Elizabeth Seton and was probably given to
her by Antonio Filicchi. It is the second Bible published in the United
States in October 1805. It is heavily marked with marginal notes and
underlining. Stories in this Bible that have a high number of markings
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are Old Testament women Ruth, Judith and Susanna, and the Gospel
of Luke. A high number of markings indicate an interest in themes
such as eternity, peace, blessing, weeping, and silence.
Prayer Book. UNDA. Not numbered.

This prayer book, belonging to Elizabeth Seton, is part of the
Robert Seton Collection. It contains written prayers on the fly leaves
encompassing the following topics: begging God who redeemed us to
receive the souls of poor Infidels; the redemptive merit of Jesus interceding for us; union with Jesus in his suffering; Doxology; 0 Antiphons; Anima Christi; prayer of desire for union with Jesus; scriptural
based prayer for the hour of her death; and prayers of praise and
thanksgiving.
Documents from
Les Archives des Ursulines de Quebec
Quebec, Canada
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Cecilia O'Conway
August 1817. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-6.

Elizabeth offers comfort, advice and prayer for Cecilia as she
leaves for her mission. Elizabeth cautions not to let the "old string pull
too hard for solitude and silence," and assures Cecilia that God will be
supportive of her even in suffering and hardship.
September 1817. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-2b.

She tells Cecilia that if she is to do God's work, the strength will
be given. She is praying for Cecilia. Reports on her children and

several others at Emmitsburg. [Part of the letter is torn off.]
[nd.] To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-11a.

Elizabeth wishes that Cecilia will experience true peace and union
with God, despite sufferings. She would not pull out the smallest nail
for a thousand worlds, but looks forward to eternity when they will
be separated no more.
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1817. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-11b, c.
Elizabeth hopes that Cecilia's business goes as peaceably as her
own. She refers to Cecilia's relations with Sister Rose. She also makes
comments on her children Josephine and William, as well as on some
of the sisters. She gives spiritual exhortations and blessings.
October 1817. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-1.
Elizabeth reports that all goes well at Emmitsburg and thanks her
for her letters. Things are busy. She is to have three days before All
Saints to stir up "the Ashes." She wrote to Cecilia's father. Trust all to
God as Elizabeth does.
February 16, 1818. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-3.
Assures Cecilia of the value of prayers, it is a hard trial to see dear
souls in pains we cannot remedy. Reports on William and Kit [who
has gone to Philadelphia]. She is at peace even though she thinks a
storm is coming. God is all. She speaks of how close she feels to
Cecilia, comments on the blessing Mrs. Clark promises to be to the
house, and the treasures which Mary Decount and her niece are. Gives
other tidbits of news and sentiments of endearment. Comments on
how she enjoys the children.
July 6, 1818. To Cecilia O'Conway. ALIQ-7.
Elizabeth speaks of her declining health, her physical limitations,
and how she spends her days. She speaks of her impending death and
the plans Superiors may have regarding Sister Rose. She asks Cecilia
not to tell others of her condition, and comments that only God knows
whether the immediate danger will pass.
July 20, 1818. To Cecilia O'Conway. ALJQ-4.
Elizabeth tells Cecilia all is well: she remains Mother of the community after the election held that day. She knows that Cecilia understands the situation without words needing to pass between them. She
is no longer in immediate danger of death, but slow and sure it is
coming.
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November 9, 1818. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-9.
Elizabeth tells of the death of Mary Elizabeth Wagner and the
illness of Mary Ignatia. She shares news of her son William's visit and
of her other children. She expresses how much she misses Cecilia and
asks to be remembered to her friends in New York.
November 20, 1818. To Cecilia O'Conway. ALJQ-5.
Elizabeth shares a spiritual reflection on "Good and faithful servant enter the Joy of thy Lord - thou has been faithful over a little."
The black clouds will pass away harmless, Providence will break the
force of the storm.
1819. To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-12b.
Elizabeth writes that she is very sick, but recalls that she and
Cecilia have agreed that it was better to go on and take the abundant
sweet heavenly grace from day to day. Since agreeing on this she has
had rest for Soul and Body, but Cecilia has been in the clouds. She
prays Cecilia will experience comfort and quiet.
[nd.] To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-11d.
Elizabeth warns Cecilia against excesses in her sorrow for sins,
and feelings of insufficiency in her love for God. Remember, she
exhorts, "God is our Father."
June 1819? To Cecilia O'Conway. AUQ-2a.
Elizabeth asks Cecilia to come, if she is well enough to travel, so
she can see her one more time in this world.
[nd.] To Cecilia O'Conway. ALJQ-10a.
Elizabeth is enclosing something from Jane, and sends a message
for Filliste (Sister Felicita Brady) about her family.
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Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Mathias O'Conway
Monday 16th, 1810. To Mathias O'Conway. AUQ-8.

Elizabeth is appraising him of the health situation of Vero (Cecilia
O'Conway). She also mentions news of Vero's brother James, which
she is trying to protect Vero from. She praises him for knowing how
to suffer and looks to him as a model. Elizabeth wonders what will
become of James. She is expecting the superior every day but knows
not her destination. Editha is helping fulfill Veronique's charge. Vero
has resumed her office at the Altar. Everyone is thrilled to see her out
again.
March 19, [1810]. To Mathias O'Conway. AUQ-13.

In her illness Veronique has had the blessed Sacrament and the
arms and heart of her soul's mother. Her sorrow is unknown to all her
sisters, yet sorrow endures but for a night. She comments on a picture
he has given. Her soul is dead to all pleasure in possessing it. If he
bought it for the community, so be it. Editha is softened now, and
impressed with the sense of how much is in her power to make you
all happy. We will pray for James. Do not let your Rebecca venture on
the roads.
Documents from the Archives of
Saint Joseph's Provincial House
Emmitsburg, Maryland
Draft from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend John Cheverus
[nd., After March 18051. To Reverend John Cheverus. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:1.

She expresses her gratitude for his encouragement which helped
her to embrace the Catholic faith which she formally did on March 14,
1805. She asks for his prayers and continuing advice. Of the books he
recommended, she had already been using the chapters from John,
The Following of Christ, the life of Francis de Sales, and the Sermons of
Bourdaleux. She had other books from Antonio Filicchi who also encouraged her.
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Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend Michael Hurley, O.S.A.
July 28, 1807. To Reverend Michael Hurley, O.S.A. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:30.

She is happy to learn that he is safe, but she and many other
friends miss him. She thinks that some inquiries about him are not
sincere, and she revolts at hearing a name she reverences being used
insincerely.
[nd.]. (Draft) To Reverend Michael Hurley, O.S.A. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:31.
She wants him to return from his visit to Philadelphia. She asks for
prayers for her salvation.
September 9, 1807. (Draft) To Reverend Michael Hurley, O.S.A. ASJPH 13-3-1:32.
She has been ill and unable to respond to his letter. She wants him
to know how much good his letters have done for Cecilia, "like a
message from the skies." She asks him to pray for her.
Letters From Elizabeth Seton to Bishop/Archbishop John Carroll
November 13, 1807. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:46.
She writes at the urging of Mrs. Barry and Mr. [Louis] Sibourd to
appraise Carroll of her situation, since he considers himself like a
parent to her and her children. As he knows, Filicchi suggests she
move to Montreal. She tells of her difficulties with money and with the
boarders at her school and of the doubtfulness of her situation. Her
main sacrifice if she moved [from New York] would be leaving her
sister-in-law, Cecilia Seton and the Barrys. Other friends distrust her
because of her religious principles. Asks Carroll's advice. Will receive
his decision as the Will of God.
[nd.]. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:47.
Draft of letter 46.
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[.d.]. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:48.
Draft of letter 46.

November 22, 1807. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:49.
She asks his prayers for Ann, one of the Barry's daughters, who is
even more ill than her father. She is reminded of her own past sufferings by the sorrows which the Barrys are enduring.

December 16, 1807. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:50.
She sends news that the Barrys, father and daughter, are still ill.
Doctors recommend a sea voyage for Ann's health. She inquires after
Carroll's health since his last illness.

January 3, 1808. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:51.
She reports that she herself has been sick, along with her family.
Mr. Barry received the last sacraments, and Ann continues ill.

February 28, 1808. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:51b.
Mrs. Barry and Ann have left on a voyage. Elizabeth misses them.
She longs to see her sons and asks if they might come to visit her, or
if she might visit them in August.

April 19, 1808. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:52.
She thanks him for concerning himself with her request to have
her sons visit her. Though it was denied, it may give her the chance to
visit Mrs. Barry in case the latter returns to Washington.

June 14, 1810. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:53.
Mrs. Barry, still in Ireland, is waiting for passage home. Dubois
has taken DuBourg's place. The school has forty students including
boarders. The masons are almost finished with the lower part of the
house. Some [of the sisters] are always sick and work goes heavily. She
mentions this in case Carroll wants some of them to move closer to
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him. She has drawn two sums of $500 for present needs of Saint
Joseph's and puts some at his disposal to promote any plan God
suggests. If they are to remain quietly where they are, "so be it." She
wishes Anna to come home so as not to impose of Mrs. Barry.
November 8, 1814. To Bishop John Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:54.

She is glad that he has returned safely from his travels. Charlotte
goes on courageously, working long, hard hours teaching. William
will soon turn 18 and wants to avoid "being called out." Mrs. Carroll
is delighted with "our excellent Rose" and the establishment [in Philadelphia]. The sisters are well, except for Sister Agnes (Kitty) Duffy.
Sister Kitty [Mullen] does much good among the novices and children. Brute will tell him other news.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S.
[nd.]. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:55.

She is grateful that he is coming (presumably to hear her confession). She did not understand if he meant to come to the chapel at
12:00, but she will be there by 11:30.
[nd., After Christmas 1811 ?1. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-33-1:56.

She describes feelings of joy and excitement as the Sisters and
students finished a retreat the night before First Communion. Adoration from midnight until the 4:00 AM. Mass prepared the First Communicants and the rest of them for reception of the Sacrament.
Saturday

She asks him to pray for her that her perverse will will be broken
and that her broken heart will not be rejected. She will not write again
until February 1, and he will not write either. Meanwhile, she will
renew accusations of regrets and remembrances to the Seraphim
(Brute).
[nd.]. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:57.
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She has heard about Brute's departure only on the very day. Maria
(Sister Maria Murphy) is quiet, patient, and angelic as she awaits
death (d. 10/15/1812).
January 8, 1813. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:58.
Pray that she may love enough. The Bishop (?) had been to
Emmitsburg and had scolded them well.
[nd.]. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:59.
Rebecca, Elizabeth's daughter, is in a dying condition, suffering
intense pain in her leg. She remains cheerful and unites her suffering
with Our Lord's.
[nd.]. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:60.
Rebecca is doing better but asks his prayers, especially on Rosary
Sunday. All any of us can do for our friends is to pray for them.
November 27, 1815. To Reverend Pierre Babade, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-1:61.
She asks that he request a blessing for us all (Sisters of Charity)
from the dying Archbishop Carroll. Mr. Brute has still not returned.
She is sorry that the letter she intended for him went to Madame
Chatard - a strange accident.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend William Dubourg, S.S.
[nd., Probably June 21, 18091. To Reverend William Dubourg, S.S., Winchester (Later Westminster). ASJPH 1-3-3-2:5.
She reports that their journey from Baltimore is much slower than
expected. The turnpike road is rough and except for Cecilia (Seton)
they have walked half of the time - at least four and a half miles
before breakfast this morning. Cecilia seems stronger and in good
spirits. They will go eight miles farther (to Meyers) before stopping for
the night.
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[.d.]. To Reverend William Dubourg, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:6.
She regrets that he has resigned as their spiritual father and she
feels that it is due to her worthlessness. She says that Reverend Mr.
David may make an excellent superior, but not for them. [A torn page
makes the rest of the letter illegible.]
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend Francis Nagot, S.S.
[.d.]. To Reverend Francis Nagot, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:8.
When she left Baltimore, she was not feeling well and it was
raining hard, so she could not see him to thank him for his kindness
to them and to the new deceased Cecilia (Seton). She thanks him also
for sending Mr. Clorivière to accompany them back to Emmitsburg.
She says that she will await further directions before announcing
the intended change to the Sisters (removing her as superior). She
adds that no one would take her place without his immediate order.
(At the bottom of the second page.) Sister Susan and Mother Seton
had set out alone from Baltimore with Cecilia's casket. They tried to
be as cheerful as possible and had difficulty showing proper gravity
when Mr. Clorivière overtook them at Winchester to escort them.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Reverend John David, S.S.
[nd., c. 18101. To Reverend John David, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:9.
She reports to him (her superior) that enrollment in the school has
reached thirty-five but the Sisters can well manage it besides doing the
manual labor necessary in the house. They also can observe their rules
and devote time to their spiritual exercises. Only the rule of silence
gives difficulty because of the confusion of having workmen still in
the house. The Sisters maintain charity among themselves and are
careful about poverty. If he wants to know more about their daily
living, he should ask Mr. Dubois who knows their house so well.
July 23, 1810. To Reverend John David, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:11.
She reports about the spiritual books, both in English and in
French, which they have. The masons are still working on the "cells"
which will not be ready by the time he (David) has appointed.
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[nd.]. To Reverend John David, S.S. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:12.
She objects to his plan of giving a retreat to the Sisters before he
leaves (for Kentucky). He says it will come right before the application
of their rules. She does not see that they should discuss those rules
with someone who will not be their Superior. A new Superior may
have entirely new opinions about the rules. Also, there are rumors
that there may be no formal appointment of a Superior for their house.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to Mathias O'Conway,
(the Father of Sister Cecilia O'Conway and Isabella O'Conway)
[nd.]. To Mathias O'Conway. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:20.
She assures him that his daughter (Sister Cecilia) is the picture of
health and that she (Elizabeth) takes her place frequently. As for the
student Isabella, she is a good, happy, robust child.
[nd.]. To Mathias O'Conway. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:21.
(Note on the back of one of Cecilia's letters to her father.)
She thanks him for his remembrance and for sending his wife to
visit their daughter Cecilia.
[nd.]. To Mathias O'Conway. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:23.
His letter with its sad message and its cold and distant language
has come. Cecilia bears the sorrow with fortitude. Elizabeth herself
has been pierced by the heartless words of the news. She has always
had the highest regard to him and his family and begs him to let them
know more particulars, as they fear something else may have happened.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to General Robert Goodloe Harper
January 1, 1820. To General Robert Goodloe Harper. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:41b.
His daughters are doing well and seem very happy. She relates an
incident in which Emily proves herself a sweet, forgiving child. She
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also mentions that Elizabeth, though with less exterior attraction, is
more interesting.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Mrs. Joanna Barry
September 16, 1811. To Mrs. Joanna Barry. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:50.
She expresses her sympathy to the recently widowed, Joanna
Barry. She would love to have had her stop over at Saint Joseph's
House for a visit. Their new rules limit visitors to one week only,
but she would still be welcome. All of the Sisters will continue to
pray for her.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to George Weise
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:57.
Harriet (Seton) died at 2 AM. without anyone realizing she was in
danger. Cecilia is very ill, also. Harriet, in her last hours, thought
much about Father
, wanting to touch the things he had touched—
letters, cake, handkerchiefs, the holy water he had blessed. She hopes
that he (George Weise) can tell the Bishop and Reverend Mr. Moranville
about Harriet before their Christmas masses.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:58.
Cecilia is better and Annina is well. She herself has been sick and
minds the cold very much. She sends love to Minon. She is disappointed by Lilly's change but accepts God's will.
[December 13, nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:59.
She feels that she is cut off from all loved ones. Lately she has
suffered from weakness and pain, but knows that when the body
loses, the soul is repaid ten-fold. She hopes that he (Weise) and his
wife Minon are well and that his store is thriving. An added note
(dated December 13) asks him to send the stove she had used in
Baltimore if he does not use it.
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[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:60.

(First page is missing.) Her soul's Father is sick and suffering. The
children miss him as she does. The Lord's will be done.
[.d.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:60b.

She asks that Veronique might stay with the Weise family for one
night.
Thursday [1810]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:61.

She encourages him to bear his cross and have patience and hope
that the Master will relieve him. She, too, is in pain, joyous to be
suffering for the Father in heaven.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:62.

She has a heavy heart because her boys are going to Baltimore. She
does not know what their orders will be or if they may go out. She dare
not let Anna write, but God will bring about his own end "out of this
painful warfare." She has taught Father Dubois' method of prayer and
meditation to a woman named Sarah, but has not seen Charlotte at all.
Veronique is more recovered than expected. When William (her son)
was sick, she promised to let him go to New York to get his father's
gun. She asks George to teach him how to use it carefully. Also, she
wants George to advise the boys on how to spend their gold piece.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:63.

William and Anna have not been well, and Cecilia, though suffering from a boil, continues to work and pray. The superior (Father
Dubois) may appoint our Father (Babade) as his assistant.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:64.

She asks George to send her little cabinet, along with the bed
being sent, for Sister Rose.
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January 7, 1810. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:65.
Annina is ill with a constant fever, but her condition is not dangerous. Susan is recovering. Mary, blistered. She asks George to tell
dearest Father that they are praying for him continually.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:66.
All is well and peaceful. The hard trial to bear is separation from
"Our own Father," but they submit to God's will. She says that herself
and others now love God more than ever, if that is possible. A note
included asks for the chaplets promised by "dearest Father" (Babade)
for the children.
[nd. Tuesday Evening]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:67.
She asks him to receive Our Veronique and her mother for one or
two nights.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:67b.
She sends him a chaplet from Jerusalem by the Christian Turk in
Philadelphia.
January 15, 1811. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:68.
She thanks him for a gift. She would like him to send pictures of
the Stations so that she may teach the children. She needs another
subject besides the catechism and the rosary. She tells him about a
dream Veronique (Sister Cecilia O'Conway) had in which Harriet told
her about Cecilia Seton who had recently died. Harriet said that
Cecilia was with the virgins and martyrs but was still suffering for sins

in New York.
June 24, 1811. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:69.
A new administration is taking over, but she is almost indifferent
to its outcome. Many good-hearted people go wrong from ignorance
or bad advice. She hopes that before long "the poor sheep" will be able
to follow the Shepherd and make others happy, too.
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[.d.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:70.
She wants George to trace down two letters which a friend in New
York addressed incorrectly. They were sent to Philipsburg instead of
Emmitsburg. The letters contained private information so the friend is
concerned that they should reach her (Elizabeth).
[1811]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:71.
She wants him to send a weight and cord for a lamp of Our Lady
on the Mountain. He should send directions on how to fix it and to
install it. Would he also send the carpet left at his house. The stove
arrived just in time. Maybe at some time he could send some oysters
for Annina.
January 1, 1810. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:72.
There is sickness in the house, Cecilia Seton being the weakest of
all. No one should come until they are settled in Saint Joseph's (the
White House). In spite of trials, she is contented caring only for
thoughts of eternity.
January 11, 1812. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:73.
She is grateful for all he has done for them, especially the oysters
which he obtained for Annina.
[nd.]. To George Weise. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:74.
She wants him to deliver the enclosed letters to Mr. Harper, for

Mrs. Chatard, and for Mr. Brute. She would also like a bottle of lemon
juice.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Rose Stubbs
February 20, 1809. To Rose Stubbs. ASJPH 1-3-3-2:103.
She has been told by Dupleix about Rose and her family. She has
thought about them often, but did not know where they had settled.
Her own situation has turned out well ever since leaving New York.
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Property has been given to her on which to establish a home for
women wishing to lead a religious life, and wishing to devote their
lives to the education of poor children in the Catholic faith. Perhaps
Rose would like to join them. She thinks of Rose's family often and
admires the way they always attended Mass even in bad weather.
Notes and Reflections of Elizabeth Seton
December 31, 1799. Stone Street. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:1.
Peaceful contemplation of God's love and mercy comment of 1814
- how different.
Eternal Gratitude G (Brute)
July 26, 1801. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:2.
Acceptance of suffering: faith in divine support
Brute note - when affairs of Mr. Seton failed.
[nd.] [August 18011. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:3.
Quote and location of late father's tomb inscription. Recollection
of his care for immigrants.
[18011 Reflection. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:4.
October 2, 1800. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:5.
Description of sudden storm clouding a moon-lit sky.
May 23, 1802. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:6.
Daily jotting for week of May 23 - including Ascension Thursday. Surrender to loving God.
[nd.]. To Juliana White (afterwards Mrs. T. P. Scott). ASJPH 1-3-3-3:7(1).
She has been touched by Julia's remark about a pain on the heart.
She hopes that someday Julia will be able to make a choice of the better
part. Her (Julia's) daughter Mary (Maria) has become more lively and
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worldly, but Bec will be a guardian angel to her. She (Julia) should tell
her father to overlook any show of ingratitude from Richard, because
Richard really does appreciate the White family.
August 1, 1802. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:7 (2).
Remembrance of personal sin and dryness of spirit. Looks forward to Heaven.
September 13, 1802. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:8.

Day of great grace two weeks after birth of daughter, Rebecca,
with sister-in-law, (Rebecca) prepared a dying woman for Eternity.
Deeply conscious of God's mercy.
September 29, 1802. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:9.
Daughter Rebecca is christened. Prayers of Praise, for fidelity,
service.
March 9, 1803. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:10.
Conscious of God's protecting Presence. Prays for fidelity.
[nd.]. (Seems continuation of above). ASJPH 1-3-3-3:11.
Experience of God's support and guidance.
[Before 18041. (In another hand Protestant). ASJPH 1-3-3-3:12.
Friday after Ascension. Yesterday a day of grace - today from 9
to 6 watched by bedside of (someone) dying. Earlier, before children
woke, prayed peacefully and confided all to God's care.
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:13.
Conscious that God knows all she asks or desires. Great sense of
loving protection.
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November 8-22, 1803. Fragment of the Italian Journal. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:14.
On board ship in Gibraltar Bay, recounts a dream; Anna, fearful
of offending God, vows to avoid even the smallest temptation. A
storm prompts Elizabeth's prayer to God her Judge, Father, and Saviour; is comforted by Anna. Towed by barge to Lazaretto prison in
Leghorn. Anna tells of a frightening dream.
[n.d.1. Notes and Short Prayers of Elizabeth Seton. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:16.
(1) and (2) - Short prayer - n.d.
(3) Partial draft of letter to Reverend John Henry Hobart - [1804]
weeps and worries over his reaction to her possible change of
religion; dreads separation from his spiritual help.
Prayer
for love and service - n.d.
(4)
(5) Household expense list - July 1, 1806.
(6) Praise to the Blessed Virgin - n.d.
(7) Seven Last Words and a small litany to Christ - n.d.
January 27, 1808. (Fragments) Office of Jesus. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:17.
Prayers to Holy Name, labeled "Office of Jesus"
- devotional quatrain.
[n.d.]. Fragments. Jottings for talks, letters. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:21.
(1) "Suffering" - n.d.
(2a) "Eternity - Mother!" - n.d.
(2b) "Cheerfulness"
(3a) Holy card of the Crucifixion.
(3b) Prayer on the reverse of the holy card.
(4a) "Save me, 0 Lord" - n.d.
(4b) "The cries of my sins"
(5) The Memorare - n.d.
(6) Draft of note to unknown man on novel reading - n.d
(7) "You wash the dish" - n.d.
(8) "Saint Nicholas Tolentin" - n.d.
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Letter From Elizabeth to Sarah Cauffman
February 19, 1818. To Sarah Cauffman. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:22.

She hopes Kit [on a visit to Julia Scott in Philadelphia] will be able
to spend time with Sarah. Sarah will also see William briefly. Elizabeth
is delighted that her own children love Sarah and her sister as she
herself does. She advises Sarah on how to conduct herself with someone who seeks her attentions unsolicited. Mrs. Clark is grateful for the
kindness shown her by the Cauffman family.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to [Madame Fournier?]
[nd.]. To Madame Fournier. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:23.

Her imperfect knowledge [of French] prevents her from responding in that language. She has enlisted the sisters' prayers for the
recovery of her brother. [Victorine Fournier was the sister of Reverend
William DuBourg.]
[nd.]. Instruction on John 6:56. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:24.
[nd.]. [Probably 1809-121. Collection of notes, reflections of Mother Seton.
ASJPH 1-3-3-3:25.

Eight diverse fragments:
(1) Note to Sisters - nd.
(2) One paragraph to students on First Communion - nd.
(3a) Comment on Annina nd.
(3b) Verse on Anina - nd.
nd.
(4) Scriptural reflection on Elias, Zacharias and Jesus
(4b) Notes on readings for All Saints, etc. - nd.
(5a) Draft of letter to Father on conforming daughter at the Academy
- nd.
(5b) Expense notation.
(6) "The loss of God" (instructions to students) - nd.
(7) Verse on faith (instructions to students) - nd.
(8) "Parent's Prayer" verse dedication (in student Bible?)
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1815 Journal of Elizabeth Seton for
Reverend Simon Gabriel Brute
November 8 through November 22, 1803. Journal for Reverend Simon Brute.
ASJPH 1-3-3-3:26.
This journal was written for Brute during his voyage to France
with William Seton. It contains many details about: the daily life of the
early Sisters of Charity at Saint Joseph's; the sisters and others at
Mount Saint Mary's and at the parish church in Emmitsburg; Elizabeth's
spiritual thoughts and meditations.
original sent
[nd.]. Reflection of Mother Seton on Vows (Not an original
by grandson, Msgr. Robert Seton, to Madame de Barberey, biographer).
ASJPH 1-3-3-3:27.
Stresses reality of religious vows made after thought and study.
[n.d.]. Reflection on "Out of the Deep." ASJPH 1-3-3-3:27a.
Prayer for relief from sorrow; forthright statement of deep grief
and hope.
[nd.]. Memorial of our Saviour's Death and Passion. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:27b.
In Our Savior's cruel death, he took the pains and left us the fruits.
[nd.]. Instructions from the Fathers and Councils (Notes compiled or given
to EAS). ASJPH 1-3-3-3:28.
Comments on the Mass, with citations from the Fathers and early
Councils.
[nd.]. Fragment of instruction on "Mystery" (Notes compiled or given to
EAS). ASJPH 1-3-3-3:29.
Weakness of understanding leads to mystery. Cites 2 Peter, 3:13.
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Translations by Elizabeth Seton
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3;30.
Translation of a religious biography of an unidentified holy woman.
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:31.
History notes on Condorcet, Paine, Mirabeau.
Letter From Elizabeth Seton to Bishop Carroll
[nd.]. To Bishop Carroll. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:32.
Draft, probably of the letter of 28 February 1808. (ASHPH 1-3-31:51b)
Letter From Elizabeth Seton to Mrs. Startin
[18061. To Mrs. Startin. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:33.
Elizabeth is being helped by God in so many ways that she feels
like a hypocrite when the world pities her. Her present situation is
more like enemy territory than a place of peace and rest, but such is
God's will. This time of patience may prove to be the best employed
of her life.
Letter From Elizabeth Seton To An Unidentified Person
[nd.]. To an Unidentified Person. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:34.
She describes a scene of illness and death with priests and parents
in attendance.
Translation By Elizabeth Seton
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:35.
Fragment of a translation of the life of Saint Ignatius.
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Reflection by Elizabeth Seton
[nd.]. Reflection on "Friendship." ASJPH 1-3-3-3:36.
Thoughts on death of faithful Christian; prayers for continued
support.
Translation by Elizabeth Seton
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:37.
Fragment of a translation from the French of Des Services que les
Femmes Peuvent Rendre' a la Religion (Services Women may Render in
Religion)
[.d.]. Instruction on Charity (Notes compiled or given to EAS). ASJPH 13-3-3:38.
Expounds on motion that charity is gentle, benevolent, and universal.
Letter From Elizabeth Seton to John Wilkes (draft)
[July 13, 18041. To John Wilkes. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:39.
John Wilkes' brother Charles visited Elizabeth. He was much
affected by the death of [Alexander] Hamilton. She tells John of her
sister-in-law, Rebecca Seton, who died on July 8. She thanks Wilkes for
helping make her life, though filled with cares, as comfortable as it is.
Letter From Elizabeth Seton to Unknown Person
After Ann Barry's Death

[nd.]. To Unknown Person. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:40.
To those who look beyond the pains of the present, the hope of
eternal reunion is sweet. No news of Mrs. Barry. No doubt Ann Barry
is mindful of those who loved her, now that she is in heaven.
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Instructions and Reflections
[nd.]. Labeled first instruction (Her sentiments imbedded here). "My God
and My All." ASJPH 1-3-3-3:41.
As Sisters of Charity, we view all in the light of God and Eternity;
promote the interests of His Kingdom.
[.d.]. Labeled last instruction (Her sentiments here) - "Mary our Mother."
ASJPH 1-3-3-3:42.

We honor Mary in the mysteries of Jesus. Imitate her virtues.
At close, in another hand (Brute?). 22 July 1834.
[December 27, 18141. Reflections on Saint John, Benediction, Innocents.
ASJPH 1-3-3-3:43.
Thoughts on Christmas feasts - Saint John's day; Holy Innocents,
prayer for Our Lady's help.
August 281 nd.]. Principle Impressions (Notes, or someone's notes of Mother
Seton's instructions). ASJPH 1-3-3-3:44.
Eleven numbered statements, reminiscent of retreat notes.
(a) "Redemption"
[nd.]. Short note to Cecilia Seton on Catherine Josephine Seton's letter.
ASJPH 1-3-3-3:45.
At end of Catherine Josephine Seton's letter to "Cecil" Seton or
O'Conway Mother Seton recalls "Cecil" relishing songs by Father
Babade and sung in chapel (this before Spring, 1810).
December 12, 1808. Reflection "Jesus our All." ASJPH 1-3-3-3:46.
Jesus is ours in unchangeable love, the source of our love, praise,
and joy.
[nd.]. "Children of the Father." ASJPH 1-3-3-3:47.
What ties more sacred than that of Christians united to one another?
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List of Expenses
August 10, 1810. List of Expenses. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:48.
List of expenses on dates from 10 August 1810 to May 1811.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton To Eliza Wyse
May 18, 1816. To Eliza Wyse. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:48b.
She is glad that Eliza has not forgotten Saint Joseph's. Bec is
suffering much, Josephine is well. Many Saint Joseph's girls are coming to make retreat, will she be among them? All the things Eliza and
her brother left have been sent. Elizabeth is disappointed that Eliza left
Saint Joseph's before her mother could visit.
[.d.]. To Eliza Wyse. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:48c.
She begs the Lord's blessing on Eliza and invites her to "come
under the Shawl this morning."
Religious Verse
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:49.
"Jerusalem, My Happy Home" (Four stanzas)
October 28, 1819. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:50.
"Saint Simon" (verse)
Letter From Elizabeth Seton to Juliana White
June 28, 1814. To Juliana White. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:50 (2).
She sends love and blessings. Rose will tell her the rest.
Translation
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:51.
Translation of religious verse from French.
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Instruction
[nd.]. Notes for Instructions on the "Good use of each day." ASJPH 1-3-33:52.
Open each day well; pray with fervor; do acts of penance to win
perseverance. Computation of good acts done over 30 years.
Letter From Elizabeth Seton to Mary Bayley Post [fragment]
[nd.]. To Mary Bayley Post. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:54.
She has not written because the post has been stopped for three
weeks. Nothing new has happened. The days of the week pass with
almost no change. This suits her well after undergoing the storm for
so long.
[nd.]. Religious verses. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:55.
1815. The incident of M.H. from Philadelphia. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:56.
1816. The incident of a young lady recommended by Mr. I. ASJPH 1-3-33:57.
[.d.]. Reflective prayer "The Good Friday of Death and Life." ASJPH 1-33-3:58.
See Christ on the cross - remain in silence. Hear Christ "all is
consummated," "Father, into Thy hands." Silent Adoration.
September 26, 1803. Notes of Mother Seton on John Henry Hobart's Sermon. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:59.
Examination of conscience on exercise of lively faith.
August 11, 1803 (signed) J. H. H.
In doubt, trouble and worry, have daily recourse to the Psalms.
[early 1804?1. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:61.
"Religious Verse" (six stanzas, three with refrain) Stanza one and
refrain paraphrase Habakkuk 3: 17-18.
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Letter from Elizabeth Seton to M. Margaret Stinson
Good Friday [nd.]. To M. Margaret Stinson. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:62.

Elizabeth addresses her as Clare. She is sad at her departure and
assures her of her own prayers and unchanging affection.
[nd.]. Note to Cecilia Seton. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:80 (5).

Elizabeth is rejoicing in Cecilia's entrance into the Catholic church
(which occurred 20 June 1802).
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:82 (1).

A prayer to Jesus.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to B. S. Elder
January 18, 1813. To B. S. Elder. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:92.

She gives a report on his daughter Eleanor [sic]. She suggests
areas of deficiency he should mention when he writes to her. If he
wishes her to learn music she will have to give up time from needlework rather than from other areas more essential to her education.
There is also an additional charge.
Materials Based on Saint Ignatius
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:92c.

Saint Ignatius' Spiritual Doctor for the Advanced.
[nd.]. ASJPH 1-3-3-3:95.

Saint Ignatius' Spiritual Doctor for Beginners.
Letter from Elizabeth Seton to Unidentified Lady,
in French with Translation
November 20, 1804. To an Unknown Lady. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:57.
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She writes to a friend who has suffered poor health and the death
of her spouse, recalling that her late husband grieved over these losses.
She admits losing father, husband, and sister-in-law Rebecca has
changed her life. Her children are her only concern, she hopes to
support them by keeping a proposed school. She speaks of the attraction of the Catholic Church, and asks for prayers. Peace and confusion
mingle in this letter.
Letters from Elizabeth Seton to the Fox Family
(The first three Fox letters are copies, received in 1885 from a Miss
Brewer, granddaughter of Mr. Robert Fox.)
[nd.]. To Elizabeth Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:63.

They were uneasy lest Mrs. Fox had been exposed the previous
day. Their prayers should have kept her warm. Eliza weeps a bit, but
rallies when she remembers Mother Seton's love and concern.
July 20, 1816. To Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:64.

The children adjusted to school, content and exemplary. We hope
to hear that you returned safe and well.
September 8, 1816. To Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:65.

All three children attentive, healthy and exemplary. The other
young ladies who came to school make her proud of the New York
girls. Please write often to the girls.
June 29, 1817. To Mrs. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:66.

She sends on the children's letters that were overlooked. Kit
(Josephine) returns (from New York) and says she, too, loves the
Foxes. Remembrances to friends.
July 25, 1817. To Mr. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:66b.

She has received his letter with the Bishop's, which Mr. Dubois
answered. She hopes he comes to bring the Sisters (to New York). She
will write to the Bishop.
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August 23, 1817. To Mrs. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:67.
Three dear beings (the Sisters) are gone to New York. Your children here are excellent - their father pleased with them.
September 28, 1817. To Mr. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:68.
William awaiting his appointment, Richard already sailed. Please
forward to Mr. Barry the amount he laid out for Richard's outfit. Your
children all well; love to Mrs. Fox. Tell the Sisters they shall hear from
Emmitsburg next week. If Mr. McCarthy comes next week, send the
funds to me.
October 10, 1817. To Mr. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:68b.
The money came safely. William will stay and study at the Seminary. He is grateful to you. Your girls played so much when Mr.
McCarthy was here, they had little time to write long letters home.
They are good and diligent. They need new frocks, as cheap here as in
New York. Tell Phoebe not to write too much about the wedding it excites Jane.
[nd.]. (Probably November 4, 1817). To Mr. Robert Fox (incomplete copy).
ASJPH 1-3-3-4:69.
I overlooked this letter which William left to go with mine, but
today the post brought him his commission. Thanks for your help.
February 16, 1818. To Mr. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:71.
William en route to New York and will see you. He has a package
for Sister Rose. Will tell you of your children. Josephine goes with him
to Philadelphia. Read enclosed note privately.
May 9, 1818. To Mr. Robert Fox. ASJPH 1-3-3-4:71b.
An earnest request to let his little one who has not made her First
Communion come and prepare at Emmitsburg. She will gladly make
suitable reduced payments. Send her with Kit, who will return her in
the fall. Eliza and Jane are ready for the world; Mary needs more care.
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Thinks the parents will be pleased with their daughters, but wants
their other daughter to share their benefits. Speaks freely of her love
for the Fox family.
[The above letters are copies made in 1885,
during the visit of Robert Fox's granddaughter to Saint Joseph's.]

Statue of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton. National Shrine.
Courtesy National Shrine of Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton, Emmitsburg, Maryland
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Newsnotes
Reverend Warren Dicharry, C.M.
On 15 August 1998, the Reverend Warren Dicharry, C.M., passed
away after a long illness at age seventy—eight. A member of the
Vincentian's Southern Province, Dicharry served for ten years (19861996) as a member of the Vincentian Studies Institute of the United
States. As a Vincentian, Father Dicharry was distinguished as a seminary teacher, preacher, and author. The Institute is grateful for his
years of service, and mourns his passing. May he rest in peace!
PUBLICATIONS
BOOKS
Recently two new biographical studies of Blessed Frédéric Ozanam
have appeared in French. Louise Camus-Marzin, Frédéric Ozanam,
1813-1853: Pionnier de son époque, précurseur de la nôtre (Paris: Téqui,
1997), 168 p. 44F. Bernard Cattanéo, Frédéric Ozanam le bienheureux
(Paris: Cerf, 1997), 218 p. 120F.
Seasons in Spirituality: Reflections on Vincentian Spirituality in Today's
World by Robert P. Maloney, C.M., (Hyde Park: New City Press, 1998),
181 pp. Seasons in Spirituality is a collection of letters and reflections
addressed to those who wish to be guided by the great spiritual
teacher Vincent de Paul. Maloney helps us to explore the various
"seasons" of our lives: the actual seasons of Lent and Advent, Summertime (youth) and Wintertime (later life). His seasons also include
special periods in our lives when we are called to exercise authority
and to build communities. Several chapters deal specifically with
various aspects of Vincent de Paul's spirituality. Others highlight
themes such as gentleness, making friends, and growing in holiness
that are important for every Christian.
Orbis Books has added a new volume to its American Society of
Missiology Series. The Missionary Movement in American Catholic History, written by Angelyn Dries, O.S.F., is the first comprehensive
history of the American Catholic missions. The work covers a broad
base of material, from the machination of mission institutions to the
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more personal human and religious aspects, including mention of the
Vincentian mission. Sister Dries illustrates not only how, over the past
two centuries, the church sent thousands of men and women overseas
in an effort to reach the world, but how evangelization was accomplished at home through reaching out to the immigrant population
and thereby incorporating millions of people into the church. The
research is exhaustive, the impact profound. Sister Dries has shed new
light on the history behind, and the makeup today, of the distinctive
American Catholic identity.
Vincentian Spanish Publications:
Carninando Hacia ci Futuro. Lectura Vicenciana de la exhortacidn
Apostólica "La Vida Consagrada." Published by the Editorial CEME of
Salamanca this work is compilation of conferences on John Paul II's
apostolic exhortation on "The Consecrated Life." These talks were
given at the sixth meeting (1996) of the provincial councils of the
provinces of the Daughters of Charity in Spain.
In celebration of the 25th anniversary of the establishment of the
province of Zaragoza in Spain, the Editorial CEME has published
Volume 1 of Cuadernos Vicencianos: En tiempos de San Vicente de Pail...
y hoy. This is a Spanish translation of the earlier French work published by the province of Toulouse entitled: Au temps to St. Vincent de
Paul.. .et aujourd'hui. The work consists of thirty-three thematic essays
on various aspects of the thought and work of Vincent de Paul. Some
examples include: "Saint Vincent de Paul and the Mission," "Saint
Vincent de Paul and women," "Saint Vincent de Paul and Jesus Christ,"
and "Saint Vincent de Paul and evangelization."
Also in celebration of its 25th anniversary the province of
Zargoza has published a history of the province, Con gregacidn de la
Misidn, XXV Anniversarios, Provincia de Zaragoza (Teruel:
Congregación de la Misión, 1995).
DISSERTATION
Susan Eileen Dinan, Gender, Class and Vocation: The Development of
the Daughters of Charity in Seventeenth-Century France (Madison: University of Wisconsin, 1996). 308 pp. This dissertation argues that the
Ladies and Daughters of Charity manipulated their society's attitudes
towards women in order to create an active religious community
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through which they could serve God and aid the needy. In France,
women expanded their life opportunities during the Catholic Reformation by joining such companies and working as nurses, teachers
and social workers. This dissertation analyzes two primary themes to
justify this assertion. First the Company of the Daughters of Charity's
avoidance of enclosure is studied to illuminate how this innovative
feat was accomplished. Specifically, the issues of the community's
class structure and the gender identity of its members are seen as key
elements to the success of the Daughter's noncloistered status. Second,
the Catholic Reformation's goal of confining women is examined in
light of the development of novel active religious communities in
seventeenth century France. The Daughters of Charity are an example
of the increased opportunities available to some women of different
social classes during the Catholic Reformation.
JOURNALS
Annali della Missione:
Vol. 104, Nos. 2-3, April, September 1997, Issue dedicated to the
Ozanam beatification. Articles include: "Essere I nuovi testimoni
dell'amore" (Cardinal Jean-Marie Lustiger), "L'omelia di Giovanni
Paolo II," "Ho collocato Ozanam nel mio segret dei santi sconosciuti"
(J. Guitton), "Federico Ozanam, un santo per il nostro temp" (A. A. De
Tarrazi), "Federico Ozanam: la sua fede, la sua santità" (R. W. Ramson,
C.M.), "Un impegnative cammino di santità laicale" (J. Caron),
"Federico Ozanam continuità e rinnovamento dello spirito
vincenziano" (J. Corera, C.M.), "Storia della causa di beatificazione di
Federico Ozanam" (P. R. D'Amico, C.M.), "Quel bambino brasiliano
guarito per intercessione del servo di dio Ozanam" (P.R. D'Amico,
C.M.), "Federico Ozanam e Roma" (G. Menichelli), "Nacque a due
passi dalla madonnina e studio a fondo la letteratura italiana" (G.
Ber.), "Presenza e attualità della 'Società di San Vincenzo de' Paoli"
(A. A. de Terrazi), "Un padre di famiglia dalla fede ardete e dalla
carità inventiva" (P. R. D'Amico, C.M.).
Vol. 105, No. 1, January, March 1998, issue dedicated to "Mary
Mother of God, and Mother of Humanity." Included is an article by
Raymond Facelina, C.M., "Maria nella tradizione Vincenziana."
Vol. 105, No. 3, July, September 1998. Articles of interest include:
"Nuovi statuti dell'Associazione della Medagalia Miracolosa," by
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Robert Maloney, C.M.; "S. Marta in Vaticano: le opere e I giorni," by
Graziella Disingrini.
Catholic Southwest:

Volume 8: 1997 of this journal contains an article by Dr. Patrick
Foley entitled: "From Linares to Galveston: Texas in the Diocesan
Scheme of the Roman Catholic Church to the Mid-Nineteenth Century." Foley highlights the work of the first bishop of Galveston, JeanMarie Odin, C.M., and other pioneer Vincentians.
Colloque: Journal of the Irish Province of the Congregation of the Mission:

Spring 1998: No. 37. Articles of interest include: "Those Two
Years" by Miles Rearden, C.M., examining the ongoing controversy
over the authenticity of accounts of Saint Vincent's "Tunisian Captivity." "Towards a Theology of Captivity" by Michael McCullagh, C.M.,
offers some reflection on the lives of people, including Saint Vincent
and Saint Louise who accepted captivity in life and in this acceptance
found God.
Autumn 1998: No. 38. Articles of interest include: "Archival
Ramblings" by Thomas Davitt, C.M., an informative look at the work,
the joys and the frustrations, of an archivist. "A Year with the Vincentian
Volunteers," a collection of three short essays detailing the value of
experience gained, both actual and spiritual, in working with the
disadvantaged through the Vincentian Volunteer program.
Echoes of the Company:

No. 4, April 1998. Includes: Sister Alfonsa Richartz, D.C., "The
teaching of Saint Louise in the light of her letters to the first sisters,
(Part 2)."
No. 9-10, September-October 1998. Includes: Father Fernando
Quintano, "The Prayer and the Prayers of the Daughters of Charity";
and Sister Elizabeth Charpy, "Servants of the Poor in the XVIIth
century: is this possible? (Part 2)."
No. 11, November 1998. Includes: "Some interventions made
during the General Assembly of the Congregation of the Mission" "The Vincentian charism and spirit" and "The Daughters of Charity of
Saint Vincent de Paul"; and Father Bernard Koch, C.M., "An unpublished letter written by a friend of Saint Vincent de Paul."
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Review for Religious:
September-October 1997, Volume 56, Number 5 features an article
by Betty Ann McNeil, D.C., entitled "Tracing the Vincentian Family
Tree." This article summarizes McNeil's groundbreaking research on
the worldwide Vincentian Family. Also in this issue is an article by
John Freund, C.M., of the Eastern Province, "From Parchment to
Cyberspace: New Technologies can serve Charisms." Freund points
out that "the Internet brings with it new ways of embodying a religious charism for those who have eyes to see it."
Verbum:
A recent issue of Verbum (38: 4, 1997) published by the Society of
the Divine Word has an interesting article by Thomas A. Krosnicki,
S.V.D., entitled, "Saint John Gabriel Perboyre and Divine Word Missionaries." This brief essay has a three-fold object. First, to review the
life and death of this 19th century martyr in China, a missionary
model for the contemporary Church. Secondly, to discuss the history
of the connection between Saint Perboyre and Blessed Arnold Janssen,
the Society of the Divine Word and the Congregation of the Mission.
And thirdly, reflections on the euchological texts provided for the annual liturgical celebration of Saint John Gabriel Perboyre. The founder of
the missionary Society of the Divine Word, Arnold Janssen established
John Gabriel Perboyre as one of the patrons of his new society. Reverend
Ferdinand Medits, C.M., a Hungarian Vincentian served as the first
novice master for the fledgling community in the 1880s.
Vincentiana:
Number 1 (January-February 1998), contains several articles of
note concerning the Vincentian Family. In particular, readers might
appreciate: "On Horizon Shifts. Some Reflections on the General Assembly of 1997" by Robert Maloney, C.M.; "My Hopes for the
Vincentian Marian Youth Groups" also by Robert Maloney, C.M.; and
"A.I.C. - From the origins to the present day 380 years. 1617-1997"
authored by Mauricette Borloo and Marie Claire Guichard. Of some
historical interest is "An Unpublished Letter of Saint Vincent. A 1645
submission," a notarized letter signed by Monsieur Vincent with accompanying commentary by Bernard Koch, C.M.
For those with a continuing interest in Frédéric Ozanam,
Vincentiana, number 6 (November-December 1997), should prove significant. The Feature section includes: "Beatification of Frédéric
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Ozanam. Paris, August 22, 1997" a first-hand account by William
Sheldon, C.M.; "Homily of Pope John Paul II. For the beatification of
Frédéric Ozanam"; and "Liturgical texts of Blessed Frédéric Ozanam."
Moving to another topic, the Study section concludes with a fine
introspective work by Robert Maloney, C.M. entitled "The Spirituality
of Societies of Apostolic Life."
Vincentiana, number 4-5 (July-October 1997), is devoted exclusively to Vincentian Month, 7 July to 2 August in Paris, and publishes
in full all of the conferences given. Works of note include: Emeric
Amyot d'Inville, C.M., "Seeing and Discerning the Challenges. From
Saint Vincent's eyes... to ours"; Robert P. Maloney, C.M., "The
Vincentian Missionary Spirit. Yesterday and Today"; John P. Cawley,
C.M., "Renewed Parish Mission Model in a North American Context";
Joao M. Barbosa de Lemos, C.M., "For the Missions: a Vincentian
Team. Comprising Priests of the Mission, Daughters of Charity and
Laity"; and Antonio Ruiz Barbacil, C.M., "The Integration of the Family in the Mission." The issue concludes with the Final Document,
presented to the Superior General, entitled "The Vincentian Mission.
A Vincentian Response to the New Evangelization."
The issue of Vincentiana, number 3 (May-June 1997), devotes its
Feature section to Frédéric Ozanam. The following three articles are
worth reading, particularly in order to gain a deeper sense of the man:
"Frédéric Ozanam, a lay saint for our times" by Amin A. de Tarrazi;
"Frédéric Ozanam: His Piety and Devotion" by Ronald Ramson, C.M.;
and "The History of the Cause for the Beatification of Frédéric Ozanam"
by Roberto D'Amico, C.M. Within the Study section of Vincentiana
"Actualizing 'The Mission' Today" by Robert Maloney, C.M. provides
insight, observation and guidelines toward understanding the
Vincentian mission within the context of the modern world. Finally, of
historical interest, and also authored by Robert Maloney, C.M., is "The
Beautiful Acarie," an article detailing the life and contribution of little
known Barbe Avrillot [later known as Madame Acarie] - a woman
who influenced many of the major religious figures of her day.
MAGAZINE
Saint Elizabeth Ann Seton Magazine published in 1997 by Editions
du Signe. Full-color, 57 pp. Available from Sister M. Irene Fugazy,
S.C., Sisters of Charity, 6301 Riverdale Avenue, Bronx, NY 10471.
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